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SCHOOL PRAYER 

O Lord, ever living and ever present. 
We ask your blessing  on our school community 

Inspired by the example of John Henry Newman, 
May we keep clearly before us your call 
To reach for what is highest and best, as we move 
THROUGH SHADOWS AND IMA(;ES TO TRUTH 

Let LIS grow in wisdom and love and 
Act with courage to choose what is right. 
May we always he open to change and have 
The streiigth to accept what is new and valuable 

Give us peace and happiness in what we do. 
We ask this through Jesus, Your Son, and Mary. our Mother 
Aiiieii 

"... THROUGH SHADOWS AND IMAGES TO TRUTH" 
In a world where man thinks himself self-sufficient or finds life mean-

ingless, there is a need to discover new iniages, signs and symbols by 
which he can pass through the changing shadows to the light of truth. 

Our patron, John Henry Newman, was a man before his time, a vi-
sionary, who, like all visionaries, suffered much through misunderstand-
ing. He called on the Light to illumine his way in his famous hymn-
prayer. 

Lead, kind/v Lip/it, aiiiid the encircling (çiooni. 
We wonder whether Newman would agree that music is one of the 

symbols whereby we respond to life and its mysteries, as, for instance, 
the mystery of evil. Beethoven was no stranger to suffering. Loneliness 
was his constant companion: deafness tried to make him hitter, and de-
spair was always near. Yet he did not ever give up his belief in life. Oh, 
it is so beautitiil to lire - to live a thousand tiiiies! he wrote to a friend 
and we are privileged to hear the proof of his belief in the exultant tones 
of his symphonies. 

Adolescence is primarily the age when the development of mysti-
cism takes place. The invasion of record shops by teenagers, the hours 
spent listening to music, hopefully, is not idle time. 

Music's power over the spirit of man is not restricted to the mystical 
and psychological only. It uproots as well, as Plato wrote: When modes es

music change, the tundamental laws (ft tile state a/ways change with 
them. 

Elvis Presley showed his disapproval of the fallacy that only science 
has the answers. The Beatles carried on with the rock-beat that appealed 
to youth of all cultures to enter into the arena of social protests and with 
Bob Dylan's The li/lies hey are a changin' as the movement's theme 
song. 

Matthew Fox wrote. Where /iiiiiian ilte (111(1 the mysteries are en - 
gaged tor their own sake and where eflort is ,iiacle to share this gui 
iiiore broadly, there is the Spirit breathing unutterable groans beseech-
ing God tor us. 

May this search for truth through images lead us to the realisation: 
This is how we know what love is.' Christ gave up his life or us, aii(l, we, 
too, iiiiist (i,ii( 11/) our lives br our brothers. 
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Br Stephen Bugg  

I have a vivid memory of the reflection used at the final liturgy at Loyola University in Chicago 
when the graduates were being commissioned to return to their new ministries. The reflection ex-
plored the inner struggle we often experience between our roots (our desire to maintain established 
patterns of comfort, meaning and relationships in our lives) and our wings (our need to explore the 
possibilities for new experiences, new relationships and new challenges). 

I believe the competing tensions between our roots and our wings have been played out on a much 
larger stage in Newman College this year and that we are emerging as a more united, energetic and 
resourceful school as a consequence. 

This school annual looks different from it predecessors and it reflects a 'one school viewpoint that 
permeates all aspects of our school life. The annual reflects an expanding Year 8 to 12 level of 
commitment and achievement in all areas of school life: sport, debating, music and academic: it 
depicts the presentation of our new range of badges and symbols at impressive school functions: and 
it gives a very clear indication of the initiatives that will be pursued in the foreseeable future. The 
underlying reality is that the process of amalgamation that came to fulfilment at the Newman Cel-
ebration in March this year has given us all the ideal opportunity to review the past and to chart our 
preferred future. 

I hope you will enjoy the time you spend with this edition. I am sure it will arouse many happy 
memories for those who feature in the articles and photos. I am also confident it will give those who 
are less familiar with the school an accurate insight into a school year that has been happy, productive 
and very satisfying to all who have been part of it. 

6  p4L-11-~ 
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Back row, L-R: T Williams, J. McGiveron, B. Willett, Br John Horgan, G. Moxhain, A. Kenny, T Lark, D. Drabble, D. Bottega, T Phelan, P. Evans, H. Young, K. Davis, K. Welch 
Fifth row: M. Doherty, A. Maxwell, D. Corinican, A. Watson, P. Murnane, T Morgan, P.Nissen, C. Valli, C. Donaldson, T(im) Williams, R. Lawson, R. Allan, A. Dean, R. Martin-Beck, 
G. Lafferty, M. Diamond, I Cahill 
Fourth row: P. Hawke, B. Webb, J. Fry, T Vander Loop, M. Vieira, E. Hodgkinson, J. Widdicombe, G. Cousins, R. Whitney, E. Parker A. Evershed, T Hanel, S. Pearce, M. Kanstler A. 
Sutcliffe, J. Farrell, C. Crooks, R. Oxley, R. Kelly, K. Biagi, P Slattery 
Third row. M. Minson, M. Fleming, R. Snashall, E. Dzieciol, Sr Regina O'Neill, K. Stafford, M. Walsh, J. Newhouse, A. Richardson, K. Hannah, D. Potter S. Richards, A. McEntee, J. 
Brennan, G. Carroll, F Lloyd, S. Goff V Mayne, A. Drago, M. Outtrim 
Second row: T Mac William, J. Searson, S. Pill, T White, P Dawson, J. Hasson, M. Michelmore, J. South, M. Roberts, J. Lindsay, P Anstee, J. Hartzell, R. Thompson, J. Collins, D. 
Dixon, L. Ward-Dixon, K. Jones, S. Corcoran, G. Craig, B. Miller S. Carrick 
Front row: M. Lewis, L Wade, C. Chipperfield, H. Tre-w, P Carroll, B. Niven, L. Thomson, Brother Stephen Bugg, L. Deubert, 0. Stanley, L. McGinniss, R. Miller, S. Schoe, C. Young  
Absent: M. Eitelhuber A. Gionea, M. Hoy, C. Nockolds, Sr Maria, A. O'Sullivan, Sr Bernadine, SrAntoninus, S. Deaney, S. Bogoias, N. Parry, R. McKenna, R. Ennis, J. Brennan, M. 
Foster D. Robinett, K. Zeeb, N. Gray, S. Lipscomnbe, J. Gillman, M. Zorzi, D. Dreckow 



STAFF DIRECTORY, 1995 
1133 N 

EXECUTIVE STAFF 
Br Stephen Bugg - Principal 

Mr Leigh Deuhert - Campus Coordinator - I)oubleview 
Mr Peter Carroll - Campus Coordinator - Churchlands 

Mrs Lynne Thomson - Curriculum Coordinator 
Mr Owen Stanley - Religious Education Coordinator 
Mr Liani McGinniss - Student Welfare Coordinator 

Mr Bob Niven - Business Manager 

HEADS OF DEPARTMENT 
Mr J. Cahill 
Mr M. Doherty 
Mrs A. Evershed 
Mrs L. Nunn 
Mrs M. Outtrim 
Mr S. Pill 
Mr C. Valli 
Mr A. Watson  

ASST. HEADS OF DEPT. 
Ms M. Foster 
Mrs J. Hasson 
Mrs E. l-lodgkinson 
Mrs J. Lindsay 
Ms A. McEntee 
Mrs P. MacWilliam 
Mr T. Morgan 
Mr P. Nissen 
Mrs S. Schoe  

(;tJlLD COORDINATORS 
Mr S. Corcoran 
Mr P. Evans 
Miss T. Hand 
Mrs K. Jones 
Mrs M. Michelmore 
Mr P. Murnane 
Mrs M. Roberts 
Miss C. Young  

ASST. GUILD COORDS 
Mr D. Bottega 
Miss A. Drago 
Mr A. Kenny 
Mr U. Lafferty 
Mrs M. Minson 
Mrs A. Richardson 
Mrs K. Stafford / Br J. Horgan 
Mr B. Webb 

CAMPUS ASSISTANTS 
Year S - Mrs J. Brennan: Year 9 - Mr M. Diamond: Year 10 - Mr T. Phelan: Year 11 - Mrs J. Hartzell, Year 12 - Mr B. Willett 

TEACHING STAFF SCHOOL SERVICES 
Mr R. Allan Mrs M. Lewis Chaplain Office & Accounts Staff 
Mrs P.Anstee Mrs J. Lindsay Fr G. Holohan Mrs G. Carroll 
Mrs K. Biagi Mrs F. Lloyd Fr R. Rutkauskas Ms G. Cousins 
Mr D. Bottega Mrs P. MacWilliani Mrs C. Crooks 
Mrs J. Brennan Mr R. Martin-Beck Careers and Counselling Mrs S. Deany 
Mr J. Cahill Mrs V. Mayne Sr Regina O'Neill Ms S. Goff Mrs S. Carrick Ms A. McEntee 
Mrs C. Chipperfield Mrs M. Michelmore Ms N. Gray Miss R. Kelly 
Ms J. Collins Mrs M. Minson Ms S.Lipscombe Mrs B. Miller 
Mr S. Corcoran Mrs R. Miller Mr D. Corrnican Mrs A. O'Sullivan 
Mr D. Cormican Mr T. Morgan Sr Maria 
Mr U. Craig Mr G. Moxhani Special Education Mrs L. Ward-Dickson 
Mrs P. Dawson Mr P. Murnane Sr Antoninus Mrs J. Widdicombe 
Mr A. Dean . I P.Nissen Mrs S. Bouoias b Mr H. Young Mr M Diamond  Ms .i. Newilouse s/I. I K.Davis Mrs D. Dixon 
Mr M. Doherty 

M L N Mr A. Maxwell Home Economics Assistants 
MrD.Drahhle Mrs 

Miss S P' Mrs H.Trew 
Miss A. Drago Mr T 	liei 1  

arce 
Library Sr Bernardine 

Miss E. Dzieciol Mr S Pill Mrs C. Nockolds (T-L) 
Mrs M. Eitelhuher Mrs A. Richardson Mrs E. Parker (T-L) Canteen Mr P. Evans 
Mrs A . rsersneu Mrs M. Roberts Mrs R. Ennis Mrs J. Gillman 
Mrs J. Farrell Mr D. Robinett Ms S. Richards Mrs M. Zorzi 
Mrs M. Flemine Mrs S. Schoe Mrs M. Wade Mrs D. Dreckow 
Ms M. Foster Mrs J. Searson Mrs J. South 
Mr J. Fry Mr P. Slattery International Students' 

A iS 	. 	iiOiiLJ Mrs R. Snashall 
Mrs K. Stafford 

 Coordinator Grounds & Maintenance  
Grow 

 
L. 

 
Mrs F. Lloyd Mr C. Donaldson 

Miss T. Hanel 
Miss K. Hannah Mrs R. Thomson Music Mr 0. Kelly 
Mrs J. I-Iartzell Mr C. Y' . 

Mr A. Mackay-Sim Mr J. McGiveron 
Mr R. McKenna Mrs J. Flasson Ms T. Vandet Loop is M 	1 asc I Mr P. Hawke Mrs M-N Vieira . Mr N. Parry 

Mrs E. Ilod°kinson Ms M. Walsh Mr K. Welsh 
Br John 1-lorgan Mr A. Watson Computer Network Manager Mr T.C. Williams 
\ls M. 1-by Mr B. Webb Mr C. Brennan 
\lrs K. Jones Miss R. Whitney Mr T. Lark (Asst.) Uniform Shop Mrs M. Kanstier 
\'lr -\ 	Kciiny 

Mr B. Willett 
Mr 'T Williiins Laboratory Technicians Mrs D. Campbell 

Mr U. I 	ifterty Miss C. Young Miss R. Oxley Mrs D. Porter 
Mr F. I.ark Ms K. Zech Mrs T. White Mrs D. Potter 
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STAFF CHANGES, 1995 
1995 has seen a number of changes to the staff of the two Campuses. 
We welcomed the following people: 

Mr Dario Bottega (Churchlands Campus) Asst Guild Coordinator, Brigid Guild, Teacher of Computing 
Ms Jacqui Collins (Churchlands Campus) Teacher of English 
Mr Kevin Davis (Doubleview Campus) Teacher of Special Education 
Ms Nicole Gray (Churchlands Campus) Counsellor 
Ms Lynley Grow (Churchlands Campus) Teacher of Health Ed. and Dance 
Mr Peter Hawke (Doubleview Campus) Teacher of Social Science 
Br John Horgan (Churchlands Campus) Asst Guild Coordinator, Romero Guild; Teacher of Chemistry and Science 
Ms Marie Hoy (Doubleview Campus) Teacher of English and Religious Education 
Mr Adrian Kenny (Churchlands Campus) Asst Guild Coordinator, Camara Guild; Teacher of 

Geography, Social Science and Economics 
Ms Shauna Lipscombe (Doubleview Campus) Counsellor 
Mr Liam McGinniss (Both Campuses) Student Welfare Officer, Teacher of English 
Mrs Margaret Minson (Doubleview Campus) Asst Guild Coordinator, Chisholm Guild; Teacher of 

Mathematics and Science 
Mr Tom Morgan (Doubleview Campus) Teacher of Mathematics, Asst. Head of Mathematics (Tom returns to teaching at 

Newman after an absence of some years) 
Mr Gregg Moxham (Churchlands Campus) Teacher of Ourdoor Education and Physical Education 
Mrs Robyn Snashall (Doubleview Campus) Teacher of Food and Nutrition 
Mr Owen Stanley (Both Campuses) Religious Education Coordinator 
Ms Tonya Vander Loop (Churchlands Campus) Teacher of Religious Education and Physical Education 
Mrs Marie-Noelle Vieira (Doubleview and Churchlands Campuses) Teacher of French and Japanese 
Ms Maureen Walsh (Churchlands Campus) Teacher of Business Studies, Mathematics and Legal Studies 
Mr Andrew Watson (Churchlands Campus) Head of Social Sciences; Teacher of Social Science and 

History 
Ms Rebecca Whitney (Doubleview Campus) Teacher of English and Religious Education 
Mrs Keryn Zeeb (Doubleview Campus) Asst Head of English, Teacher of English, (relieving for one term only) 

At the end of this year, we say farewell to: 
Mr Liam McGinniss 
Mr Craig Valli, who is to further his career in his own Computing business 
Mrs Moira Staunton, who has been on Leave of Absence this year working in Queensland 
Mrs Astrid Gionea, who has been in charge of Music for the last ten years. She is planning to finish her Master's Degree and 

then go on to complete a PhD in Music. 
Mrs Margaret MacAulay, who left during the year to start her own catering business 
Mr George Craig, who left after Third Term after having replaced Mr Neil Morson while he was on leave 
Mrs Christine Chipperfield 
Mrs Diana Dixon 
Ms Tonya Vander Loop 
Ms Jacqui Collins, who will be taking up a position at Hale School 

We wish these people well in their new ventures. 

Wedding bells will be sounding soon for some of our staff who have become engaged: 
Ms Rebecca Whitney 
Mr Andrew Maxwell 

And they have sounded already for: 
Miss Rowena Cook (Mrs Rowena Thomson) 
Ms Tonya Vander Loop 
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BROTHER CLETUS 
1133 N 

4.  

BROTHER CLETUS READ 
(1915 - 1995) 

Brother Cletus was the first principal of Newman College, 
Churchiands. 

Brother Des Crowe FMS, delivered the following panegyric 
before the Memorial Mass offered for the late Brother Cletus 
Read at Our Lady of Victories Church Wembley, in August. 

"Welcome to this Eucharist this evening, and thank you for 
joining us as we celebrate the life and death of our old friend 
Brother Cletus, and pray that he may joyfully enter into the 
fullness of God's love and mercy. 

As you know, Brother Cletus died last Thursday at Santa 
Teresa Mission in Central Australia. 

From the day he completed his term of office as Provincial 
in 1977, Brother Cletus chose to dwell in the desert among the 
Aranda people; he spent eighteen wonderful years in self-ef-
facing, respectful and very fruitful service of the Aboriginal 
people there, and on Friday his body will be laid to rest among 
them. 

Brother Cletus was close to his 80th birthday. Most of us 
here this evening remember him as a much younger man: per-
haps some of you were at school with Len Read at New Norcia 
around 1930, or perhaps you were taught by the very young 
Brother Cletus at New Norcia in the period 1938-43; others 
remember him as a teacher at Subiaco and New Norcia in the 
period 1959-64; others still will cherish the memory of Brother 
Cletus at Churchlands where he was the founding principal - 

for five years he led the school and laid the foundations for the 
thriving future we see coming to flower today at Newman Col-
lege. 

I am sure that as we call Brother Cletus to mind a whole lot 
of striking images come flooding back: the sheer competence 
of the man and his many gifts: as a student and a teacher he 
was at home in the humanities, the physical and social sciences, 
MUSIC, sports, theology, and religious education: we remember 
how readily and competently he would discourse on almost any 
topic and teach almost any subject: the tall, erect figure, confi-
dent in his convictions, clearly focused on goals that had been 
well thought through, sharing his intuition and his plans and 
Ills vision, arguing persuasively, leading students and staff along 
a clearly delineated path. None of us would think to describe 
him as a charismatic leader - there was too much logic about  

him for that: he was simply Cletus, open and approachable, a 
man who inspired confidence and won from people a warm 
collaborative response. 

We remember his manliness - you all know what is meant 
by this - when things were going well he was modest and grate 
ful to others; the difficulties and disappointments, the little fail-
ures in life he faced with equanimity, with realism, with a shrug 
of the shoulders, putting it behind him and rapidly moving on.... 

As far as the boys were concerned, they knew that he ex-
pected a manly response - no snivelling adolescents allowed: 
they had to stand up, own the truth, make personal choices and 
he conscious that every decision has consequences. From the 
boys Clete wanted and expected and demanded, manly behav-
iour and manly speech. 

No-one can forget Clete's energy and vigour, the way he 
tackled any project, left no detail unattended to, laboured with 
persistence no matter how this or that obstacle had to be over-
come. Never was this more evident than in the manual tasks 
that he was forever engaged in. 

How many of us remember the after school forays among 
the big timber that had been felled to clear the way for the col-
lege ovals, Clete with a gang of volunteers leading the way 
with bush saw, axe, shovel, and rake (Strictly speaking one or 
two of the boys might have been doing time for minor delin-
quencies). 

Daily physical labour was a personal habit, a self imposed 
discipline that he carried with him to the end - the old lean. 
somewhat bent, leathery sun-browned figure was at it with pick 
and shovel until he quite ran out of energy. 

We Brothers in community were highly energised by Clete's 
enthusiasm, his wisdom and his example. We always have a 
laugh when we remember Clete's response to some of our opin-
ions and suggestions: "YOU'RE QUITE RIGHT", whereupon 
he would tease out every bit of what had been said and show 
us, well, we were quite wrong... He did love to pontificate a bit. 
never, I think, from an excess of ego and the like, but out of the 
overflow of his enthusiasm, his convictions and his experience. 
We always smiled and loved him for it. 

When we went out at night on this or that school event (meet-
ings, inter-school debates and so on) he was always there to 
greet us when we got back, no matter how late. offering a wel-
come cup of tea - or, if we had made a mess of things, a stronger 
and more consoling drop. 

I hope that I have not painted Brother Cletus as a severe 
figure: when Brothers got together he was always at the centre 
of a noisy group enjoying stories and reminiscences: he would 
play the piano and lead the choruses, he laughed at every one's 
honest follies and at his own; he was a compassionate man who 
knew suffering in his own life and made you feel he shared 
Yours too. 

At the same time he was a sceptic; he bore pain 
uncomplainingly; he ate very plain food; and sparingly: he de-
nied himself even quite modest pleasures and comforts. This 
kind of detachment from little personal satisfactions was part 
of the secret of his inner freedom: he had no hesitation in choos-
ing the difficult path if it was necessary, he was ready to forego 
people's approval in the cause of principle, he remained open 
to pain in order to uphold what he believed to be right. 

There are many other images of Cletus that come to mind: 
each one of us will have our own in mind; each one of us will 
have our own cherished memories. We bring these loving 
memories together now, and join in thanking God for the life of 
Brother Cletus among us, thanking the Lord for Cletus' faith-
fulness to him, thanking the Lord for his undying faithfulness 
to Cletus and to each one of us." 
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SCHOOL COMMUNITY 
A PERSPECTIVE FROM THE NEWMAN COLLEGE 
BOARD 
What a remarkable two years it has been since the Amalga-

mat ion Steering Committee first set off into the uncertain terri- 
tory of corporate mergers! Our objective was neverjust to merge 
in a technical sense. The real challenge was to deliver the new 
College with the founding spirits of the Orders intact, and with 
a contilluity which kept the best of what came before while 
siniultaneously ensuring important new opportunities for our 
children. There have certainly been some anxious moments 
along the way as we struggled to stay convinced that it really 
was possible, but the important runs are by now well and truly 
on the board. 

The foundations, of course, had already been well laid, as 
the two schools had worked in good-spirited collaboration for 
many years and the Newman Review had been fully endorsed 
by both Orders. In any case, we could hardly claim to be piO-
neering totally new ground, because it is not long since Newman 
Senior itself had coalesced from the former single-sex Brigidine 
and Marist colleges through agreement by the respective Or-
ders. 

Still, each of us on the Board has been very much aware of 
what our impatience to implement everything "yesterday" has 
meant for those left to invent and then put in place the many 
new arrangements, and for the staff and students who have had 
to make the new creation work. We appreciate the willingness 
everyone has shown in making the personal adjustments re-
quired and working to get the best from the new opportunities. 

We are very pleased with the building improvements now 
in place on the Doubleview campus. Much needed enhance-
ments are also planned for the Churchlands site, but we will he 
looking carefully at what we can manage financially and what 
sort of timeline is realistic. While the Doubleview upgrade was 
made possible by a very useful "nest egg" held over by the 
former Newman Siena Board, we wont have that sort of kick 
start for what needs to he done at Churchlands. Nevertheless, 
we are committed to continuous improvement and have made 
future budget management a priority. 

We are now working closely with consultant architects to 
develop a five-year master plan for the College's capital devel-
opment. A preliminary version will soon he available for dis-
cussion and we are looking forward to sharing it with the Gov 
ernors and our parent community. 

Toiiv Rvwi, Board Chairperson 

NEWMAN COLLEGE AUXILIARY REPORT 
The Newman College Auxiliary has been formed with the 

amalgamation of the Newman Mothers Committee and the 
Newman Siena Auxiliary. The function of the Auxiliary is to 
assist the school administration in a variety of tasks and also to 
provide events that can bring together parents in a social set-
ting. This offers a wonderful opportunity for parents to exchange 
views and concerns that are common to all parents of teenage 
students. Although not primarily a fund-raising organisation, 
any money raised from raffles and social functions is returned 
to the school in the form of equipment for use by the students 
on each campus. This year also saw an association form be-
tween the Auxiliary and the Parents and Friends which has led 
to better communication at parental level and a better spirit of 
unity. 

This year the one committee has performed the work of two. 
At the Doubleview campus a morning tea was prepared to wel-
come new parents to the school and a series of suppers were 
supplied to assist with various parent/student evenings. Although 
there is no longer a financial association with the canteen, the 
Auxiliary continues a good working relationship with Jenny 
South who has assisted with many of our functions. At the 
Churchlands campus, all hands were needed to prepare for 
Artcenta. The Auxiliary helped purchase and prepare much of 
the food for opening night and members were willing hands 
throughout the weekend. 

An invitation was extended to all parents to a fashion parade 
at Pandora's and a well attended film evening at the Cinema 
Paradiso was very successful. This year the Melbourne Cup 
luncheon was held at the Mercure Hotel and proved to be a 
most entertaining function. 

The Auxiliary meetings have been held during the day as 
this was found most convenient, however most of the work has 
been carried out in the evening. This offers parents, who don't 
have time during the day, a great opportunity to become more 
involved with the children's school community. It is not neces-
sary to attend meetings but often a willing hand is needed to 
help with many Auxiliary tasks. All members have found that 
personal involvement in any school activity is a great way to 
get to know the staff who work with our children and also of 
broadening our knowledge of the operation of the school. An 
added bonus, of course, is the social interaction one has with 
other parents. 

Next year will bring an opportunity for new members to join 
the committee and these people will have a direct influence on 
the direction the Newman Auxiliary takes. The future rests with 
YOU, the parents, and your continued interest and support will 
help maintain a healthy, supportive environment for your Chil-
dren at Newman College. 

Stepbiaiiie Ten gel-  aiid Michelle Luke 
(oordiiiators (?ttb1(' Neu'iiiaii College Aiixibiary 

ARTCENTA 
I am pleased to report that Artcenta 95 was another success 

for the Newman College Community. 
We have seen a steady increase in the number of paintings 

exhibited and sold over the last couple of years which seems to 
reflect the gradual improvement in our economy. The final 
result was just under $30 000 raised for the college. Many 
parents, students and staff are to be thanked and congratulated 
for the effort put into achieving this result. 

Artcenta presents an opportunity for Newman College to 
show a different facet of its character to the general public. 
During the weekend many people visited the campus for the 
first time and gauging by the remarks that were made, they left 
with a very favourable impression. I think this is one of the 
many benefits the college gains from Artcenta that cannot be 
measured in dollars. 

Our guest artist this year was Frank l-lodgkinson who joins a 
long list of guest artists who have travelled from the East to 
open the exhibition. Frank was most impressed with the qual-
ity and size of Artcenta and we thank him for his time and en-
couragement. 

Finally I will conclude by urging any parents of Newman 
College who have never attended an Artcenta to make the ef-
fort to he involved with Artcenta 96. We are sure you won't he 
disappointed. 

Brian Stinsoii 
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NFWMAN PARENTS' & FRIENDS' ASSOCIATION 
ANNUAL REPORT 

This year was my second year at Newman College. 1995 
will long he remembered as the year Newman College under-
went vast reorganizational changes as a result of of the amalga-
mation of the two schools, (Newman Siena College and 
Newman Senior College), into Newman College, Doubleview 
and Churchiands Campuses. 

Similarly, 1995 saw the two previous P&F Associations 
(Newman Siena P&F and Newman Senior P&F) amalgamate 
into a single P&F Association with a new constitution and both 
campuses run by a single P  F Committee. 

It certainly proved a challenge and a learning experience for 
all the new committee members, as decisions had to be made 
regarding the needs, requirements and priorities of both cam  - 
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Due to the increased workload and responsibilities of the 

amalgamated P&F for both campuses, the elected committee 
decided at the A.G.M. to: 

Increase the number of Executive Positions, to include 
such positions as Vice President, Assistant Secretary and As-
sistant Treasurer. 

To increase the frequency of P&F meetings from six 
weekly to monthly meetings. 

Once again, my task this year was made easier by the very 
warm and supportive nature of the entire P&F Committee, staff, 
and teachers. The committee was fortunate in being graced by 
very enthusiastic and dedicated parents from both campuses, 
together with many new parents. Furthermore the P&F Com-
mittee was enhanced with representatives from both the school 
and the School Board. I would like to take this opportunity to 
explain to parents about the P&F and what it strives to achieve 
and what you as parents can get from it. 

THE BASIC ROLES OF THE P&F ASSOCIATION: 
FINANCIAL ROLE 
The P&F helps raise funds to help improve the school and 

its facilities for the benefit of all our children at Newman Col-
lege. 

SOCIAL ROLE 
The P&F helps to create a social environment for all par-

ents. 
AN INFORMATION ROLE 
Personally, I like to look upon the P&F as an information 

centre. The monthly P&F Meetings are a forum for discussion 
where ALL parents, teachers and school representatives can 
come together to discuss ideas and matters concerning the 
school. 

ALL parents are encouraged and welcomed to attend the 
monthly P&F meetings so as to broaden their outlook and Un-
derstanding of the school and and in turn he more able to help 
their children. 

To expand the latter role, following each monthly P&F meet-
ing, all committee members, teachers, school representatives 
and parents were encouraged to stay behind to enjoy a casual, 
relaxed social gathering with a light supper, supplied by the 
committee members. This was first initiated last year at the 
Doubleview Campus and proved very successful once again 
this year. 

This year, the P&F decided to continue improving and ex-
panding its communication network between P&F, teachers, 
staff and parents with the continuation of its sub-committee on 
Public Relations and the continuation of the publication of its 
regular monthly P&F newsletter (which, once again was started 
last year at the Doubleview Campus). 

Furthermore, 1995 saw the P&F Committee expand with the 
Newman Auxiliary officially becoming a sub-committee of the 
P&F. 

MAJOR P&F ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 1995 
This year, the P & F helped meet the financial needs of the 

school community by providing funds for: 
• Computer upgrading - $25,000 
• Upgrading of lower court sporting facilities - $7020 
• P&F Federation contributions - $2319 
The P&F organised several information evenings that proved 

very successful and were well attended by the school cornmu- 
nity. 

Once again, the P&F helped the Artcenta committee in stag-
ing another very successful art exhibition and further assisted 
by purchasing a painting for $1300 to be displayed in the Ad-
ministration building. 

Coiiiiiiiuee Mciiibcis 0/i/ic Paiciiis  Jnciic/s Assocuitioii 

It has been a truly wonderful and memorable year for 
Newman College and I would like to take this opportunity to 
sincerely thank all the committee members for their dedica-
tion towards the school and their kind, warm and supportive 
assistance throughout the year. 

On behalf of a/i the P&F Committee members, I would like 
to extend a very big thank you to all parents for their support 
and contributions throughout the year. 

A very special thank you must go to Brother Stephen and 
Lynne Thomson, the School Representatives, for their support 
and guidance throughout the year. 

Ton' Priolo, President 



THE YEAR IN BRIEF 
FEBRUARY 

8 	College Captains announced - 
Nicole de la Motte and James 
De Leo 

13-17 Year Eight Camps 
13-17 Alternative Week, Year 

Nine 

' 

ho, Li/ii ((1/11/) 

14 	'400 Club' Assembly. 
Churchlands 

18-19 Leadership Training Camp 
for SRC 

22 	Twilight Swimming Carnival 
24 	Guild Day 

- 
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MARCH 
4-5 	Schools'Triathlon Champion 

ships 
9 	Newman Celebration 
10 	Poetry Troupe visits the 

school at Doubleview 
10-11 Year Twelve Art Camp at 

New Norcia 
10-11 1 st XVIII Trai ning Camp 
15 	Year Ten Trip to the Zoo 

Poetry Troupe visit and 
speaker 

15 	ACC Swinirnincy Carnival 
23 	SRC Fashion Parade 
24-25 Year Twelve Biology Camp 

--.: 

,! 

SR(J'ashion Parade 

29 	College Rugby Sportsmen's 
Dinner & Auction 

APRIL 
5 College Rugby Quiz Night 
3-7 Multicultural Week 
8 Year Ten Outdoor Education 

Snorkelling excursion to 
Rottnest 

9 "Australia Remembers" - the 
50th Anniversary Celebra- 
tions of World War II - The 
school provided speakers and 
representatives 

11 The Flood. A burst water 
main causes the Churchlands 
Campus to be closed for the 
day 
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MAY 
1 	Year Twelve Ball 
5 	First full School Assembly at 

Churchlands 

r 	-- 
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17 	Inter-School Surfing Competi 
tion commences 

19-21 Special Education Unit Camp 
22-June 2 Year Eleven & Twelve 

Examinations 
26-27 Year Ten Outdoor Education 

Fishing Camp at Moore River 
26-28 Artcenta 

./llit (1/1(1 

JUNE 
2 	ACC Cross Country 
6 	Australian Schools'Science 

Competition 
11 	College Netball Team Film 

Night 
12-15 Year Ten Examinations 
16 	College Rugby Team vs 

Singapore School Team 

30 Year Ten Drama Production 
performed for feeder Primary 
Schools 

30 Year Nine 3 on 3 Basketball 
Competition commences 

1., 

Year Twelve Biology (aiiip 

5411, 

P10111/I,' Netball in Adelaide 



JULY 
4-7 	Year Ten Workshops 
4-7 	Year Twelve Retreats 
8-15 Rugby Tour to Adelaide 
18-2 1 Netball Tour to Adelaide 
26-28 Performance of "Godspel 

V 

God spell 

 

AUGUST 
1 	Westpac Mathematics 

Competition 
1 	Chess Competition, 

Doubleview 
2 	Alterations and stairwells at 

Doubleview completed 
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Developments Lit Doublei 'i't' 

3-15 Japanese Students' visit, 
Doubleview Campus 

9 	Motivational Breakfast, Year 
Twelve 

7-I1 National Language Week 
11 	Newman Day Assembly and 

Charity Walkathon 

- _ 
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15 Year Twelve Motivational 
Breakfast 

15 Australian English Competi- 
tion 

17 "Fabulous Firsts" Girls' 
Football Grand Final 

18 Year Eleven Dinner Dance 
22 SRC Talent Quest 

Ta/eu! Quest 

SEPTEMBER 
1 	Guild Athletics Carnival 

- M 	Year Ten Outdoor Education 
avigation Camp in the 

Avon Valley 
9-10 Mathematics Camp 
13-17 Art. Music & Drama Camp - 

Years Eight & Nine 
14-17 Year Eleven Outdoor Educa 

tion Mountain Biking Trip 
2 1-22 Cultural Evenings, Years 

Eight & Nine 

22 	Fun Run for Ben Gauntlett 
Appeal 

25 	ACC Athletics Carni val  

BER 
1.4 Year Twelve Examinations 
0 Year Eleven Camps 
0 Year Ten Workshops 
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26 	Art Display of Student work 
(Churchiands) 

27 	Year Twelve Dinner Dance 
29 	Rock Extravaganza ( at Regal 

Theatre) 

- rrr 
Year Ten Careers Workshop 

NOVEMBER 
1 	Year Twelve Breakfast. 

Study break commences 
8-24 Tertiary Entrance Examina 

tioris 
17 	ACC Lightning Carnival 
21-1 Dec. Year Eleven Examina-

tions 
24 	Year Twelve Valedictory 

Evening 

I - till St/too/ 	t\S(1111)lV 

DECEMBER 
6-8 Year Eight & Nine Examina- 

tions 
4-8 Year Ten Examinations 
4 Thanksgiving Evening 
8 Students finish 



NEWMAN CELEBRATION 

The A/roman Chorale 

l)ramnatic Lit11rm\' 

The hleoii (?J 1/U' 11('U' (allege logo 
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Newman College was formally launched on 
Thursday, March 9th at the Burswood Showroom in 
the presence of Bishop Healy (representing Arch-
bishop Hickey), Sr Joan Carville (Prioress of the Do-
minican Sisters) and Br Terence Orrell (represent-
ing the Provincial of the Marist Brothers). It was a 
beautiful and impressive evening, full of ponip and 
ceremony, that launched all our new symbols, that 
involved members from all sections of our school 
community and that made a strong statement about 
Newman being a quality Catholic school. 

The evening commenced with a dramatic liturgy 
during which recent ex-stiidents, Gemma Brajkovich, 
Dixie Farinosi and Elivia de Vries introduced the 
key important historical people and emphasised their 
great personal contributions to our unique tradition: 
Cardinal Newman, Saint Catherine of Siena, Saint 
Dominic and Blessed Marcellin Champagnat, in a 
stunning interpretative dance movement prepared by 
Mrs Jenny Lindsay. The dance movement climaxed 
with the unveiling of the new Newman College logo. 

With the assistance of David Martino as lector 
the students playing these characters, Stephen 
Buchanan (Cardinal Newman), Rachel Lindsay 
(Saint Catherine of Siena), Brian Preston (Saint 
Dominic) and Tim Daly (Blessed Marcellin 
Champagnat) then proclaimed the Word in a read-
ing from Ecclesiastes and the parable of the sower. 

The responsorial psalm and Alleluia verse were 
performed by our enthusiastic and inaLigural 
Newman Chorale made up of Newman College par-
ents, staff, ex-students and current students and gen-
erously prepared by ex-student, Trevor Jones. The 
choir was supported by a large musical backing group 
prepared and conducted by Mrs Astrid Gionea. 

Following the liturgy, the Board Chairman, Pro-
fessor Tony Ryan, gave an insightful address detail-
ing the responsibility the Board had accepted from 
the Orders to bring about amalgamation and the en-
couraging response the Board had received from the 

jtJix L',iiie I I/O/I/O )II - 0/I/ge/I 



NEWMAN CELEBRATION 
wider school community in this endeavour. At the 
conclusion of his address Professor Ryan officially 
launched the new impressive Newman College Pro-
file commissioned by the Board to he the l0unda-
11011 document for our common understanding of the 
history, tradition and values and beliefs of the amal-
gamated College. 

In a simple and dignified ceremony each Board 
member was presented to the joint Governors and 
the group then received a special blessing lronl 
Bishop Healy. 

Throughout the planning for amalgamation the 
Board had worked with a number of Working Par-
ties on matters such as making the Guild system con-
sistent tllrougllout the school. It also involved a 
graphic artist in helpiilg to create a new and consist-
ent heraldic thematic image for the school. The new 
College flag and Guild flags were next paraded 
through the audience before being blessed by Fr 
Gerard Holohan. All of the elected students leaders 
were introduced by Mr Liam MeGiniliss and pre-
sented with their new badges of office by tileir ic-
spective Guild Coordinators. 

Br Stephen introduced all the newly appointed 
members of the executive and middle managenlent 
teaill of the College to the Governors who presented 
them with a certificate of office. 

The ceremony came to a close with the final 
blessing from Bishop Healy and the large cast of 
staff and students processed from the stage to the 
strains of "We are called 

Our warmest thanks go to the staff who prepared 
the ceremony (Mrs Hasson, Mrs Anstee, Mr 
Stanley), our capable MC (Mrs Thomson) and 01-11-
Sound and ligilting manager (Mr David Sparrow) 
and to the many students and parents who supported 
the evening so generously. It was an inspirational 
beginning for our new College. 

Br Sieplieii 

1)1' buy k\'ulli - c I1t11i/i/uil/ 0 /10 1$1uu1 
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DOUBLEVIEW CAMPUS 
We are very fortunate that the 

Doubleview campus is so well 
equipped to provide excellent educa-
tional opportunities for our Year 8 and 
9 students. 

The Newman Board made three 
important decisions about the devel-
opment of this campus in the initial 
stage of amalgamation: 

• the school business administra-
tion would be located there because 
of the space available for office de-
velopment -, 

• the upper courtyard would be 
completely refurbished by the re-
placement of the older stairwells and 
the introduction of new balustrading, 
by the redevelopment of the netball/ 
tennis courts into a pedestrian plaza 
and by the removal of all the old 
fences and netting; 

The Newman P&F has as-
sisted in this program with the devel-
opment of the lower court into a flex-
ible plan that is marked for a number 
of sports 

• the development of new resources 
for information technology by the in-
stallation of two new state-of-the-art 
computer networks. 

These works were completed dur-
ing the Christmas holidays and dur-
ing Terms I and 2. The upgrading of 
the campus has been very well re-
ceived by students, parents and staff 
and the new colour scheme and new 
resources have given the campus a 
new feeling of spaciousness and com-
fort. Further developments in the 
coming years will expand these same 
themes. 

Bi: Stephen 

The cud ,'e,i,li 
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Year Nine: 
L-R: Cliantellc' Penny, Mary-A niie Grieve, Tracy Carroll, 
Leaiiiie Leoiig, Pauline J-Ioi'inan, Rebecca Cohen, Rebecca 
Ince, Eric Ling 

Year Ten: 
Back row, L-R: Christian de Silva, Susan Kingston, Claire 
Bean, Jessica Heenan, Louise Bean, Dane Lance 
Front row: Sarah Barnao, Anna Ledgei; Sarah l)iirack, Thai 
Emmanuel, Sarah Clark, Pamela Mende 
Absent: Michelle Maslin, Tiniothv Butson, Eiiiina Westoii 

Year Eleven: 
Back row, L-R: L)eegesh Shah, Robert Nairn, Luke Rafte,; 
Jarrod Bassan, Roger Tim, Juan Ling 
Front row: Aiuiv Morris, Kathryn Fleinmei; Man/vii 
Andrus:kiuu; Michaela Ste:ka, Broui u'vn Grieu'e, Julie Jones 
Absent: Dominique Hartfield 

 

Year Twelve: 
Back row, L-R: Eugene Leouig, Jo/ui Aiudertoiu, Paul Di 
Benedetto, Robert Moigaiu, Ilia Gastei'ski, Robert Vaiu Erp, 
Richard Somerville, Christopher Kin gs-Lviune 
Front row: Helene Fling, Aina;ida Rattigan, Nicole de la 
Motte, Beth Meggitt, Vanessa Ligou'ich, Meredith Regaiu 
Absent: Eka Taivava 
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FLYING HIGH 
Flying High at Newman 

These are the special achievements of students as known up to 
October 25th, 1995 

Anna Ambra 
City of Stirling Secondary School Scholarship 

Meera Amin 
Selected to attend WA Business Studies Summer School, 
Murdoch University 

Frances Arnold 
Selected to attend WA Business Studies Summer School, 
Murdoch University 

Ben Barker 
ACC Hon. Rep. Swimming Team 

Luke Bentley 
1st Place in the State Championships Shotput event 

Keiran Brain 
Open Schools Rugby Union team representing the State at the 
1995 National Championships 

Simon Brice 
Selected in ACC Honorary Reps, 1995 (Cross Country) 

David Callaghan 
Represented Newman College in the State Inter- 
school Cycling Championships - Silver medal 

Chris Cann 
Selected in under 15 Cricket Development Squad 

Sarah Clark 
Selected to attend WA School of Mines, Engineering and 
Technology Camp 

Travis Coleman 
Representative in 'Quit Cup' Allstars (Football) 

Eugenie Coorey 
Selected to attend WA Business Studies Summer School, 
Murdoch University 

Christian Corrigan 
Selected State U/14 Rugby Union Team 

Jacqueline Crough 
Selected in Open Catholic Schoolgirls' Netball Team 

Meagan Dastlik 
Selected in U/16 Catholic Schoolgirls' Netball Team 

Chenelle Dewar 
Competing in the South Pacific Championships and the 
Australian Open Championships for Ballroom Dancing 

Randal Ensor 
Selected in 1995 WA School Boys' Water Polo team for the 
National Championships 
WA Junior Water Polo team to compete in the National Junior 
Championships in Brisbane 

Danny Freeman 
Representative of WA in JFA Judo Nationals  

Helene Fung 
Selected to participate in "Focus on Mining" Camp Seminar 
Selected to participate in CSIRO Research Scheme 

Ryan Gibson 
Gold medal U/14 Boys' Beach Relay Team. State surf 
lifesaving championships 1995 

Alicia Haldane 
1st place, Senior Division 1 - Schoolgirls' Gymnastics 
Championships; WA Rep. for 1995 Aust. National Levels 
Gymnastics Championships 

Ryan Hartfield 
1st Place 'Respect Yourself' Volley Ball Tournament 
Selected for Beach Volleyball WA Development Squad for 
Sydney 2000 Olympics 
Girls/Boys' Basketball, position in All-Star team 

Ciara Haughton 
Girls/Boys' Basketball, position in All-Star team 

Cohn Haughton 
Represented ACC in an invitational cricket squad against 
government schools at Wesley College. 

Christine Hayward 
Girls/Boys' Basketball, position in All-Star team 

Jessica Heenan 
Selected to attend WA School of Mines, Engineering and 
Technology Camp 
Selected to attend the "Women into Engineering, Science and 
Technology" Seminar 

Briana Heinz 
Best female tournament fighter in her Tae Kwan Do club, 
with 3 technical knockouts in 4 fights 
2nd place Australasian Cup (Tae Kwan Do) 
3rd in A.T.I. Metropolitan Championships 
Tae Kwon Do State Championshps - 2 places 
2nd place in Patterns; 3rd place in WTF fighting 
1St place, WTF Fighting. Tae Kwon Do Perth Cup 
2nd place, Patterns Competition, Tae Kwon Do Perth Cup 

Meisha Hogan 
Selected in U/16 State Basketball team. 
Girls/Boys' Basketball, position in All-Star team 

Sam Howman 
Selected in under 15 Cricket Development Squad 

Jason Hsu 
Selected to participate in "Focus on Mining" Camp Seminar 

Tiffanie Hutchison 
Awarded a Rotary exchange to Sweden, 1996 

Tara Johnson 
Selected to attend the "Women into Engineering, Science and 
Technology" Seminar 

Kirstie Jones 
Sat and passed the Surf Life Saving Bronze Medallion (Feb 
18) and won the gold medal in the Inshore Rescue Boat State 
Championships. 
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Sandy Jones 
ACC Hon. Rep. Swimming Team 
1st in State 200m backstroke and 3rd in I 00 backstroke 

Adam Kon-Yu 
Selected to represent WA in the 1995 Jack Newton Interna 
tional Golf Classic, Cessnock, NSW 

Joe Landwehr 
Selected in under 15 Cricket Development Squad 

Michael Learnihan 
Girls/Boys Basketball, position in All-Star team 

David Lush 
Selected as a member of the Tip Top Swimming development 
squad for the 
Sydney 2000 Olympics 
Won gold, silver, 3 bronze and was selected to go to the 
Nationals 
3 Firsts in lOOm, 200m breaststroke and 200m individual 
medley 
State record for the 200m breaststroke 
ACC Hon. Rep. Swimming Team 

Adrian Madaschi 
Competed in U/13 State Soccer Team 

Katie Maslin 
Selected 1995 State Calisthenics team 

Michelle Maslin 
Selected 1995 State Calisthenics team 

Vynka Matkovich 
State U/17 Girls' Water Polo Team for National Champion 
ships 

Amanda Mattiaccio 
Selected 1993 Schoolgirls' Soccer Team Championships 

Sam McCombie 
ACC Hon. Rep. Swimming Team 

Nora McDonald 
1st place, Senior Division 1 - Schoolgirls' Gymnastics 
Championships 

Clare McKeague 
Winner of State U/15 Championships in Irish Dancing 

Joel McShane 
Gold Medal, State Gymnastics Championship, Level 7, Open 

Suresh Manievannan 
Selected in U/14 "Southern Sharks" Cricket Team touring 
Singapore 

Daniel Murphy 
Selection in ACC Honorary Reps 1995 (Cross Country) 

Troy Nichols 
Selected in the top ten junior triathletes (U20) 
Selection in ACC Honorary Reps 1995 (Cross Country)  

Catherine Noble 
Selected by Talent Identification Program for rowing, which 
aims to prepare rowers for the Sydney 2000 Olympics 

Marisa Palermo 
Selected to attend WA Business Studies Summer School, 
Murdoch University 

Bianca Petruzio 
ACC Hon. Rep. Swimming Team 

Jonathan Plant 
Open Schools Rugby Union team to represent the State at the 
1995 National Championships 

Annita Potter 
Selected by Talent Identification Program for rowing, which 
aims to prepare rowers for the Sydney 2000 Olympics 

Lyndsay Pritchard 
Sat and passed the Surf Lifesaving Bronze Medallion (Feb 
18) and won the gold medal in the Inshore Rescue Boat State 
Championships. 

Wesley Robinson 
Selected in the W.A.C.A. (U 14) Junior Warriors Talent Squad 

Chris Slattery 
WA Representative, 1995 Australian National Junior Body 
Boarding Championships 

Laura Stabler 
Shell Swimming Finals, 12yr Girls' 50m Breaststroke, Gold 
Medal 

Richard Sweeney 
Selected for the U/16 State Baseball Team 

Roger Tan 
Selected to attend Australian International Space School 

Michael Taylor 
1995 Masters Choc North of the River Tennis Tournament - 
Boys 15 yrs Singles Title 

Ben Tebbutt 
WA Representative, 1995 Australian National Junior Body 
Boarding Championships 

Jon Tomkinson 
Selected in WA Secondary Schools' Rugby League Team 

Emma Tyler 
Division 4 Gold Medal Winner Rhythmic Gymnastics team 
3rd place, Schoolgirls' Gymnastics Championships 

Suzanne Whitelaw 
Received "BP" award for Girl Guides 
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THOUGHTS... 
As I iiioVe Into the future. 
I look for the path or the road to follow, 
But there is iiOthiiiiZ. 

I now realise that I have to create lily own 
path. 
My own road. 
For this. I believe you have to follow 
What your heart is saying. 
Listen to your dreams and follow them, 
Because when you do look hack on your life 
You will want to know if you did create 
The right one for you. 
Ste/illeli fliieliaiiaii 

The memories we have we will take with 
us. 
We will cherish; 
And one day we will look hack and feel 
A sense of completion and self-assurance 
At what we, as a group, have achieved. 
Oilier IiaiiAs 

Reach through the mist of uncertainty to the 
security of knowledge and confidence. 
Daniel l*lrlia() 

11'a  dream should fall and break into a 
thousand pieces. 
Don 't he afraid to pick it up and begin to 
dream again. 
J(I/1(' Mori.,'aii 

The world called my name this year 
liii Nii'eii 

We are walking into adulthood, 
no longer watching the real world, 
but now a part of it. 
We will one day succeed and accomplish 
our dreams. 
We are finally moving on. 
Ail,ia,ia Tserieas 

(;RADUATES' DECLARATION 
Our path has only been walked once. 
Some people came into our lives and quickly left. 
Many others stayed for a while 
And left footprints in our hearts, 
Preventing us from ever being the same again. 

We, the Class of 1995, commence a new stage of our lives. 
The future represents the unknown, full of excitement, surprise and opportunities. 
It is full of the dreams we are yet to realise. 

As we farewell the community of Newman College, 
Your support and encouragement help us face the future. 
Your hopes and our shared memories make us fearless. 
The bonds that you have helped us to form will remain with us forever. 
You have taught us to believe in ourselves 
And encouraged us to believe in each other. 
Remember that you will always remain in our hearts, 
For you have made a permanent imprint on our lives. 
United we will take many paths, 
Alone we will take none. 
Together our dreams have the power to create, to inspire 
And to carry us into the future. 

Philippa Chapple & Rebecca Gauci 

GO FORTH... 
Tonight we come together to mark a milestone on the path of your life. 
Some of us watched you take your first faltering steps as you learned to walk; 
Others walked with you as you learned about yourselves and the 
World in which you live. 

Now the time has come for you to take new paths, 
Away from the old and familiar ways. 
Sometimes your path will allow you to feel the warmth of soft sand 
And you will find it easy to leave an imprint of yourself 
On the way you have chosen. 

At other times your feet will strike stone and you will experience the pain of 
setbacks. 
But remember that the path continues; 
With courage you can continue to follow it to achieve your dreams. 
Hold your dreams close to your heart and apply your imagination to what is close 
at hand. 
Do not be afraid to walk to the edge of the path; to the limits of your imagina- 
tion. 
Inspire those around you to take the risk to discover their dreams. 
As you pass through the lives of others, take something of them with you in your 
memory; 
Leave them with a sense of having known what is truly good in you. 

We believe in your capacity to fulfil your dreams; 
To shape your own destiny, in the knowledge that you have our support. 
Grant yourself moments of peace to hear God's voice in your life. 
Look for strength in your own faith and beliefs, but always open your mind to 
Questioning as questioning is the way to wisdom. 
We pray that your dreams will bring you wonder, awe and much joy. 
We have nurtured you and taught you, and now we charge you with the responsi- 
bility 
To take your own paths into the future with hope and courage and our blessing. 

Your Teachers and Pareiut,s 

IN 
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STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL V 
The SRC has undergone a number of changes this year due 

to the new guild structure. The 'new look council is made up 
of the College Captains, James and Nicole, the Guild Captains 
and the International Student Representatives. With a grand total 
Of twenty, the group is bigger and better than ever before. 

The weekend following our election, we packed up for our 
Student Leadership Camp at the Noalimba Conference Centre 
in Bateman. The camp was aimed at getting us used to working 
together and defining our goals and priorities for the year ahead. 
We survived the two and a half days with the help of endless 
Mars Bars, coffee and cordial. However, the highlight of the 
camp would have to be the four square championship which 
was an ongoing activity for the duration of -'the weekend. 

Back at school we had our first meeting by ourselves, which 
can only be described as confusing. Imagine twenty, strongly 
opiniated loud mouths all competing for attention. In the end 
we had to resort to the rather primitive method of using a conch 
for noise control. 

Our major tasks for first term were the ACC cheer squad, 
the SRC fashion parade and the Year Twelve Ball - all dead-
lines within a matter of weeks. We found the most efficient 
way of getting things done was to split into sub-committees 
and report back to one another. (Also, never send Tiff to get the 
petrol if you happen to run out in peak hour traffic on Roe 
Street!). 

As Guild Captains, the SRC members have also been in-
volved in organisation for most of the activities within their 
own Guilds. The SRC has responded generously with their time, 
effort and support in many extra curricular events such as pub-
lic functions, meetings and committee membership. 

Surprisingly, the year has ended up running rather smoothly, 
despite deadlines, conflicting meetings and our lack of ability 
to be in seven places at once. The SRC soccer competition, 
talent quest (bar the sound system), the Year Twelve Motiva-
tional Breakfast and the new hair guidelines are just a few of 
the successful projects we have run. 

The SRC would like to thank Mr Willett for his ongoing 
interest in our progress and the Newman community for giving 
us the opportunity to develop our leadership skills and be a part 
of such an important year in the school's future. 

Philippa Chcipple 

SRC MEMBERS: 
Back roii', L-R: Scott Mackenzie, Michael Brindal, Richard Clune, David Robotiiciin, Travis Coleman 
2nd row: Oliver Banks, James Dc Leo, Jenni Berrigan, Nicole de la Motte, Jane/lc Yujnovich, Denning Chong, Richard 
Somerville, Nicholas Tan 
Front roii': Tiffanie Hitichison, Rachel Clark, Beth Meggitt, Mr Willett, Leigh Mahoney. Philippa Chapple, Melinda Voon 
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Melanie Coon 
(Mel. Niullnas') 
Beautician 

tocluus 

Rachel Clark 	 Richard Clune 	 Travis Coleman 	 Christopher Collins 
(Clarky) 	 (Dingo, Ace) 	 (Ernie) 

Boxers 'W all cu/I ... 	 Information Systems 
Living leo/Jill?' IS not 
living. NO FEAR 

CLASS OF 1995 

A  All 

Jeelan Amin 
(Tower of Power) 
Business / Commerce 
liiitlie iiiiiit-ittiiii 
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John Anderton 	 Dino Antonello 	 Tanya Ashby 	 Oliver Banks 	 Daniel Barnao 
(Albert) 	 What JiapteiiecI to your f/ne? Tan) 	 (ollie) 	 (Barnes, Barney) 
I told you I could get Out of 	 Mv 1/OS!' is 1101 made(u/f 	 Sunlit-si/Ic' up, Mr Bus 
1/tic/it 	 /)lOVIIOIiI/ll 	 druter.' 

Jenni-Nlaree Bateman 	David Bean 	 Jennifer Berrigan 
/11.11 i/o it.' ( Mr Bean) 	 (Strawberry. gladiator. 

Auiricultural Science 	sat'dp_up'/r( 
Bc'o,uc, Bell/ui the musical 	Great working re/otuoiu iluiju:' 
fri/it 	 I'm not going red 

Simon Brice 	 Michael Brindal 	 Conrad Brookes 
(Brices. The Bruce is right)(Buckets) 
Never lit ciii O/l/loituiluit\' /11/il 1)iiii !tOuii/i liii tiiuv'eii 
/1)/i I/v 

Harley Blakeman 	 Gareth Blakey 	 Keiran Brain 
Scientist 	 Help I'uc' f/u//cit cuiucl 
1/I hoc/fire bullets 	 I can 't fiiuc/ iiuv 

evelsjouu's 

Jenella Carmody 	 Christopher Casey 
To good ti/lies cuuuc/ iuia,uy 	(Dog) 

11/0/c' I've done it all 

N. 

Carrie Chu 
He! I'll tell You nuv 
ilueoiv 
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Malin Hansen 	 Chriistopher Harris 	Ryan Hartlield 	 Cohn Haughton 	 Anthony Hasske 	 Christine Hayward 
(Haggus. Harri) 	 The Wall/Hardy) 	 (Col, Mr Motorbike) 	(Anka) 	 (Plugs) 
It uas 1 i the book 	 Law - UWA 	 Engineering/Science 	Engineering 	 Climb erery mountain 
depositors' 	 Barman, a double 	 Hells .4n,çels, who on 	Mar till' iiiooses be slit/i 

Isosport 00 the rocks 	earth are they? 	 you. 
please! 
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CLASS OF 1995 	V 

Daniel Mende 	 Paul Meyer 	 Timmie \lichelakos 
lnlornsatioii Technology 	Jim, Timmous 
It . not be/u,, the (01/cl,!! 	'Do,, 't ,iorry 

Scott Mullins 	 Angela \lunday 	 Monique sesa 
7/ic .,tu,c0 is ( I 111(1( 111()t 	(Princess) 	 ( Mon-Cherrie) 

Psychology 	 Sales Rep. 
No, 1'm right - I'm 	 It Just toter! 
i/trots 
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CLASS OF 1995 

Natalie Stringer 	 Sarah Strong Rebekah Sturniolo Ella Suarez David Sugiharto 	 I raN is Sullivan 
(Nat) (Bek, Boris) (Elles) Commerce 	 Tray 
Psychology Journalist Child care Stay cool and he /iajipv 	Act now, deal with 
Don't touch me! Watch the Bessare future Its ti/lie.1  always.1 	 consequences later 
bubble newsreaders and 

celebrities 
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KHAN Sutton ( Twist) 
Cooking 
Can we i/o that (ii(ui/i 

-31 IN  

Christine louincui 

University, leaching 
Such loll/la/on nluu/ul 
me lull/I Ia Ill 1(1111 

ii 

(lung \lee Noon ( Mel) 
(unllllleice 
What ulir iii . .. 1, uhiueoi I 
hothcr Il/u. 

Alex \ iltøii 	 Catherine Well 	 john % kite 	 Edward Vidjaja 
(Walrus) 	 (Webb/a 	 1996 obviously 

Police 	 111 Gaul / I/unit 
I D010 1)1) It! 

Lea San \\ ong  
Commerce 
Be Hul/l/)\ 
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CLASS OF 1994 
HIGH ACHIEVERS - CLASS OF '94 

There were 198 students in the class of 1994. 149 sat the 
Tertiary Entrance Examination and 77.82% of those students 
were eligible for university entrance. 

The Newman 400 Club honours those students who have at-
tained an aggregate of 400 or more in the Tertiary Entrance 
Examination. This means an average of approximately 80C/  in 
each subject. Some members in 1994,   Fiona Bennetts, Joanna 
Ogonowski and Cindy Buck, attained averages of 90% or more. 

Some of our students' achievements have also been recog-

nised  by the Secondary Education Authority. There are Certifi-
cates of Distinction for those who were placed in the top 0.5% 
Of students in a particular subject in the State, and Certificates 
of Excellence for those who achieved a minimum of I 0As and 
213s in Years Eleven and Twelve. 

Congratulations to: 
Fiona Bennetts - Dux of the College 1994 

Certificate of Distinction - Economics 
Certificate of Excellence 
Australian Students Prize, awarded by the 
Commonwealth Department of Employ- 
ment, Education and Training 
Medicine, UWA 

Joanna Ogonowski - 
Certificates of Distinction - 
History and Human Biology 
Certificate of Excellence 
Medicine, UWA 

Cindy Buck - 	Certificate of Excellence 
Highest SAT for the College with a score 
of 90 
Veterinary Science, Murdoch University 

Inge Santoso - First International Student to join the 400 
Club 

Certificate of Excellence 
Law/Commerce, UWA 

Muna Salania - Certificate of Excellence 
Medicine, UWA 

Russell Clarke - Certificate of Excellence 
Medicine, UWA 

ii, duo ('lid' : Back wit 1-K Jeiui! Kiiiisi/ci; ( 110Y B/ic!,, 1ic/occ/u 11ulics, 
/0(11111(1 (Ji'oiioi'ski. Neil P1w 'keit, Peter Pur/ongo, Russell C/ui-he 
Fio,ii Row: Suiu Drake, Liwnu Roberts, Morn/c Buisoii, Miiiiu So/woo, Eio,,o 
Ben,u'tts, Nick A niold 
A/ise,it: 1,iie Su,itoso, Be/ucla Fitzpatrick 

Emma Roberts - Certificate of Excellence 
Law/Science, UWA 

Nick Arnold - 	Certificate of Excellence 
Computer Science, UWA 

Michaela Hughes - 
Science, UWA 

Marnie Butson - Physiotherapy, Curtin University 
Sara Drake- 	Certificate of Excellence 

Law/Arts, UWA 
Jenni Kanstier - Certificate of Excellence 

Commerce, UWA 
Neil Plackett - Science/Engineering, UWA 
Peter Parlongo - Certificate of Excellence 

Mechatronics Engineering, Curtin Univ. 
Belinda Fitzpatrick - 

Law, Macquarie University, NSW 

Fiona Benuietis 

ADVICE FROM THE DUX OF THE COLLEGE, 1994 
Fiona Bennetts, dux of the Class of 1994,   in her address to 

the school assembly early in the year made the following points, 
particularly to the present Year Twelves. 
• It is important to get focussed as soon as possible. 
• Find out what you want to do and go for it. 
• Try not to think, "Oh. I can't," but rather, "Yes, I can". 
• Try to remember that, ultimately, everything counts. 
• 	Don't keep avoiding the issue of study. Study is no fun for 

anyone. 
• Stop wasting time and get on with it. 
• Get organized. Have times, places and methods of study 

that suit you. This applies to students in Years 8 to 11 just as 
much. 

• 	Use teachers to your advantage. Listen to them. They know 
what they're talking about - not just concerning their sub 
jects, but also what did or did not work for past students. 

• Don't be afraid to ask teachers for help. After all, it is their 
job! 

• 	Don't lose perspective. Remember that there is more in life 
than study - but - 

• 	Keep in mind that you will have to face Mocks and the TEE 
at the end of the year. 

• 	It's all much easier if you have got your act together at the 
start of the year and not left it all till the last minute. 
Finally, Fiona emphasised: 

• Try not to stress too much. 
• NEVER, NEVER GIVE UP! 
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GUILD DAY 
Guild Day this year was held at the 

Churchiands campus on February 24th. 
For the first time, the whole school com-
bined to participate in the novelty swim-
tiling carnival and the 'get to know YOU 
guild activities. This was a major 
change from previous years due to the 
new guild system. 

Half of the guilds swam in the carni-
val while the other half was engaged in 
the land-based activities, swapping af-
ter lunch. The events in the pool carni-
val included tyre races, tennis ball chal-
lenges and relays. The land-based ac-
tivities comprised games organised by 
the Life Be In It crew. One of the most 
enjoyable activities was with the over-
grown tennis ball (the so-called E-A-R 
'f-H ball) and seeing everyone get piiiii 
melled by it. Other activities included 
i'-hall, sack races, the three-legged race, 
the gruelling and fierce knee rugby/net-
ball game and volleyball. 

Everyone enjoyed the day and with 
over twelve hundred students participat 
11g. its successful organisation was no 
mean feat. 
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Year 8, Back row, L-R: Milinda Gunasekera, Suresh Manievannan Marcus DeHaas, Natasha Glynn, Joshua Hutchison, Jordan 
Gjorgjievski 
Third row: Andrew Serjeant, Dominic Keating, Brooke Rhatigan, Natasha Jasas, Lucy O'Shea, Lee Harrison, James Horgan 
Second row: Mathew Joseph, Adam Salfinger Shane Buise, Mark Burgess, Luke Seaborn, Michael Schalk, Damian Vujcich, Jonathan Ng 
Front row: Claire Villepinte, Ann McArthur Jessica Harris, Marie Cranley, Jackie Collender Erin Kilbane, Leonie Dyer Penelope 
Maurice, Shannon Quinlan 

46,1  

Year 9, Back row, L-R: Benjamin Hickman, James Bremner, Rikki Temby, Shannon McCavanagh, Adam Wright 
Second row: Troy Smith, Luke Rodwell, Thomas Eitelhuber David Lush, James Sanderson, Brenton Curley, Damian Versaci, Damien Gray 
Front row: Fleur Cornish, Katherine O'Shea, Coby Rhatigan, Gemma Burns, Chantelle Penny, Claire Reid, Mary-Anne Grieve, Danielle 
Pisconeri, Natasha Penny 
Absent: Martin Blair Sashya Gunasekera, May Lapsley, Anthony Panasiuk, Peter Williams 



BRIGID GUILD 
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rear 10, Back row, L-R: Matthew irediani, Dane Lance, Daniel Blakev 
Third row: Francis Joseph, fVlaik Thomson, Laurent Pisvoort, Ben jamnin McGann, Luke Zanunit, Adam Gjoi:gpei'ski 
Second row: Ciara Hau,hton, Francesco Con gin, Josephine Horgan, Julie -Ann Mackell, Jayne Milner Jamie McGann, Sharon Hinchcliffe 
Front row: Bianca Peti'u:io, Cam/me Strong, Erin Purcell, Melissa Sutton, Kellme-Ann Starceu'ich, Kate Purcell, Emmumiia Weston, Mandv 
Roller 
Absent: Rebecca Evans, Jonathan Sum/c 

Year 11, Back row, L- R: Sain Snowball, !Vlam'k Di Blasi, Christopher Freedman, Benjamin Ringiose 
Third row: Ashley Brookes, Scott Serjeant, Luke Rafter Daniel Sunuich, Luke Firth, Marcus Bidsti'up 
Second row: Matthew Horgan, Luke Thomson, Fran:iska Schalk, Amneesha Eai'nsluauu; Jacqueline Crough, Caroline Burns, Je/fi'ev Partridge, 
Karl Cornish 
Front low: Bridie Gibbnev, Fennv Chandra, Jacinta Maniem'annan, Kvlie Kell, Bree Ryan, Chantal c/c Sou:a, Bronwvn Grieve, Elena Len:o 
Absent: Suisami Egan, Sarah Gartner Andrew Seeds, Mark Zappa m 'igna 

Year 12, Back row, L- R: Anthony Mu//em; Benjamin Frediani, Kristian Paganin 
Third row: Richard Clune, Gareth Blakev, Glenn Pirrit, David Callaghan Justin Hinch/iffe 
Second row: Stephen Buchanan, Co/in Haughton, Matthew Partridge, Kristina Martin, Shelley Roller Dino Antonello, Hui Mimic Law 
Front row: Christine Tourneur Cara Davids, Kristv Sutton, Jenni-Maree Bateman, Lea'u' Sd/il Wong, Dennvel Smith, Belinda Lenzo, Sarah 
Strong 
Absent: Conrad Brookes, Ma/in Hansen, Tifflinie Hutchison 
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BRIG/I) GUlL!) STAFF: 
Bark I?ou L-R: R. (Jv/cv, D. Bottega, J. M(Gll'C101i, A. Watson. R. S/attciv, J. Fri, P. A,istcc 
Front Ron.' C. (7iipper/ield, D. Dixon, E. Parkei; M. Roberts (Cooi'dinatoi'), T Mac Wi/liani, 
.1.11(155011, .1. 11(11'I(41 
Absejit: B. IVireji, Si. Antoninus, M. f/nv 
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BRIGID GUILD 
BRIGID REPORT 
Having been a fixture of the Newman 

Community for many years, Brigid Guild 
underwent a facelift due to the changed 
guild structure and emerged in 1995, re-
splendent in green and gold, and ready 
for anything. 

This was fortunate as the weather on 
Guild Day proved more than a little un-
inspiring! It could not, however, dampen 
the Brigid spirit which was evident even 
at our first gathering as a whole Guild. 
The novelty pool and field events were a 
great way for us to all get to know each 
other and to foster the Guild spirit which 
was to characterise Brigid throughout the 
year. 

Shortly after Guild Day, our Guild 
Captains, Richard and Tiffanie, were 
joined by the Brigid Year representatives 
for Semester One. These were: 

Year 8:Natasha Jasas and 
Mathew Joseph 
Year 9:David Lush and 
Chantelle Penny 
Year 10:Janiie McGann and 
Clara Haughton 
Year 11:13ronwyn Grieve and 
Daniel Sumich 

The first task of the newly elected rep-
resentatives was the coordination of the 
Guild Swimming Championships. 
Brigid fielded a strong team which 
adapted well to the new carnival format 
and came up with some outstanding in-
dividual performances. We gained nine 
out of the possible thirty places - quite 
an achievement considering that we were 
competing against seven other Guilds. 
Special congratulations must go to David 
Lush and Bianca Petruzio, our under-IS 
age champions, who set new records in 
the SUm, breastroke and butterfly. 
Achievements such as this, especially 
amongst the junior ranks, augur well for 
the future of Brigid Guild, which looks 
set to become a sporting force to be reck-
oned with. 

Also on the sporting scene was the 
Koala Cup Basketball competition held 
on the Doubleview Campus. Success in 
this field came to our Year Eights who 
won their first round against Thomas 
More, and the Nines, who beat a male 
dominated Catherine team in a hard-
fought game. 

Early in second semester, the elections 
were held for the Years Eight to Eleven 
Guild Representatives for the second half 
of the year. The results of these elec-
tions were: 

Year 8:Lucy O'Shea and 
Mark Burgess 
Year 9:Rikki Temby and 
James Sanderson 
Year 10:Ciara Haughton and 
Dane Lance 
Year 11:13ronwyn Grieve and 
Daniel Sumich 
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The organisational skills and patience 
of our new leadership team were soon 
put to the test on Guild Athletics Day, 
held in the middle of third term. Al-
though our performance was not as spec-
tacular as it had been at the swimming, 
Guild spirit was certainly alive and well, 
with the imposing figure of Luke Rafter 
leading a very vocal cheer squad. De-
spite  the fact that we suffered a bit of teas-
ing for our BP hats, our Brigid People's 
hearts - and voices - were in the right 
places, and we were runners-up for the 
Guild Spirit trophy. 

At the beginning of the year, we chose 
the Alzheimer's Association as our char-
ity, an organisation to help those who 
suffer from the disease, and to provide 
support for those who care for them. 
Over the course of the year all year 
groups were visited by a speaker from 
the Association whose personal experi-
ence of losing a parent to the disease and 
medical knowledge helped us all to un-
derstand better a disorder we had, per-
haps, not known very much about. 

As our fundraising effort, we were 
able to participate in the Association's 
annual Street Appeal. Our Year Eleven 
Guild Representatives were able to raise 
a considerable amount of money, both on 
the Churchlands campus and by spend-
ing a morning rattling tins in Subiaco. 

A number of activities were organised 
during third term, one of which was go-
karting, an experience thoroughly en-
joyed by the Year Elevens and Twelves. 
Spending a Guild period completing a 
few circuits of the track proved an 'un-
settling' experience for some - such as 
Shelley Roller, whose 'prang', for many, 
was the subject of much amusement. It 
was the boys, however, who set the pace 
early, and it was truly frightening to see 
some of them pushing their carts to the 
limit, showing an apparent disregard for 
life and limb. Meanwhile, the Year 
Eights, Nines and Tens showed their skill 
and aptitude at sending the pins flying 
as they spent a period discovering the 
thrills of ten-pin bowling. 

The Year Twelve farewell dinner was 
a highlight of the year for the Brigid con-
tingent of the class of 1995. Held at Caffe 
Spiaggia, in Scarborough, the night pro 
vided an opportunity for the Year 
Twelves to get together for one final time, 
and to mix with the teachers in a relaxed, 
informal environment. 

Altogether, this first year of Brigid has 
been a time of fostering a new Guild spirit 
and a sense of unity between all mem 
bers, Years Eight to Twelve. It has been 
great to see us go from a group of people 
who hardly knew each other to the 
"Happy Little Brigidites" we are today. 

Tifftiii u' fliitchisoii (111(1 Illis Roberts 

x. 

Cheer 5(/11(i(I, Aililcius Da\' 

I 

(olici tiiii for A l:/ieiiiicr  's Disease 
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Year 8, Back row, L-R. Michael Palermo, Liam O'Shaughnessy, Richard Haddow, fain Folle; William Scott, Stephen Simpson 
Third row: Chad Walker, Aaron Wylie, Catherine Ronchi, Fiona Henry, Natalie Stott, Brad Russell, Daniel Capolingua 
Second row: Scott Mulcaster, Carl Phoenix, Benjamin Stanton, Robert Saicich, Neil Kennedy Sammy Frisina, David Sturniolo, Christopher 
Ogonowski 
Front row: Lisa Andreoli, Melissa Cretney, Claire Piperis, Kate Leunig, Leonie Fowle, Elizabeth Brogan, Shannon Carty, Alana Rossi, Casey 
McGougan 
Absent: Marika Micucci, Alexander Marbeck 

NEWMAN 
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Year 9, Back row, L-R: Elaine Lim, Nicholas Han, Nicola Bradshaw, Anthony Palazzo, Brooke Clarke, Clinton Cambridge 
Second row: Rowe Palmer, Daniel Tranter, Ross McArthur, Brett Walker, Adam Folley, Grant Regan, Nicholas Covich, Graham Goodison 
Front row: Vicki Cotterell, Shay Vandertang, Katherine Dean, Nicola Benwell, Amy Wells, Desiree Carey, Karin Aguilar, Danielle Glenister, 
Tiaza Linton 
Absent: Brendan Hirniak, Danielle Micucci, Christopher Turner, Phillip Turner 
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Year 10, Back row, L-R: Tyson Joyce, Adam Ciccarone, Zoe Byrne, Garth Lord, Sarah Hawke, Anthony Sideiis, Kim Davis, Aaron 
Hirniak 
Third row: David Cotterell, Wain Piperis, Michael Frisina., Alan MacDonald, Paul Wa//man, Luke Bentley, Philip O'Dea, Aaron Brice, 
Daniel Nicotra, Jason Wy/ic, Timothy Butson 
Second row: Kate Chapple, Tracey Powell, Beth Shepherd, Renae Currie, Julie Begovich, Renee Kennedy, Angelique Rebeiro, Pamela 
Mende, Renee Tong, Mm Williams 
Front row: Karen Hoddy, Catherine Andmeohi, Vanessa Macknav, Deborah Allen, Brion' Lab,; line/c/a Santoso, Winnv Warsito, Carolina 
Berrios 

Year 11, Back iou; L-R: Adam Hau'ieii, l)cces/i Shall, Brady Harrold
Third rouu': Salvatore Valbe/omiga, Paul Wood, Aciron Beem; Cal/an Leach, Nicholas Simkins, Matthew Glass 
Second rout': Mohamed Ri:a/ Wabiab, Edward Limn, Marisa Pa/ermno, Eugenic Coorey, Rebekah Mi/hikan, Aiitanv La/am; Adam Capo/ingua 
Front iou': Elise Rossi, Sandra Kuswuadewi, Jei'damina Cassidy, Danielle Can; Felicity Lose, Martina Tem' Srecu,', Assunta Va//c/amiga, Deepa 
Majeethia 
Absent: Kai'/ Williams, Mathew Song, Kii'stie lanes, Ciii'hie H(iui'kt', farmed Bassami 

Year 12, Back lair L - R: Riiv'cIl Cramp, (a/hut i\ uIiol.r Make/ui ouu' 
Thud lout': Christopher Kieran, Luke Byi'mic', Christopher Jack, Michael Xamithis, Davin Lord 
Second row: Taru'mi Giamiatti, Darien Gooc/iron, Chris Casey, 4/es' Vkibtomi, Marco Loni'o, Antbiomiv Hawke, Cara Nichols 
Front row.- Emma Fitzgerald, Philippa Chiapphe, Rebekah Sturniolo, Katie Granbamid, Claire Cu/hinamic, Tinimnie Michiebakos, C/aim'e Hen jyon, 
Meredith Regan 

Absent.' Sally-El/en O'Dea, Oli ver Banks, David Wood 
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CAMARA REPORT 
Camara Guild has been a feature of 

Newman College for many years, how-
ever, this year Camara is different from 
the Camara of old in a nii mher of ways. 
Gone is the green frog mascot and the 
system of electing Guild I'epi'esentatives 
from Year Ten to Twelve for the whole 
year. 

The 'new-look' Camara now has 
blue and gold as its colours and, thanks 
to Emma Fitzgerald, has unofficially 
adopted a 'Bananas in Pyj amas', or 
rather 'Camara in Pyjamas', theme for 
carnivals. Our cheer squad at the Guild 
Athletics Carnival wore pyjamas and 
our mascot was a large teddy bear. 

A new system of electing Guild Rep-
resentatives was introduced this year, 
with Year Eights through to Year Elev-
ens holding their positions for one se-
mester and swapping with new repre-
sentatives halfway through the year. 
This gave more students the chance to 
have added responsibility - which 
turned out well, with everyone filling 
their roles of Guild Representatives per-
fectly. Our Year Twelve Guild Cap-
tains, Philippa and Oliver, were elected 
for the whole year, and some of the 
other year reps were re-elected for a 
second  semester. Our Guild Repre-
sentatives for 1995 were as follows: 

Year 12 Philippa Chapple and 
Oliver Banks 

Year 11 Assunta Vallelonga, Kirstie 
Jones and Deegesh Shah 

Year it) Sarah Hawke, Kim Davis, 
Zoe Byrne and Tyson Joyce 

Year 9 Desiree Carey and Anthony 
Palazzo 

Year 8 Shannon Carty, Christopher 
Ogonowski, Elizabeth 
Brogan and Robert Saicich 

These representatives had the re-
sponsihi I ity of representing their year 
groups and undertaking such tasks as 
organising the Guild Swimming and 
Athletics Carnivals, preparing Guild 
Masses and other day to day things that 
were required. Towards t he end of third 
term a special 'thank you' breakfast was 
held at McDonald's for all Guild Rep-
resentatives, past and present, and this 
was thoroughly enjoyed by all who at-
tended, 

Camara Guild niet 101 out' first coni-
hined Guild Day at the Churchlands 
swimming pool, which was a new ex-
perience for everyone. We kicked off 
the day with some fun swimming 
events, including  tyre relays, tennis hall 

Koala Clip /kiiii(i/)anis 
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CAMARA GUILD 
relays and the traditional 'underwater 
swim', against other Guilds. After a bar-
becue lunch organised by Guild staff, 
who unfortunately forgot to bring 
matches, we then went back to the Col-
lege oval for some activities set out by 
the "Life Be In It" people. We also 
played touch rugby, tee-ball and volley-
ball. 

There were two Masses organised by 
Camara Guild this year and in each one 
we tried to reflect the philosophy of our 
patron, Dom Helder Camara. These 
Masses were run and organised by the 
students, who took responsibility for the 
readings, prayers and music. We were 
the first Guild to celebrate Mass across 
both campuses and it was very success-
ful. 

This year Camara Guild selected 
S.I.D.S. (Sudden Infant Death Syn-
drome) as our charity and the major fund 
raiser was the selling of 'Red Nose' 
merchandise. Doubleview Campus 
showed the way and a total of $1070 was 
raised across both campuses. 

Our Guild performed exceptionally in 
both the Guild Athletic and Swimming 
Carnivals, gaining third place in both. 
The number of students from Camara 
who were either place getters or Age 
Champions at these carnivals shows that 
our Guild is a force to be reckoned with 
in the sporting arena. 

Also on a sporting note, Camara en-
tered teams in both the netball and bas-
ketball competitions held on the 
Doubleview Campus as part of the 
'Koala Cup'. Both year groups showed 
tremendous Guild spirit throughout the 
competitions. 

Both campuses had an outing to 
Rollerdrome, where many learned to 
skate and a few showed off their great 
talents. With most of the students from 
the Churchlands Campus being new to 
rollerskating, some pain and entertain-
ment  were the order of the day. This re-
port would not be complete without 
some mention of Russell Cramp, who 
seemed to have rollerskating down to a 
fine art. Another of the outings organ-
ised by Camara was the farewell dinner 
for the Year Twelves which was held at 
the Nanjing Gardens restaurant. The 
night was enjoyed by all and gave the 
Year Twelves the chance to relax and 
forget about the up and coming exams. 
In second term the Doubleview students 
were treated to McDonald's and also 
enjoyed a picnic lunch at Jackadder Lake 
later in the year. 

Oliver Banks, Deegesh Shah, Desiree 
Cares', Christopher Ogonowski 

(iiiila' Cap!aiiis, Oilier Ba;1ie 	Philippa Chap1/e 
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Year 9, Back row, L-R: Michael Barns, Craig Brennan, Joel Adams, Martin Trebacz 
Third row: Mark Paul, Christian Corrigan, Fiona Demasi, Amy Warrener Amelie Comello, Pieta 0 'Donohoe, Rhys Davies 
Second row: Benjamin Kanstler Rolando Zavala, Matthew Chaperon, Lauren Ligovich, David To, Jo Tomkinson, Jonathan Barry, Joseph 
Letizia 
Front row: Enrica Brown, Christine Arnold, Mia Faithfull, Sharnie McMenamin, Alicia Ragni, Brie Carman, Kate Mercer Iwona Debogorski, 
Kate Miller 
Absent: Damian Conceicao, Pauline Howman 
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Year 10, Back j,  L-R: Christopher Lark, Beti (7ha/)111(iii, J(i('(th Robinson, Timothy Kmmigs-Lvmimie, Leigh Jo,sev 
Thud row.- Sliaimn Blakeman, Neil Dali, Todd Williamson, Joseph Kane, Rare Tyson, Matthew Newimian, Limidsav Gait/it 
Second ton': Clare Bem'rigan, Sim:amine White/an', Meagan Dasihik, Kate Miller Cass v Host, Alicia Calabrese, Kate Dem'mnodv, Arlene Bvm'mies, 
Emiiihv Amidem'ton, Lan Cooper Amy Gal/aghiem; Marie-Claire Accom'dino, Amanda Faithitimll, Fiona Dmdmmiomi, Francesca Sciagitra, Lisa Fort 
Absent: Rehiami De Silva 

Year 11, Back row, L-R: ('on' For!, Amidii'n' Haves, Mark Davies, Billy Robnisomi, Giuseppe Ieiico 
Thud moo': J017 Tomnkinson, Ryan Wilson, Gai'm'ethi Davies, Matthew Dastlik, Simon Dermnody, Thomas Barbem; Matthew Bartel, Brendami Travnom; 
Luke Barns 
Second moo': Lee Moore, Stephemi Fiç'liommieni, Ei'i Toni,, Patm'icia Rushton, Nadia Clebem; Em'mmi Potter Lisa Bank, Chang Yong f-loon, Craig 
Miller - 

Fm'omit moo': Comisimelo Emia(/, Amelia Short, Shiomia Pmckem'umiç', Demme Comistamitimie, Christine Hopkins, Fm'amices Au'no/c/, Or/a Tysomi, Rachel Peters 
Absent: Fimimiai'aim' Maddemi, Amanda Wilkimi,s' 

Year 12, Back row, L-R: C IiI'/sioj)licr K ilig.s -Lenmie, 1 1iii ,4ndci'ioui, David Ru/oilioni, Mark McMcnaiiiin, John White 
Secouid moo': Je/jm'ei Chin, Timiiothii Daly, Wa\'mie Ratajczak, Nathiami Jones, Stei'emi Jettm'ey,  Brad Gaimmit, Harley Blakeman, Joel Chaplin, Jason 
Hsim 
Front moo': Jimmie Mom;gami, Damiiella Staltam'e, Amioumshika Hirst,  1111 Na 'eu, Jenmi Uem' Berm'igan, Vanessa Ligom 'ic/i, Tama Nicolo, Rebecca Gauc'i 
A/,,s'ent: Keiran Bm'aimi 
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CATHERINE GUILD 
CATHERINE REPORT 
With the amalgamation process 

underway in 1995, there was a change 
in the structure of the Guild system 
and Catherine Guild was formed. 
With Mr Corcoran at the helm, the 
Guild looked forward to a prosperous 
year. Through many fun and educa-
tional activities, this was achieved. 

At the beginning of Semester One, 
each year group chose who they 
wished to he their representatives for 
the Semester with the Year 12 reps 
being chosen for the year. Semester 
One reps were: Year S - Genevieve 
Kane and Glen Kinsella, who were re-
elected for Semester Two as well; 
Year 9 - Sharnie McMenamin and 
Damian Conceicao; Year 10 - Clare 
Berrigan and Joe Kane; Year 11 - 

Consuelo Enad and Matthew Bartel, 
and Year 12 - Jenni Berrigan and 
David Robotham. 

The Second Semester reps were: 
Year 9 - Amy Warrener and Rhys 
Davies; Year 10 -Lisa Fort and Joe 
Kane, and Year 11 - Mark Davies 
and Christine Hopkins. 

The first big test for the Guild was 
the Guild Activities Day which was 
designed to help the Guild bond as one 
from the Year Eights to the Year 
Twelves. Through Life-Be-In-It ac-
tivities, volleyball and swimming, this 
was a success and was enjoyed by all. 

Because of the increase in the size 
of the school through amalgamation, 
the swimming carnival also took on a 
new structure for 1995. Although 
Catherine didn't come in the top 
placings, it was pleasing to see the 
sportsmanship shown by all Catherine 
competitors and the spirit shown by 
the very loud cheer squad which was 
formed. Congratulations to Matt 
Chaperon, Joe Kane, Meegan Dastlik 
and Ben Chapman who put in brilliant 
efforts on the night. 

Catherine conducted two Masses 
for the school this year which ran very 
smoothly thanks to the organisational 
skills of Mr Corcoran and his co-staff. 
Thanks must also go to all the students 
who helped in the running of these 
Masses and, in particular, Matt Bartel 
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br his instrumental input into the 
Masses. 

This year Catherine took on the 
challenge of participating in the annual 
Princess Margaret Hospital Doorknock 
Appeal in July. The great Guild spirit 
once  again shone through with many 
students putting up their hands to par-
ticipate and, in the end, we collected 
close to $1 ,00() for the appeal. 

Catherine was given a second 
chance to show that they did have enor-
mous sporting talent with the Athlet-
ics Carnival. Here we put LIP a much 
greater effort than in the swimming 
and came a respectable 5th. Stars of'  
the day were Lisa Fort who was Age 
Champion for the girls under 15s, 
Tania Nicolo who was runner up Age 
Champion for Open Girls, Jenni 
Berrigan who was second runner up 
in the same division and Wayne 
Ratajczak who was runner up Age 
Champion in the Open Boys. Again, 
our cheer squad was brilliant, mainly 
thanks to Mrs Thomson (Miss Cook) 
who was in charge of preparing it. 

Catherine Guild was also lucky 
enough to have a guest speaker, Bev 
Hall, from the Cancer Support Asso-
ciation, who talked to us about her ex-
periences as a cancer sufferer. It was 
interesting to see the point of view of 
someone not as lucky as we are. 

For most people, however, the high-
light of the year for the Guild was the 
trip to Sizzler. Here the true colours 
of people really shone as the ice-cream 
machine had never copped such a bat-
tering. There were many full and sorry 
stomachs on the trip hack to school. 

Catherine Guild experienced many 
highlights in its inaugural year as part 
of the amalgamated school and these 
were only made possible by the tre-
mendous aniount of effort put in by Mr 
Corcoran and his fellow teachers, Miss 
Cook, Mr Drabble, Mr Martin-Beck, 
Mrs Nunn, Mrs Outtrim, Mr Craig, 
Mrs Minson, Mrs Deaney, Mr Dia-
mond, Mrs Dreckow, Sr Maria, Mr 
Parry and Mr Young. Thank you to all 
these teachers. 

Jeiiii / Berr/gaii & Do i '/d Robotliwii 
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Year 8, Back row, L-R: Frank Miraudo, William. Store); Vincent Learnihan, David Lyra 
Third Row: Liam Hartfield, Jack Hunter Stephen Hastie, Thomas Hawtin, Ross Dwyer Jason Martino, Jonathan Vlahov 
Second row: Jonathan De Lima, Jeremy Forsyth, Catherine Marlyn, Jessica Marnell, Rebecca Palmer Hayley Brigatti, Marc Stoitis, Adrian 
Madaschi 
Front row: Sarah Ryan, Laura Reid, Erin Cerenich, Mary-Anne Shrewsbury, Jamee-Lee Curtis, Anna Woodward, Karlene Johnson, Collette 
Sinvth, Natasha Vogelsanger 
Absent: John Clark, Stephen McGough, Daniel Judges 
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Year 9, Back row, L-R: Ross Henderson, Kelly Norris, Sye Bryant, Rhianna Hopkin, David Stevenson 
Third row: Darryl Smith, Julian Raftèl, Michael Montgomery, Wesley Robinson, Timothy Wilson, David Sardo-Infirri, Benjamin Davies 
Second row: James Shipway, Scott Brown, Sarah Guest, Philip Greenhalgh, Annita-Marie Potter Jonathon Lavan, Nicole Shaddock, Andrew 
Garvey 
Front row: Karnini Muthukumaru, Frances Judges, Elizabeth Clark, Melinda Jakovich, Emma Chinnery, Alexandria Bruce, Jane Lawrence, 
Emma Portwood, Natalie Bombak 
Absent.' Teresa Davidson 
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'ear 10, Back row L-R David Toiiidav, /)(nienlc 114 ac/aflari, ,iaii,es Luiii 
Third rost': Brad/ri Painiei; Michael Store-v, Ben Maine/l, David Martino, Sam Hoicinan 
Second row: Sebastian Miranda, Ian Worthington, C/ionic! Keejie, Jiilissa Shrewsbiirv, Jame Hasi'tin, Sarah Bai'iiao, Nathan Sikkenia, Steven 
Ryan 
Front Jo/i': Fioiici /Vlclntvre, Nikol Cerinic/i, Angela Bahierini, Mw/ic/ic Via/ion Sarah Clark, Thra Johnson, Julie Siciliano, Fiona Giancola 

Year 11, Back row, L-R: Albert Boedianto, Marc Radaic, l/iiu'e Ba/lerini, And,'i Mu/jadi, Jo/in Judges 
Third row: Christopher Lim, Graeine Hastie, Matthew C/ark, An thoii' Shaddock, Adam Bea!, Quentin Chester Dean Stoitis, David Tiong, 
Richard Green 
Second roil': David Coniiell, Grant Nixon, Dominique Harttie/d, Marilyn Andrus:kiii: Katie Davidson, Kelly Bloore, Jacquie Fra,icoiii, 
Susan Von Beig/ieiin, Andrew Farrell, Mic/iae/ Barratt 
Front row.-  Melissa Malaxos, Lara Standen, Katherine Potter Lisa Rossei; Melanie Griffiths, Bi'iaiia Heinz, Sarah Portii'ood, Lorna 
Stevenson 
Absent: Renee Ballai'ine 

077V 

Year 12, Back row, L-R: Robert Francoiii, Aaron Griffith, Soiion Brice, Joel Stone 
T/iii'cl row: Simon Madasc/ii, Ryan I-fart/ic/il, Travis Sullivan, Michael Learmii/ian, Daniel Bariiao, Scott Paton, Patrick Sc'/iuttler 
Second row.-  Christian Nossiiem; Daniel Freeman, Chelsea Reid, Amanda Rattigan, Josephine Bruce, A/is/ia Sniit/i, Leong Ung, Scott 
Mackenzie 
Front i'ow.' Melinda Voon, Sonja Dane, %'iiie,s'ci Vlahoi: Rachel Clcii'k, Ani,ela Munday, Kerrie Hoii'mnan, Krist\' Kavanagh, Marie Wong 
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CHJSHOLM GULL) STAFF: 
Back row L-R: K. Davis, B. Webb (Asst. Coordinator). D. Pottei; A. Dean, M. Walsh, L. 
Thompson, G. May/ia,,,  
Ira/it row:  F Lloyd, K. Biagi, R. Mil/em;  M. Mwhelmnore (C oordmnator), B. Wi/let, V Mayne, R. 
l'Vhitnev 
Absent.̀  S. Boç'oias, C. Crooks 
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CHISHOLM REPORT 
The newly formed Chisholm Guild 

began the year with quiet confidence. 
We had three members of staff who were 
new to Newman, Miss Walsh, Miss 
Whitney and Mr Moxham. Scott Mac-
kenzie and Rachel Clark were elected 
as our first ever Guild Captains. The stu-
dent representatives Cathy Martyn, 
Marc Stoitis, Sye Bryant, Emma 
Chinnery, Julie Siciliano, Sebastian 
Miraudo, Graeme Hastie and Melissa 
Melaxos were elected for first semes-
ter. 

Our first task was the organisation of 
the swimming carnival. The Year 
Twelves looked through our ranks and 
said they thought we were more land 
animals. Undaunted by this comment we 
performed creditably after our Guild tea. 
Swimmers who rate a special mention 
are Rachel Clark, Chelsea Reid, Danny 
Freeman, Quentin Chester and Laura 
Reid. We decided that as our prowess 
was land based the cheer squad would 
excel and we did. The harem girl cos-
tume that Mrs Michelmore hired for 
Melissa to wear while leading the cheer-
ing was a highlight and much sought 
after. It looked particularly stunning on 
Scott, Ryan Hartfield and Daniel 
Barnao. Rachel's purple afro wig was 
conspicuous and Mrs Thomson made 
loyalty to Chisholm reach new depths 
with her especially purchased gold and 
yellow socks! We easily won the cheer-
ing competition. 

Guild Day was our first meeting as a 
whole Guild. The things that were most 
fun were the giant balls and showing a 
total lack of coordination as we tried to 
keep balls bouncing on a flicking para-
chute. Our lack of coordination enabled 
us to socialise with any group near us 
on the oval. Our group spirit was also 
evident in the pool. At one stage we had 
sixty Chisholm land animals in one re-
lay. The peer support leaders and Guild 
Reps did a great job keeping everyone 
involved enough to keep warm as the 
weather changed. 

In Term One the students who were 
new to the Churchlands campus were 
involved in a peer support group pro-
gram within the Guild. The Year 
Twelves involved also offered a lot of 
informal support as they had daily con-
tact with their group of Year Ten stu-
dents. 

The day of the College celebration 
was the day for our Guild Mass. As a 

VENOM.- N 
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result we had almost all of the school at 
one or other of the Masses we arranged. 

As we proved that socialising was 
something we did well, our first Guild 
outing was a whole Guild lunch at Siz-
zlers. Everyone seemed to thoroughly 
enjoy themselves. The year Eight and 
Nine students went to Pot Black and 
demonstrated much enthusiasm and co-
ordination, while the Year Ten - Twelves 
relaxed with Bennie who taught us Tai 
Chi. It took a little while to realise that 
this form of relaxation required concen-
tration and coordination. Fortunately we 
were better at it than flicking balls in a 
parachute. The demonstrations at the 
end showed that we can do anything. 

The land animals came to the fore on 
Guild sports day. Mr Moxham helped 
to organise us to help with the marshal-
ling when the reps, Kelly, David, Adrian, 
Laura, Scott and Elizabeth, were com-
peting. The superb teamwork, fuelled by 
the purple and gold popcorn that Rachel 
had organised, paid off. We were sec-
ond in the aggregate trophy and won the 
Spirit trophy. The whole Guild, led by 
various banana men and a throng of 
court jesters, cheered and sang their way 
through a great day as we watched our 
athletes do so well. Over half the Guild 
competed. Outstanding Chisholmites on 
the day were Ryan Hartfield, Simon 
Brice, Scott Mackenzie, Graeme Hastie, 
Dean Stoitis, Samuel Howman, David 
Martino, Domenic Madaffari, David 
Tolliday, Annita Potter, Vincent 
Learnihan, Laura Reid, Stephen 
McGough, Tom Hawtin, Adrian 
Madaschi, Jessica Marnell, Emma 
Chinnery and Sye Bryant. 

We had the Red Cross student liai-
son worker come and speak to the whole 
Guild on the work of Red Cross. After 
some discussion we decided that the 
most practical help we could give, as 
teenage students, was a collection of 
goods. As this report goes to press we 
are collecting for the Red Cross refugee 
programme. We aim to make a substan-
tial donation of clothes and household 
goods to allow Red Cross to help peo-
ple who are given refugee status in our 
country. 

Still to come are a Guild surprise, the 
Year Twelve dinner, the Year Eight and 
Nine bring and share, as well as the Year 
Ten and Eleven picnic. Last, but not 
least, we are considering the formal 
adoption of the Violet Crumble bar as a 
Chisholm symbol. 

Mrs M. Michelmore 
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Year 8, Back rofl; L-R. Daniel Cliffird,  Jeremy Ryan, Ben Joyce, Nicholas Nemaric, Ben Mascione, Scott Weir 

/ 

Third Row: Trent Jeuring, Sam McCombie, Laurissa Lockett, Jenna Chu, Jacqueline Cooney, Gregory Bolster, Ryan Winters 
Second Row: Patrick Morris, Ibrahim Effendi, Steven Elliott, Martha Pietruszko, Jessica Markiewicz, Christopher Chu, Damion Sinatkas, 
David Grobby 
Front row: Abbey Van der Meer, Elouise Wilson, Alicia Burns, Julie Blick, Nicole Smith. Patricia Chia, Caroline Niewiarowski, Caterina 
Vallelonga, Eloise Robertson 
Absent: Liam Burton 

Year 9, Back row; L-R: 0/lie McKeague, Daniel Howes, Samantha Geoghegan, Helen O'Shea, Marissa McIntosh, Peter Stann, Kenneth 
Craigie, Christopher Agostino 
Second row: Daniel Jones, Greogry Gillam, Rory Byrne, Douglas Fox, John Kaitse, Stephen Gale, Daniel Pupazzoni, Simon Mattiaccio 
Front row: Jennifer Allan, Courtney Simpson, Petrina Scott, Simone de la Motte, Carissa Pisconeri, Amanda Giaimo, Kassandra Virgo, 
Amanda Stinson, Helena Nikola 
Absent.' Richard Ambra, Karlie Toncich 
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Year 10, Back rot', L-R: I ictor Gi/hot, Lojitti 	iiilcl'/)()iIi'itc, Attic Alt uiiioslr Ltic;iiii Ciiiuii, Putt! Biii'ii 
Third row: Peter Ryan, Salvatore Vallelonga, Chris Cooney, Gennaro Rainese, Chevne Robinson, Mvka/ Robinson, Ouvchai 
Sirisupsooiit/iorn, Justin Hovei' 
Second row: Lisa Van E17),C/are McKea,çue, Kill! Williams, Brooke O'Connell, Bree Phillips, Dora Byrne, Clare O/jenbiii, Toiiia 
Trai'agliiii, Geinina Trai'iglini 
Front row: Alexandra Ryaji, Chantal Fry, Anita Rodi, Ky/ic Davies, Sarah Durack, Clare Heal', S/ic//er Worthington, Nora McDonald 
Absent: Jaclvn Kennedy 

Year 11, Back row, L-R: Con,  Siaiui, Roger Tan, Tray Nichols, Sliadok Kijasathiarn 
Third ion': Alex Brutsc/ie, Eric Cliii, Malcobii Hunter, Matthew Burns, Robert Naii'n, Jamie Roberts 
Second low: Kristian Van Dci' Meet; Thomas Pnpa::omi i, Jessica Humitem; Melissa lVort/iinçton, Joanna Geoghegan, Aiiiia Amnbm'a, ,la,,ies 
Poustie, Joseph Landwe/ir 
Front lout': Me,çhianmi Niko/a, Mee,'a Amin, Amanda Mattiaccio, Remiee Robinson, Beth Hones, Fiona Fong, Amy Morris, Ac/m'iamia Musca 
Absent.' Vanessa Toncich, Olivia Sinatkas, Ky/ic Da 

Year 12, Back maui; L-R: Robert Van Em'p, fee/an Amin, Clint Jeiii'iiig, Robert Moipami, Bradley Strimigem; Scott Kent, Steven Johnson 
Second row: Conor Travnor, David Durack, Nicole de la Motte, Monika Godula, Leigh Mahoney, Denning Chong, Ivor Lee, David 
Prestipino 
Front row: Lorraine Chia, Josephine Rodi, Thanga Rath Sivapalan, Natalie Stringei; Alison Sieuu; Carrie Chit, Eilis McDonald, Angela 
Jones 
Absent: Jonathan Plamit, Paul Di Benedetto 
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MACKJLLOP GUlL!.) STAFF.- 
Back iOU', L-R: P J-Iait'ke, Br $teplicii. C. Valli, J. Cahill 
Front ron': R. Kr/h', A. Richardson (Asst. Coordinator), K. Haiiiiali, T I-land (Coordinator), .1 
Farrell, S. Carrick, J. South 
Absent: M. Eitelhuibei; Sr Bernarthne, S. Richards 
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at the unique talents Of our illustrious 
leader, Miss 1-land, and all the other 
teachers. Thank you for the memorable 
year. 

The Guild Day, Athletics and Swim-
ming Carnivals were an excellent op-
portunity to strengthen friendships and 
have plain old 1'un. Covered with blue 
and red war paint and superman cos-
tunics, our masked MacKi 1 lop crusad-
ers were at the 1'orel'ront of the cheer 
leading war. With this inspiration, we 
were placed sixth in the athletics and 
fifth in the swimming. 

Whilst the Twelves were on retreats, 
and the Doubleviewers were munching 
at MacDonald's, the Tens and Elevens 
staged a memorable debate. The topic 
was, "The Simpson's are better than the 
Bradys", with the affirmative headed by 
the legendary juggernaut, Mr Cahill, and 
the negative led by our very own liter-
ary expert, Mrs Carrick. With each side 
Ili fine form, Damien Morgan whipped 
out the comment of the century - de-
scribing Mr Cahill as a Homer look-
alike. Needless to say, Damien's grade 
in Physics has suddenly plummeted into 
the depths of despair. 

Guild life at Doubleview was not ig-
nored, with the Eights and Nines being 
involved in the inaugural Koala Cup (3 
on 3). Congratulations to Dan, 011ie and 
John. Also, a representative from St Vin-
cent de Paul came to talk to the Eights, 
Nines and Tens about how we can help 
them - and we will! 

The trip to the bowling centre saw 
the discovery of many interesting tech-
niques, the most notable being the dou-
ble handed lob by Ellis McDonald. Also 
the talents of a closet howler were un-
ravelled with Mrs Richards getting a 
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turkey! Mrs Richardson also showed 
glimpses of talent. But it was not until 
the magnificent lesson in hootscooting 
did the well-entrenched talents truly ap-
pear. With pelvic thrusts, swivelling 
hips. shouts of "yee-has" and the unfor-
gettable "pause", all participants, and 
particularly Mr Cahill, were rejuvenated 
by it - suddenly opting br Guild peri-
ods to occur more often. 

A special mention must be made to 
the following Guild members who have 
made outstanding contributions to 
Newman life 

Julie Blick, Denning Chong. 
Chris Chu, Nicole de la Motte, Sarah 
DI-track, David Grobby, Justin l-loyer, 
Clint Miring, Ben Joyce, Joe Landwehr, 
Jessica Markiewicz, Amanda Mattaccio, 

(ii11 (ip!uiiis. L)eiiiiiiig (7io1ii' c Leigh Malioiiev 

were 
Year 8- 
Semester 1 
Martha Pietrusiko, Greg Bolster 
Semester 2 
Jenna Chu, Patrick Morris 
Year 9- 
Semester 2 
Simone de la Motte, Kenny 
Craigie 
Year 10- 
Semester 2 
Chantal Fry, Paul Burton 

Year 11 - 

Amanda Mattaccio, Thomas 
Pupazzon i 
Year 12 - 

Leigh Mahoney, Denning Chong 
Finally, a wish for the future to all 

Mac Killopers, especially to the Twelves 
who embark on their new treks. Live 
long and prosper! 

Deiiiiiiig Chong 

Addetics (uiii,i'a1 (7ieeiviiu/ 
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Year 8, Back row, L-R: Paul Hewitson, John Stainatiou, Timothy Rodwell, Evan Stainatiou, James Breen, Naveen Thuraisingam 
Third row: Simon Casey, Adrian Gianatti, Errin Gregory, Renee Giuffre, Lauren Chabrel, Amanda Thompson, Emily James 
Second row: Bradley Slatterv, Timothy Kerr Adam Strecktuss, Joshua Gaskell, Jeremy Walker, Simon Carabetta, Jonathan Bailey, Stephen 
Ha/dane 
Front row: Lisa Raso, Anika Van Kann, Jacqui Randall, Jodie Smith, Gemma Lan glands, Emma Cavanagh, Laura Stabler, Marguerite Ledger, 
Sarah Randall 
Absent: Thomas Rafftrtv, Adam Benkovic, Bradley Wilson 
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Year 9, Back row, L-R: Luke Myers, Kimberley O'Lear; A/lana Bitmidal, Lama Heaney,  Erica Hogg, Rebecca Cohen, Jordan James 
Second row: Andrew Savietto, Eric Ling, Nicholas Ti'ipodi, Daniel MacNeeney, Nicholas White, Michael Hutchirg, Luke Ha/den, Paul 
Stag/es 
Front mow: Lucie James, Damiiella CoAun, Francesca Napoli, Sandy Jones, Claire Chabrel, Angela Walker, Judith Wilkie, Laavanya Nair, 
Leanne Long 
Absent: Brendan Hunt, James Sage 
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Year 10, Back iou: L-R: Lame Toiitouuiitzis, Paul Wilson, Christopher Sau'ietto, Shea Wills, Docldv Asuu'oko 
Third row.-  Christian do Silva, Ben O'Leary, Leon Hunt, Alan McCabe, 1)0/1(1 Collisomi, Daniel Cai'anaç'li, C/ii'istopher Slatterv, Nicholas 
Detclmon 
Second lout: Aiuiva Ledger Mauika Guy, Louise Bean, Claire Bean, Ho//v-Mae E,ner.s on, Marika Aiiiaiui, Jessica Heenan, Katherine Stainatieu 
Front lout'.' Naomi D'Sou:a, Rebecca .fames, Monica Fiore, Heleii Wilkie, Kim Ptoloinev, Tamara Lee, Vanessa Hiuuce, Leah Sheiles 
Absent: Andrew taut Kann, Paul Alo, Ben Gregory 

fe 	Afilb. 

Year 11, Back row 	Anthony Alo, Damien Walke,; Rvaui Matzelle, Adam f'iore 
Third row: Ivan Ling, Damien Cooley, Brian Rafferty, Nicholas Diuninock, Tafirn Benkovic, Ricardo Morales 
Second row: Hayden Still, Nicola Avling, Yu/iana Survaniwati, Tina Peter, Leanne Long, Julie Jones, Joanna Downey, Nicholas Stabler 
First row: Li/v Triwati, Rosanne de Silva, Seenia Odhavji, Jessica Breen, Rachel Lindsa; Alicia Haldane, Ky/ic Gough, Leanne Sloss 
Absent: Ben Cohen, Michaela Stezka, Lam Kac:marek, David Dunstan 

Year 121, Backi'ouu; L-R.' Brian Preston, David Bean, Ilia Gastevski, Michael Brindal, Ben Lee Kong 
Second lout': Daniel Ha/den, Vivian Hunt, Cat/ieruuue Gilbert, Jane//c Yujnoi'ich, Me/aiuie Coon, Eugene Leo/it,', Jason Spai'/ing 
Front i'ouu': Rachel Pitenell, S/iam'uniiu / Thuo'aisingamn, Bernadeite Smith, Damia Mice, Roum'euua Lee, Melissa Hind, Ella Suarez., Katherine 
Jones 
Absent: Paul Meyer Daniel Walkeu; Jason Still 
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MARCELLIN GUILD 
MARCELLIN REPORT 
Guild Day 
This year's Guild activities officially 

commenced with the new look guild 
day. Due to amalgamation, this year's 
activities were aimed not only at pro-
moting unity and spirit in the Year Ten 
to Twelves, hut also in the Eights and 
Nines. 

Commencing with mixed netball, 
some of the younger students were ten-
tative, hut this soon fell away with the 
next few activities, namely tug-o-war 
and touch rugby. 

As the day progressed, the 'destruc-
tion of harriers' between the year groups 
became evident with the smallest Year 
Eights and the largest Year Twelves 
working together in such events as the 
wheelbarrow race and stilt race. 

All in all, except for a cold afternoon 
by the pool, a great time was had by the 
whole Guild. 

Marcellin's Guild Representatives for 
1995 were: 

Year 12 Janelle Yujnovich 
and Michael Brindal 

Year 11 	Jessica Breen, Brian 
Rafferty, Nicola 
Ayling and Ryan 
Matzelle 

Year 10 	Katherine Stamatiou, 
Chris Slattery, 
Marika Guy and 
Andrew Van Kann 

Year 9 	Erica Hogg, Kim 
O'Leary, Rebecca 
Cohen and Andrew 
Savietto 

Year 8 	Anika Van Kann, 
Adam Benkovic, 
Amanda Thompson 
and Tom Rafferty 

Guild Activities / Outings 
Marcellin Guild participated in two 

main Guild activities this year, howling 
and bingo. 

Bowling was held at the AMF 
Scarborough Bowling Centre and the 
whole Guild participated. Bingo was 
also a big success with luck, not skill, 
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with music. The result - a Mass that ran  
E V 6 

(quite) smoothly, and had one of the 
highest attendances of the year.  

PR 4 

not manage a place. 	 TY0  

We have enjoyed participating in 	 . 

Guild activities this year and look for- 	4 
ward to more in 1996. -JP 

Michael Brindal & A. Drago  

Cheer Squad, Athletics Caruuiu'al 
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Year 8, Back row, L-R: Bradley Metropolis, David Williams, Daniel Gribbon, Jason Stern, Peter Joyce, Gavin O'Hara, Mark Genovese 
Third row: Nicholas Christo, Daniel Bridge, Kurt Porter, Christine Devine, Joel Saraceni, Joel Coleman, Ryan Donohoe 
Second row: Daniel Murphy, Michael Fazari, Stefanie Valenti, Fiona Mekisic, Angela Litic, Catherine Rogowski, Yolanda Nicolo, Larissa 
Tilbur; Michael Colrain, Jan O'Connor 
Front row: Emma Tvle,; Immacolata Siciliano, Kirsten Bremner, Lauren Preedy, Josephina Detata, Claire Kash, Rebecca Eccles, Emma-Lee 
Si-darev, Priva Karia 
Absent. Leighton Ensor 

15 

T 

ROMER 

Year 9, Back row, L-R: Eban E;isoi; Sam Said, Nicholas Aeeiian 
Third row: Justin de Souza, Jonathon Zahra, Joanna Rendell, Kelsey Hosken, Rebecca Ince, Scott Stinson, Liam O'Brien 
Second row: Michael Luke Jeffrey Tan, Brett Howe, Anthony Prior Christian Prokscha, Paul Zahra, Michael Lurie, Adam Carbone 
Front row. Louisa Dearle, Robyn Doherty, Brooke Brendish, Katrina Hannigan, Caitlin Hynes, Lisha Van Reyk, Annetta Priolo, Amanda 
Perrozzi, Renai Sertorio 
Absent: Rayne Morgan 
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Year 10, Back ion L-R: Jo/lu lacueri, Michael Tavlou; Daniel Beuiv, Brian Burns, 4/evwider Meiavas 
Third lout': Chad Ti/bury, Thavl Morris, /Vlatthew Reilly, Joel Waddell, Chris Cann,Michael Fairweathei; Ben Tan 
Second row: Timothy Leatt-Havtei; Mar/mina Trumnbolt, Euuumuua Mekisu', Rae/maci Green, Danielle Ferguson, Ra/uuuae Faskel, Ky/ic Rendell, 
Adam Salpietro 
Front row: Dauuiela Fanto, Christine Langton, Elizabeth Sad/em; Claire Dom'nauu, Anita Williams, Patri:ia Capolingua, Celia Egg/eton, 
Gabrielle Nicolo 

Year 11, Back rout; L-R: Scott Gam'biuu, Joel Kash, Sainutal Forte 
Thud mow: Siuuuon c/c Mouncev, Patrick OConnom; Blair O'Sullivan, David Prim; Randall Ensor 
Second rout': Luke Preedv, Jem'enuv Daniel, Joanna Hvmres, Clare Nugara, Re/thecca 'a/euuti, Stephenli 	 u ve, Brett Haney, Laura Barghuna t'ard 
Front row: Bernadette Deviuue, Tonva Jensen, Jennifer Langton, Emily Metavas, Ant/uea Hughes, Melissa Bumuus, Liii, Chuiew Ling, Tricia 
Cuumunuimug 
Absent: J/iauua Pranata, A /eishua Stone, Vir'iuu ia loppola, Tim ,, Mu//ins, Samuel Keenauu 

Aoft~ OR, 	nl,_~  

Year 12, Back rout, L-R: Ic//rev Poi (lice, Amuihonv L)eiata, Edward Widjaja, Nab/I Said, iinv (imboiuc 

Thud lout': Andrew Cave, Michael Hynes, David Lawrence, Kenny Porto; Travis Coleman, Sac/it Kanskv 
Second lout': Nicholas Tam,, Julie Spadek, Adele Eggleton, Lam Spanbm'ook, Beth Meggitt, Sarah Perm'o::i, V/nec,,! Salpietro 
Front lout': Tamuva Ashby, Edwina Psamla-Sa u'omua, Rebecca Pm7o/o, Nicole Ferguson, Va use Kalanuam'as, Simuuouue Farrell, Juanita Nut gara, Amumua 
Capo/imuguta 
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I3ir/ Row L-R: Br John Lhr.'an (Asst. (' o,y/iuuo!o,, A. .Suuic/i//e, E. D:ieciol, P Carroll 
Front /?oui: S. (o// A. Mcivn'u'//, M. Lewis, P. filuu,muuu' ('oo,d,,uoiou), J. Collins, L. lVuuud- 
/)uk.soui, 1'u'l. /)$f()/ 

A/iveuui: C. Noekolds. R. Fouls 
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ROMERO REPORT 
This year saw the introduction of an 

eight Guild System. 
Romero Guild is named after Bishop 

Oscar Romero who was assassinated 
whilst saying Mass in his diocese of San 
Miguel. In death he became the sym-
bol of the power of truth over the forces 
of oppression. 

At the beginning of Term One, 
Romero Guild - along with the seven 
other Guilds, was introduced to the 
Newman community at the Burswood 
showroom. This set the scene and the 
standard of what each Guild was to 
achieve throughout 1995. 

'Guild Day' saw the Guilds being 
brought together on a more informal 
basis. ' Life Be In It' games, volleyball, 
group initiatives, and swimming created 
a very vigorous and enjoyable day. 

The swimming carnival this year saw 
the Guilds come head to head in a more 
competitive way. Nominations were 
strong within Romero and each of the 
events were well catered for. This, com-
bined with a wonderful team spirit on 
the night, saw Romero win the inaugu-
ral championships. A special thanks to 
our cheer squad who 'prowled' around 
the pool's edge all night. Sacha, we all 
think you scrubbed up pretty well, but 
Andrew, your walk was all wrong for 
that Netball uniform! 

Masses are both an integral and in-
valuable part of our Guild system. It is 
an onerous task to have two Masses be-
ing performed at the one time. Our first 
effort came in term one. Many thanks 
to Liz Dzieciol for her care and efforts 
in getting the Mass prepared for both 
sites. 

Second semester saw a more campus-
specific theme. Through the efforts of 
Ms Collins, the Mass at Churchlands 
was given a Year Twelve emphasis. This 
incorporated the transporting of our Year 
Eight representatives to collect personal 
scrolls in which the Year Twelves had 
expressed their personal thoughts and 
hopes for the future. As the Year Twelve I 

i/u' i/ieee Amigos 
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exams commence, each student will 
have his/her scroll pinned up in the 
Doubleview library and prayed for by 
the Year 8/9 students. 

Term 3 turned out to be a very busy 
one. Athletics day was set to be a huge 
organisational task, the catering of 1,200 
students was seen as somewhat daunt-
ing. It also gave Romero Guild an op-
portunity to introduce our R.E.P Pak 
fund raiser. Included was the drawing 
Of our raffle, all proceeds of which will 
he forwarded to a group which assists 
with Perth's homeless and street kids. 
Many thanks to all those students and 
staff who supported this worthy cause. 
Please note that the R.E.P Packs will he 
out in force in 1996 although slightly 
'sweeter' with less calorie control. 

It is not often that as a Guild we can 
get together. There is much that we can 
work on for next year. The Year Twelves 
as a group attended a dinner in their hon-
our at Toledo's restaurant in 
Northbridge. This gave the staff an op-
portunity to hid farewell to this fine 
group of people. A special word here 
should he mentioned in regard to the 
wonderful job Travis Coleman and Beth 
Meggitt have done. Thanks to you both. 

Our Funk Dancing' and Lunch Day 
were very successful. The Year Tens 
were at the front-line of this and were 
joined by the staff and students of 
Romero. 

As a Guild, we attended the Balcatta 
Rollerdrome in Term 4 with the Year 
Eights, Nines, Tens and Elevens. This 
allowed all year levels to mix socially 
and it set the feeling for a fruitful and 
positive 1996. 

A special thanks to all the students 
for their patience and understanding 
throughout 1995. It has been a reward-
ing experience addressing the challenges 
that have faced the Newman commu-
nity throughout 1995. To the Contact 
Staff who are the day-to-day link with 
Romero students, thank you for your 
care, devotion and willingness to guide 
these young adults as they tackle the 
future and all its elements. 

Peter Muinaiie 
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Year 8, Back row, L-R: Joel Benedetti, Warren Moriarty, Timothy Collins, Michael Kannis, Michael Cheang, Michael Johns 
Third Row: Benjamin Collins, Thomas Connor, Adam Flottman, Erin McGuinness, Katie Pye, Timothy Wheatley, Nicholas Lord 
Second row: Mark Blvthman, Gavin Leipold, Timothy Skerratt, Luke Dragicevich, Michael Hall, James Georgiades, Matthew Muir,  Matthew 
Shackleton 
Front row: Irene Wong, Jave Linney, Rocelyn Slee, Karen Lyon, Anastasia Skerratt, Sheila Nolan, Martina Manning, Leah Nikolic, Nikki 
Bombak 
Absent: Natalie Gleeson 

*#Air 
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Year 9, Back row, L-R: Hadwin Fung, Anthonyh Monteflisco, Emily Woodman, Brad Baskerville, Paul Middleton, Benjamin Haywood 
Third row.' Kelli Patterson, Adam Flynn, Sarah Croxford, Fleur Tascone, Hannah Noble, Benjamin Latto, Adele Skitmore 
Second row: Drew Pearson, Christopher Uncle, Stephen Kingston, Matthew Herscovitch, Joshua Benedetti, Jeremy Davis, Ryan Gibson, 
Patrick Kavanagh 
Front row.' Sarah Pve, Fiona Campen, Emma Hedges, Nicole Pearson, Jessica Nuich, Arnanda Zucal, Janelle Di Giovanni, Cindy Pickrell, 
Tracy Carroll 
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Year 10, Bock wit', L-R: Niittoc/ioi Unurutonu, Duiiie/ Zarb, Paid Tciiei: Cu'ui,ç Blvt/iinun, Timothy BIu,'ojci'ic, Philip We/IL. S/uaumi 
Beinai't 
Third lout': Timothy Campbell, Justin Lyiiton, Joel Earle-v, Ben Barker, Karl Jli'ibai; Ryan Moomiro; Christopher Fis/iei; Luke Skei'i'att 
Second ion'.' Ryan Buck/e\; AmberHouuvurd, AT,taiitci  Miii'p/iv, Catherine Noble, Viiika Lvi atkoi'ic/i, Mc'is/ia I-Jogaii, SusanKiiigstoii, Michelle
LVlas/oi, Garethfioug/itoii 
Front lout: Emily Reed, Toni Emmanuel, Philippa W/ieat/ev, Sara F/eimiimic, Colleen Middleton, Maiuieeii No/au, Judith Conmioi; To/i/jo Au tee 

Year 11, Back lout; L-R: Gi'aiii Mu/hits, Bid! Pearson, Eu/tim Wong 
T/ui'c/ lout': Ben Lvlusu, Daniel Mu,vuu'e//, Joseph Ge i'uu/es, Jo/ui Eumug, Ac/aiui Kon- Yu, Dane Carmnodv 
Second rout': Aaron Mack, Supacluoack Unui'atana, Michelle Harris'  P/uu/onu-na Kat'anau'/m, Melissa S/tack! eton, Jenuiitei' Brown, Stephen 
No/au, Daniel Mai'c'/iesani 

Front lout': Elsa Lewis, Tara Baske rim//c, Fu'ancine Havuu'ood, Katie F/eununei; Laura Bond, Julie Celenza. Katie Mas/in, Mary Webb 
Absent: Alistair Fleming, Lvndsav Pritchard, Dean Youuiç 

Year 12, Back row, L-R: Duuu'uo .Sulgu/ual'lo, Lka laivava, iaiuues Dc Leo, Beach Jacobsen 
Thud lout': Michael Lee, Ben Tebbuit, Christopher Harris, Dame/ J-ii'ibai; Adam Cu'o.vfi)l'd, Scott Mum//ins 
Second row: Danuicumi Couiuto, Ad/id/mi Ten,ç'ei; Christine Havuu'ard, Ina Pettersen, Simone Hogan, Sarah Skeru'att, C/instep/icr Collins, Richard 
Somerville 
Front m'otu': Michelle La Tcisa, Melinda Halm, Kcut/urvn Mc'Lernon, Kim O'Brien, Jeneila Carmmiodv, Helene Fung, Adm'buuia Tcou'/eas, Monique 
Nesa 
Absent: Rcunc/a// Lvmuton, Ccuu'/ueu'iuue Webb 
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Thomas More Guild's first combined 

activity in its inaugural year was the 
Newman College Swimming Champi 
onships where we achieved a very cred-
table result. Our swimmers are to be 

I 
I 

THOMAS MORE Gil/LI) STAFF: 
Vack row, L-R: G. La//city (Ass!. Coordinator), R. Al/au, L. MeGinniss, P Nissen, S. Pearce 
Front lout: 1. Wade, Sr Regina, G. Cousins, C. Yonuug (Coordinator), .1. Searson, P Dawson, 
M. Kansi/er 
4/seuit: A. ()'Snl//iran 

congratulated on their efforts, even 
though they didn't receive much support 
from the rest of the Guild! Good per-
formances came from Tracy Carroll, 
Hannah Noble, Daniel Maxwell and 
Lyndsay Pritchard. 

Just two days after the official carni-
val was the revamped Guild Day. This 
consisted of the novelty component of 
previous swimming carnivals along with 
some land based, group building activi-
ties held on the oval. This was the first 
time that the whole school, from Years 
Eight to Twelve, had been together. The 
Life-Be-In-It games were great fun, in-
cluding a modified volleyball with an 
enormous inflatable ball which proved 
very popular with Mr Lafferty! These 
games taught us teamwork, cooperation 
and to trust our co-workers, as well as 
helping us to make new friends in all 
years. 

In the weeks that followed we elected 
our Guild Captains, Katie McLernon 
and Richard Somerville, and Guild Rep-
resentatives from all year groups: 
Lyndsay Pritchard and Ben Musu; 
Ngarita Murphy and Tim Campbell; 
Kelli Paterson and Jeremy Davis, 
Martina Manning and Matthew Muir. 
All the Guild Representatives were pre-
sented with their badges at the Newman 
Event in the Burswood Showroom, 
where the eight Guilds, as well as the 
newly amalgamated school, officially 
came into being. 

The next time Thomas More came to-
gether was to play bingo at the 
Churchlands Campus. Despite the late-
ness of the bus bringing the Year Eight 
and Nines, and some early confusion 
over rule interpretations, the purple and 
green spirit shone through! Everybody 
got a prize! 

Our turn to host the Guild Mass was 
next, with many students attending and 
participating in the Mass for the feastday 
of St Thomas More which ran very 
smoothly. 

For the first Guild period of semes-
ter two, the Year Eight and Nine students 
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went to King's Park for some fun activi-
ties which were enjoyed by all, even 
though we did have to buy the Phys Ed 
department a new football, courtesy of 
those who kicked one into a tree! The 
Year Ten, Eleven and Twelve students 
heard a speaker from Amnesty Interna-
tional who gave its a sobering look at 
the injustices that many people are sub-
jected to around the world. Amnesty is 
Thomas More's chosen charity, and we 
have been raising money for it through 
cake stalls at both campuse' 

In semester two we ele 
elected Guild Representatives, who were 
presented with their badges at campus 
assemblies. These were: Mary Webb and 
Ben Musu; Maureen Nolan and Tim 
Campbell; Nikki Bombak and Josh 
Benedetti; Jaye Linney and Ben Collins. 

The second Guild period of semester 
two was devoted to organising the Guild 
Athletic Carnival, checking events and 
trying to arrange a cheer squad. We then 
enjoyed a sausage sizzle, arranged by 
Mrs Searson and served by Mr Doherty 
and Mr Allen. 

The 1 st of September will go into the 
fledgling annals of Thomas More as our 
greatest success thus far in our short his- 
tory. It was on this day that our Guild 
left the others for dead (in athletic prow-
ess, if not in Spirit!) and stormed our way 
to an emphatic first place in the inaugu-
ral Newman College Athletics Carnival. 
This was a tribute to the admirable ef-
forts of many Guild members, with par-
ticularly good performances from Erin 
McGuiness, Stephen Kingston and a 
very strong Year Eight/Nine team. 

Our whole Guild excursion to the 
Superhowl at Osborne Park was a great 
success where we spent almost an hour 
bowling and taking advantage of the 
canteen. 

Our Guild activities on the whole 
have been fun, sociable and something 
good to get your mind off school; 
they've been well worth the effort and 
we look forward to MORE! 

If this year is anything to go by, 
Thomas More has a very bright future. 
On behalf of everyone involved, we 
would like to thank those who, through 
their contributions, have made this year 
suiccessful and enjoyable. 

I?ic/iuid Somerville, Mar  Webb, Elisa 
Lewis, Ben !Vliusiu, Co//eel Mu/d/ctoui 
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WORLD WAR II- AUSTRALIA REMEMBERS 
The 50th Anniversary Celebrations 
On the 9th April 1995, Newman College was selected to 

participate in an Australia Remembers ceremony to commemo-
rate the Rats of Tobruk. Under ominous skies, this commemo-
ration attracted over two hundred people to the Tobruk Remern-
brance Memorial in Kings Park. Nicole De La Motte, Richard 
Somerville and Tiffanie Hutchison had the special privilege of 
being guest speakers. The commemorations were for the cou-
rageous Diggers who, on this day 54 years ago, took up the 
Allied defence of the North African port of Tobruk against the 
German General, Erwin Rommel, who had until this time never 
been defeated. Under constant bombardments and attacks by 
Rommel, the successful defence was to last 245 days. But in 
every war, casualties are incurred, and not counting the other 
Allied casualties, Australia paid in full - 776 soldiers killed, 
2,112 wounded and 65 missing. 

The general feeling during the say was one of remembrance 
and thanks. Mr Ben Bevan, 81, and formerly of 2/28 Infantry 
Battalion said, "The guy up top was with us at Tobruk and he 
has been with us since. I spoke to him a couple of times when I 
had my head down". 

We have all heard about Erwin Rommel and the terror he 
inflicted, so standing next to the people who actually faced him 
in battle brought a sense of admiration and the highest respect 
possible. Australia's involvement in this siege should never be 
forgotten if not for the many casualties that resulted from the 
siege, then for the sacrifice that was made by the Australian 
soldiers. We cannot begin to understand or feel what the sol-
diers must have gone through, but we can and should com-
memorate the courage and sacrifice that was made by the Dig-
gers. 

In her address during the commemoration, Nicole said, 
"Australians should be proud to have been a part of the epic 
Siege of Tobruk and must not be reluctant to say so. Pride in 
yourself and your country is most important, and today we come 
together not to commemorate war, but to commemorate the 
sacrifice. The sacrifice that those men made so that we may 
enjoy the freedom that we so often take for granted today". 

Denning Chong 

MULTICULTURAL WEEK 
This year. Newman College celebrated "Multicultural Week' 

with many interesting activities throughout the week. The 
Doubleview and Churchiands Campus arranged to read prayers 
in different languages over the P.A. during contact periods. 
Everyone enjoyed the International lunch on Thursday. Many 
thanks must go to French. Japanese. Italian and ESL students 
who brought the delicious smorgasbord of food. On Friday. 5W-

dents were able to purchase gelati from the gelati vans. 
The $400 raised from the Multicultural events went towards 

the "Marist Project Rwanda'. Many thanks must go to all staff 
and students (special thanks to Mrs Jill Brennan. LOTE teach-
ers and Guild Coordinators) who made Multicultural Week at 
Newman College a successful one. 

Mrs M. Outtrimn & Mrs F Lloyd 
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STUDENT WELFARE & CAREERS 
GUIDANCE 

STUDENT WELFARE 
The daily life of a school year is very busy. There is so much to learn, there are so many classes to 

attend and other worthwhile activities with which to become involved. 
Whenever there is a community of some 1200 students we are going to have some tensions, difficul-

ties and the need for assistance and guidance. 
This year, the students were divided into the eight Guilds at Newman College. It was within these 

Guilds that we addressed student welfare concerns. The Guild coordinators and their Guild stall are to 
be commended for their consistent hard work to ensure that every student felt a part of the Guild system. 
Guild coordinators and staff had the difficult task of ensuring that school rules and guidelines were 
followed by all the students, the Guilds were closely involved with the organisation of many of the major 
college events throughout the year and the Guilds organised events which built Guild spirit and camara-
derie between students. It would appear now that most students clearly identify with their Guild; this is 
a noteworthy achievement given that the system was in its first year of operation. 

Students find that they sometimes need to work through a concern with a person who is trained to 
listen and provide guidance. This year the students have been able to use the services of Sr Regina, Ms 
Nicole Gray and Ms Shauna Lipscomhe to support or advise them as required. The work of these 
members of the student welfare team has been invaluable for many students. Their professional exper-
tise often goes unnoticed but it is a testimony to their reputation that they have the respect of the students 
and staff alike. 

This year the student welfare team collaborated with the Parents and Friends' Association to hold a 
successful Drug Information Evening for Parents. It is important that in all areas the College and parents 
work together but nowhere is it more important than in areas of student welfare. 

We have been working on policy development in the area of 'Bullying and Harassment' so that we 
can be sure that all students find school to be a happy and safe environment. We have plans to develop 
policies and guidelines in such areas as 'Crisis Response' and 'Working with Students with Attention 
Deficit Disorders'. 

In summary, it has been clear that 1995 has been a year of change and development for Newman 
College. It is hoped that initiatives taken in the area of student welfare will develop further in the coming 
years, always for the good of the students in our care. 

Mr Limn MeGinniss 

CAREERS 
Education at Newman College continues to offer a vast array of  influences, experiences and opportu-

nities to its students, encouraging them towards their potential as Christian people and decent citizens, 
but a major factor that students attend school for is to gain the foundation for their future careers - their 
jobs. 

With high unemployment and increasing technology in the workplace, the need for specific knowl-
edge about careers and their prerequisites is paramount. It is in these areas that the Careers Guidance and 
Counselling departments support, help and advise the students, parents and teachers in relation to the 
world of work. 

With the many changes that have come with amalgamation we are very fortunate to add to our staff 
two school psychologists, Ms Nicole Gray at the Churchlands Campus and Ms Shauna Lipscomhe at the 
Doubleview Campus. Ms Gray was recently employed with TAFE and has become an invaluable re-
source especially at subject selection time. 

Information on TAFE and University study is available from Mr Cormican, Ms Gray and, of course, 
Sr Regina, as well as the latest news on Traineeships and Apprenticeships. In fact this information can be 
accessed through our Computerised Job and Course Explorer Program currently available to all our 
students. 

In addition to advice on subject requirements, Work Experience is also offered across Years 10, II 
and 12 and many students avail themselves of this opportunity to explore the workplace and gain extra 
points for TAFE applications as well as valuable insights into a possible Career Choice. The flexibility 
of our program allows the students the best of both worlds - no study time lost and valuable work 
experience gained. 

Once again the Year 10 students participated in Career Workshops which rely heavily on interview 
techniques and increasing self esteem. These workshops are run at Perth TAFE with presentations from 
TAFE, University and industry delivering up to date information and prerequisites for entry into Col 
lege, University and the workplace. 

Knowledge of the careers available and a qualification necessary to gain entry to these is vital, and an 
early realisation of the subject requirements necessary combined with work experience provides the 
students with a suitable foundation for making a realistic career choice. 

Schools, however, are not just for students and we are delighted to meet and discuss our students' 
needs with their parents as it is just as vital for them to fully understand the process of subject selection 
in relation to students' abilities and further educational and career choices. 

Career Guidance and Counselling have been operating successfully for many years now, the appoint-
ment system allowing the students to meet confidentially with Ms Gray, Sr Regina and me. 

I am happy to say that we are kept fully occupied in this interesting, rewarding and satisfying role of 
supporting, encouraging and advising our young people, helping them to become valuable members of 
society. 

Mr Des Cormican 
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SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Room 2.6 is a very special area within the schools commit-

nity. The gifts of these students are different from mainstream 
students. They have a lot of ability and our task as teachers is to 
extend that ability. 

The focus of the unit relies on developing the God-given 
talents of each individual. We centre our day around prayer. 

Most of the teaching is on a one to one basis with a heavy 
emphasis on work experience, life skills and social skills train-
ing. 

One very exciting feature of the year has been the integra-
tion of our Year 10, 11 and 1 2  students to the Churchlands cam-
pus. We access "contact, Religious Education and Physical 
Education classes. Three lunch hours per week at the campus 
are also used to allow for peer group interaction. 

We are very fortunate that we have a very dedicated and 
enthusiastic team of volunteers. They assist the students in all 
their 'option' areas, work experience placements and transport 
training. Sr Annunciata is a great example also to the students 
of love and commitment. 

Mr George Craig "excites" our students for their Physical 
Education classes. We play Ten Pin Bowling weekly. Indoor 
Soccer and Water Skiing was very popular during the summer. 

Mixing with the wider community is vital to their 'holistic 
development. Excursions and our Landsdale Education Farm 
experience are equipping each individual to talk with other peo-
ple in unfamiliar surroundings, where their progress and atti-
tudes can be addressed and modelled. 

The unit operates on love, prayer and commitment in a vari-
ety of ways. No task is seen to be unproductive as the smallest 
step we make with them, becomes a platform for something 
greater in their lives, and ours too. 

SPECIAL EDUCATION UNIT CAMP 
Students from Newman College joined St Kieran's and 

Holy Rosary for their three day camp at Logue Brook Dam, 
south of Dwellingup. 

Our first stop was Turner cottage outside Serpentine, 
where children experienced life in an old school, using a 
pen and ink. They saw sheep shearing, rode around the 
farm on a "tractor train-ride and saw "spinning" as it was 
in olden days. 

At the camp, students canoed, rode horses, hush walked, 
tried archery and abseiled down a nine metre tower. Their 
fear soon turned to courage and their faces told the story. 

A disco and games night and a concert filled in the eve-
nings, and everyone was looking forward to bed. 

SPORT 
A number of students were actively involved in sport this 

year: 
Newman Strikers: 
A team comprising Timothy Kerr, Daniel Berry, Matthew 

Dastlik and Rhianna Hopkin came second in a Ten Pin Bowl-
ing competition. The tournament was organised by the West 
Australian Disabled Sports' Association at Fairlanes in the city. 
The team was called "Newman Strikers". 

Damien Gray played for another team and was also rewarded 
with a medal. 

Out of twelve teams, to come second was a fantastic achieve-
ment. Former students Matthew Keating and Michael Bogoias 
played very well. 

Newman United at Lords: 
Students from the Special Education Unit fielded an indoor 

soccer team at Lords recently. 
We played valiantly against tough and fast opposition. At 

one stage we thought we might have to call on Mr George Craig, 
our P.E. teacher, to bolster our attack. Mr Andrew Maxwell's 
umpiring decisions were favourable to both sides. The students 
learnt a lot from the experience, both in regard to team work 
and social skills. 

Special mention must be made of Daniel Berry and Damien 
Gray. Their endeavour, energy and willingness to bring others 
around them into the play were excellent. 

Ten Pin Bowling: 
During Term Three we conducted a Ten Pin Bowling Com-

petition. Each student had to even or better his or her average 
score. We took into consideration their attitude and behaviour 
whilst participating in the competition. 

Our third place winner was Timothy Kerr and second place 
went to Joseph Bonavita. Our inaugural winner was Rhianna 
Hopkin. Rhianna showed great skills each week in bettering 
her score. This perpetual trophy, called The Tenth Phi, will 
remain in the unit. 

Congratulations to all our students whose improvement each 
week is noticeable. 

Indoor Soccer Challenge 
The Special Education Indoor Soccer Challenge concluded 

at Lord's in September. Newman United held all opposition 
teams at bay for several attacks. The joint winners were Ursula 
Frayne and Servite Colleges. We did very well and our player 
of the round was Daniel Berry. Each player received a me 
mento of the challenge and afternoon tea was enjoyed by eve-
ryone. The team comprised Anna Skerratt, Joseph Bonavita, 
Paul Stagles, Rhianna Hopkin, Timothy Kerr, Damien Gray, 
Daniel Berry, Matthew Dastlik and Christian Nossiter. 

I<eriui Dai'is 
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
This year Religious Education classes 

have been piloting courses devised by the 
Catholic Education Office. Teacher and 
student feedback about these courses is 
enabling the CEO staff to make continu 
ing improvements in what we are able to 
offer in the classroom. 

At the whole-school assembly early in 
Term II, Letters of Commendation were 
awarded to students who displayed "out-
standing participation and study" in Re-
ligious Education classes. It was most 
heartening to see the long procession of 
students who were judged by their teach-
ers as having earned this award. 

Routine class room activities have 
been complemented by guest speakers, 
special liturgies and by visits outside the 
school. 

Guest speakers have included Father 
Blasco Fonseca, an Indian priest who has 
established missions in Kenya. Father 
Blasco's slide presentation entertained, 
informed and inspired classes from Year 
Eight through to Year Twelve. Year 
Twelves had their horizons broadened by 
aboriginal speakers who spoke with stu-
dents about social justice, aboriginal her-
itage and how they integrated traditional 
aboriginal spirituality with Christianity. 
Speakers from the Natural Family Plan  -
11111(T Association spoke with Year 
Twelves also. These talks helped students 
understand Catholic teaching on commit-
ted love and family planning. Another 
visitor, Ms Anne Wayne, a helper at 
Anawim Aboriginal Women's Refuge 
and the Centre for Christian Social Ac-
tion, challenged students about where 
they stood in relation to issues of justice 
in our society. 

Year Twelves, in their turn, revisited 
their primary school days by preparing 
RE lessons which they presented to small 
groups at Newman Junior. Many students 
enjoyed the challenge of communicating 
at a deeper level with the younger stu 
dents. 

A Young Christian Students group 
guided by Ms Assunta Drago and Ms 
Rebecca Whitney, has met weekly on the 
Churchlands Campus. In this group, stu-
dents are able to review their life situa-
tion in the light of the Gospels. 

While liturgy is a responsibility of the 
whole school, the RE Department does 
provide a resource base which can be 
drawn on by all, especially those who 
prepare the Guild Masses. On both Ash 
Wednesday and Holy Thursday, campus 
assemblies were held. The prayer, read-
ings, tableau and drama on these occa-
sions enabled moving involvement of stu-
dents and  staff in those phases of the li-
turgical year. Project Compassion boxes 
were distributed to each contact group on 
Ash Wednesday. Donations made over 
the course of Lent enabled a substantial 
donation to be forwarded to Australian 
Catholic Relief. 

The school continues to be fortunate 
in having the services of permanent part 
time Chaplains on each campus - Fr 
Richard Rutkauskas at Doubleview and 
Fr Gerry Holohan at Churchlands. The 
ministry of Fr Richard and Fr Gerry ena-
bles all staff and students to celebrate the 
Sacraments of Reconciliation and Eucha-
rist - the latter being celebrated on each 
campus every second Thursday. 

The Bishops of Western Australia re-
cently wrote of RE teachers that they "ac 
cept what is today the most difficult and 
challenging role in our schools. At times 
they have to compete with seemingly 
overwhelming .... influences that run 
counter to the Gospel message." 
Newman College is fortunate to possess 
able and committed teachers who dedi-
cate themselves to the privileged task of 
Religious Education. 

Owen Stanley, RE Coordinator 
Joan Hasson, Asst. RE Coordinator 

GOOD FRIDAY STATIONS: 
NORTHBRIDGE 
On Good Friday this year a group of 

Year Twelves participated in an alterna-
tive version of stations of the cross, held 
in Russell Square in Northbridge. 

Groups from various high schools and 
church groups around Perth presented 
dramatic interpretations of issues affect-
ing society today, including loneliness, 
materialism and war. 

The Newman group presented our sta-
tion on the theme of violence, with an 
effective combination of mime and nar-
ration. 

Many thanks must go to Mrs Hasson 
and Claire Short for their help in organ-
ising the day. 

Tiffanie Hutchison 
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INSTEP 
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INSTEP 
We have just completed our second year of INSTEP at 

Newman College. The pro  gramme has given twenty six stu 
dents a very good grounding in work roles and also the oppor-
tunity to experience a particular area in the work force. This 
has had the result of helping them to make up their minds on 
their career choice. 

The confidence and self esteem which the students gain 
through the placements, plus the skills which give them extra 
points for their TAFE courses, make this a very worthwhile 
exercise. INSTEP students '95 are to be congratulated on their 
achievements in the work force and I am sure they will be able 
to build on these experiences in the future. Once again, thank 
you to our sponsors. GIO and Coca Cola for support during the 
year. 

Mrs JO(lli Hasson 
School INSTEP Coordinator 

INSTEP - THE INNOVATIVE SKILLS, TRAINING AND 
EDUCATION PROGRAMME 

is offered to Year Twelve students at Newman College. 
These few selected students are lucky enough to be able to spend 
a total of 24 days with their selected ideal work place. 

While the students are there, they are constantly reviewed 
through the marking guide. During the year the students are 
required to pass a total of 33 skills. 

Some examples of participating work places are: 
Alysha: 	Karrinyup News 
Adele: 	BC's Body Club 
Ben: 	Graphic Design 
Brad: 	Profound Computers 
Claire: 	St Pat's Welfare Centre 
Glen: 	Cordingly Surf City 
Jason: 	Orchard Hotel. Porter 
Juanita: 	Child Care 
Katie: 	Salvation Army Training Centre 
Kristina: 	Purely Design (Retail) 
Kristy: 	Cafe - waitress 
Kim: 	Juvenile Justice 
Melanie: 	Beauty therapy 
Nabil: 	Sunshine FM (Announcer) 
Stephen B. 	Mechanic 
Steven J.: 	Rescue Fire Fighting Services (Perth Airport) 
Simone: 	Chef 
All students learnt new and exciting skills and some were 

even offered jobs. Overall all the students were grateful in be- 
ing able to take part in the INSTEP programme. 

Claire Cullinane 

At the beginning INSTEP, for me, was very scary. I didn't 
know what to expect at my first placement, which was Little 
Sisters of the Poor. I didn't know what the people were going 
to be like or what their expectations of me were going to be, but 
throughout the twelve weeks, I became very independent and 
responsible with my tasks. 

People began to rely on me which made a very big impact 
on my confidence. 

My second placement was at St. John of God Hospital in 
Subiaco. 

This placement was significantly different to my first one. 
Being in a recovery ward I saw things which I never thought I 
would see. There was a lot of laughter which made it such a 
calm and friendly environment to work in, and once again I 
was given tasks which I could apply individually. 

I am glad to have completed INSTEP because it gave me the 
confidence and reliability I needed with regards to entering 
TAFE. With these placements I have been able to achieve 
skills which will increase my chances of completing a full time 
course of enrolled nursing next year. 

I recommend INSTEP to students who are completing their 
secondary education and have TAFE or an apprenticeship in 
sight. It not only increases your skills but also outlines your 
future ambition and gives you an indication of whether or not 
you want to be with this employment for the rest of your life. 

Claire Hen V()i1 

Instep students: 
Back row, L-R: Stephen Buchanan, Glen Pirrit, Ben Tebbutt 
3rd row: Mark McMenamin, Jason Still, Jonathan Plant, Brad 
Gaunt, Steven Johnson, Nabil Said 
211(1 row.-  Claire Cullinane, Kristy Sutton , Simone Hogan, Kristina 
Martin, Kim O'Brien, Melanie Coon 
Front row: Catherine Webb, Claire Henrvon, Adele Eggleton, Mrs 
Hasson, Katie Granland, A/vs/ia Smith, Ella Suarez 
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Back run', L-R: bob IJiutiutwici, P/put Piulii/ioiigduu, Re/iou Dr 5,/to, .lo/inn' Ou', Eku Toiiovu, lit/lip LTiuirotuuiu 
Third row: Ibm/u,,, Effruidi. Doddv Awoko, Ru/out Lute And,i Muiljodi, Edu'wd Widjoja, .losoui Ii's,,, Jr//rev Cluiui 
Second row: Jeffrie Poi, Eeiuiv Ciwuicl,u, David Suiliurto, Yuuluuuio Suurvuni woo, Albert Boethw,io, Churn Lung Lim, Sieplucit Hoon, Ru:o/ 
tVo/uob 
Front row: Li/v Tuinoti, Iuuieklo Souiloso. lvii's Lloyd. l'Vtnnv Worc,to, Meluuulo Voon, I/iouuu Pioujoto 
i-thsent: Ouvchai Sirisuupsoonthoun, Edith Ho,,, Sandra Icu,ouu,uodncu, ,Sliodok Kijosoihiouui. Nicholas Jdii 

1995 has seen the Newman College International Student 
Programme evolve yet again in an attempt to provide Interna-
tional Students at Newman with excellent care specifically suited 
to their needs. The programme aims to provide students with a 
meaningful and quality education which allows them to express 
their individuality and cultural identity while blending' into a 
big metropolitan Australian school. 

During this year the International students had a chance to 
learn to swim after school on Fridays with the help of Mr Willett 
and other dedicated staff. This saved some students consider-
able embarrassment in PE classes. An International Studient 
Newsletter was launched and two editions have been sent home 
to parents overseas to let them know of some of the extra cur-
ricula activities the students particpate in at school. Emphasis 
was placed this year on careful subject selection for Year Ten  

and Eleven students for 1996 and the graduating Year Twelve 
students received expert advice on university entrance from six 
guest speakers throughout Term Three. 

Another development in the International programme this 
year was having International students at the Doubleview cam-
pus for the first time. Next year we have approximately ten 
International students enrolled in Years Eighl and Nine. In the 
whole International body next year we will have an increase in 
numbers of about 4011/C  and some ten South East Asian Coun-
tries will be represented in the student body including Indone-
sia. I-long Kong, Thailand, Japan and Sri Lanka. 

One innovation we can he very proud of at Newman is that 
in 1996 an International scholarship will be launched in coop-
eration with Phoenix English Language Academy. A student 
from Thailand who is academically brilliant but needy will re-
ceive nine months English tuition at Phoenix and study in Years 
Eleven and Twelve at Newman. Several private sponsors will 
provide accommodation, flights. etc for the recipient. I think 
this scholarship will be an important gesture in promoting ra 
cial harmony not only in Newman but also in the Asian-Aits-
tralian region. 

I would like to pay tribute as I did last year, to the Interna-
tional student body of Newman who have undertaken a huge 
challenge in their studies away from the support of family and 
friends and in a foreign language and offer them all my support 
in achieving their goals in the future. Thanks to the Interna-
tional Student Representatives, Melinda Voon and Nicholas Tan 
and I wish them and all leaving Year Twelves every success in 
the future. 

Feliitv Lloyd 
IIlt('/II(ltioll(ll Stiideiit Adriser 
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Nicholas Mn  i'VJCfiIi(/(i Vooii 
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' REPORT 
In view of the recent amalgamation of Newman Senior and 

Newman Siena, this year's International Student Representa-
tives are now part of the newly structured Student Representa 
tive Council (SRC). We have to represent all International Stu-
dents through Years Eight to Twelve. It is our responsibility to 
assist in the social welfare of the thirty five International stu-
dents who come from eight different countries. It is our aim to 
ensure that all International students are able to maximise their 
social experience during their time at Newman. 

At the commencement of the year, an annual barbecue was 
held. It was a good opportunity to welcome new students and 
make new friends. Everyone had a very enjoyable time, thanks 
to Mr Willett who organised the water volleyball games. Mean-
while. Scott, Katie, Rathi and several other students helped to 
prepare delicious salads and sausages. It was a typical "Aussie 
barbecue". The day ended with a game of touch rugby, with 
new friendship bonds established from this event. 

1995 has seen a dramatic increase in the number of Interna-
tional students. Together they all share a common goal - to learn 
and exercise social and cultural tolerance. Many students have 
been deprived, in the past, of the chance to learn swimming. 
Mr Willett, Miss Hannah and Ms Vander Loop sacrificed their 
personal time to assist these students. This programme helped 
many to develop some swimming skills and gain confidence in 
the water. 

Multiculturalism is an important aspect of the Australian so-
ciety. In response to this, Newman celebrated Multicultural 
Week from April 2 - 9. International cuisine was available at 
lunch time. Music and prayers from different ethnic backgrounds 
were played over the PA system throughout that week. 

Another successful event was the International gathering or 
'dim sum' lunch held at Ocean Palace. All students were wel-
come to invite several friends to the gathering. Local students 
invited, had some trouble with the chopsticks but still managed 
to enjoy the food. All in all, it was a great success. 

1995 has passed in a flash, but the memories of it will ic-
main with us forever. These gatherings have helped us maxim-
ise our social experience here at Newman. We would like to 
take this opportunity to thank all the teachers and students for 
their never ending help and support. Special thanks should go 
to Mrs Lloyd and Mr Willett. To the rest of the International 
students we would like to wish you all the best for the future. 

Melijida Vooii (1/1(1 Nick Taii 
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ON EXCHANGE 
AUSTRALIA, THE COUNTRY OF MY DREAMS! 

When I was little I dreamt about kangaroos and crocodiles. 
When I got older I dreamt about Paul Hogan and Mel Gibson. 
Australia was always the country of my dreams...... 

In July 1995 I applied to go away as an exchange student 
with AFS ( American Field 
Service, and after five months 
going through everything from 
HIV - tests , forms for parents 
and friends to fill out, and two 
interviews, I finally got my 
hosting papers two days into 
1995. From then on I didn't 
think of anything else than Aus-
tralia, and as my friends have 
told me later, I didn't talk about 
anything else either. 

After a week of saying good-
bye to everybody, crying and 

liui Peiicicii 	 surprise goodbye parties, I took 
a last look at the snow falling 

from the Norwegian sky as I felt the plane taking off from the 
ground. It was the 1 8th of January, and my memorable journey 
had started ...... 

When 1 took my first steps on Aussie ground, I had been in 
the air 30 hours altogether ( and believe me, planes aren't made 
for people with long legs !), I had run through a very big and 
confusing London Heathrow Airport, and slept on the floor in 
Kuala Lumpur Airport in Malaysia. 

After having charmed myself through the customs with my 
bag filled with Norwegian blues, I met my new family for the 
first time. I can still remember my first days here in Australia: 
my first meeting with what I then called giant spiders ( I didn't 
have a clue what was yet to come....) and being attacked by a 
cockroach in the shower, and my first meeting with my oldest 
sister who happened to be a skinhead. (You see, in the pictures 
she had long , blond hair...) . But as time went by I actually 
started liking my sister's hair, and coped with giant spiders and 
attacking cockroaches . I've never met one of those again, luck-
ily ! Australia became my second home. 

After spending seven months here already, I've learnt lots. 
Not only has my English become much better, but I've also 
learnt more about myself and who I am. Not to mention all the

u  things I've done here that I would never have had the Opportu-
nity to do at home in Norway. For example, going sandhoarding 
in the sand dunes at Swanbourne, chasing cows on a motorbike 
on my family's farm in Manjimup, or relaxing in the sun at the 
beach-house in Dunshorough. Another great experience I had 
was snorkeling at Ningaloo reef in Exmouth, an experience I'll 
never forget ! All these things will be in my memories of Aus-
tralia for as long as I live. 

As a student in the Australian school system I've had my 
Lips and downs. In the beginning I found it really hard to adjust 
to the system, because it's all so different from what I'm used 
to. For example I've never worn a school uniform before in my 
life, and from year 10 to 12 school back home is more like uni. 
But after wearing my uniform for a while, I found it pretty good 
not having to decide what to wear in the morning. Even if my 
academic participation hasn't been that big throughout the year, 
I've gained lots of new friends through school, something I 
think is just as important as an exchange. Thanks to staff and 
students I've had a good time at Newman. 

When I go hack home to Norway, in January 1996, I'll have  

lots of good memories to take with me (not including the 900- 
1000 photos I have to put in albums.......), and it's going to be 
sad to leave everything and everyone behind. But at least I've 
decided that after I finish highschool in June 1997, I'll travel 
the world. Australia will definitely be one of my main destina-
tions. I know now that there is always food and a bed for me 
here whenever I need it, something I have to thank my fantastic 
(hosting) family for. After all this time I love them as much as I 
love my natural family. In return, my door will always be open 
for everyone who crossed my path this year. 

To end this, I want to say a big thanks to everybody who has 
influenced my experience here in this wonderful country !! I'll 
never forget you or my great experience here 

Lots of love, ma. 

Rebekah i'it/i tllell(/c in Si Mark's Square, Venue 

EXCHANGE TRIP TO ITALY 
On November 23, 1994, twenty seven students from WA 

hoarded a Qantas flight for Italy. We were going oil a two month 
student exchange programme which promised to he a great ad-
venture. When we left Perth, our spirits were really high, and 
not even a 26 hour plane trip and our arrival in Rome to 9 de-
grees C. could dampen them. After spending a night in Rome 
(and adjusting to the cold), we were all sent off on trains to our 
different host families all over Italy. I was sent on a five-hour 
train trip to Milan where I was to meet my host family. 

After about twenty nervous minutes when I Couldn't see them 
anywhere, my host brother and sister eventually turned up. The 
town where I was staying, Mandelo del Lario, was actually about 
another hour north of Milan towards the Swiss border. 

I was made very welcome at my school in Italy. Some of the 
Italians had very strange views about Australia. I must have 
heard the question, "Do) you live near the sea'?" a million times. 
While I learnt about the language and culture of Italy, some of 
my Italian friends learnt a hit about Australia (including Aus-
tralian boys and Australian slang!) I got quite an interesting 
reaction when I gave my host family Vegemite! 

All in all it was a wonderful experience. I got to see places 
and do things I've never seen or done before and I made heaps 
of friends who have all promised to come and visit inc in Aus-
tralia. I just hope they don't all come at once! 

Rebekah Stuiriuiolo 
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ON EXCHANGE 

!Vhuc/uele Casiagiva uinl I;tmuck Rue/la 

ON EXCHANGE FROM ITALY 
AN INTERVIEW WITH PATRICK BIELLA & MICHELE 
CASTAGNA, by REBBECCA VALENTI 

RV 	1'V/iv did von choose to come to Pert/i? 

PB 	We had to choose between Australia and New Zea-
land. We chose Australia because in Italy you think 0! Aus-
tralia as a far away place and no-one knows what it's like. When 
people ask you where you are going, it is more shocking to say 
that you are coming to Australia! 

RV 	1'V11at O'C!S \'Ol!rtlrSt 1111/)1(55101l  0tP'rt/i.", 

PB 	Good. The first impact was very good. I arrived at 
school for the first day and it was very good. A lot of people 
were very friendly. It is a very good place. The teachers are 
nice and it's a good fun place. 

RV 	1/V/mt ne/c sonic differences between Ital y amid Pert/i? 

MC 	School is different. We stay in the same mom all day 
and the school is smaller. Your customs here are different too. 
Our life is really different but the same. 
PB 	It is more busy in Italy and you don't have many places 

to go here. The distance between friends is too far. 

RV 	What (11(1 You miss most about Italy n/u/c You were 
/m(1(? 

MC 	My life, my friends, my house. Sometimes I wanted 
to go hack because I missed my 'real' life. When I'm here I 
feel like I'm on holiday. 

RV 	DitlYou hare ammv problems nit/i the Australian slang? 

MC 	Yes, big trouble. I didn't speak English very well, 
like now. The first day people spoke to me very fast and I did 
not understand. But then people began to talk slower and I 
understood more. 

PB 	At first I didn't know English very well. I came here 
with a little bit and now I'm good. My family chose short sim-
ple words and spoke slowly so I could understand. 

RV 	144m/d von come back to Peithu agaimu? 

MC 	I told everyone I would but I'm not so sure. I might 
go to America for one year next year, and I want to have some 
different experiences. Maybe when I'm older I will come hack 
because I like it very much. 
PB 	I don't think so. Next year I start university and maybe 
next holidays I will go to another place to meet other people 
and have other experiences. 

tin/ui I1wiscui 

ON EXCHANGE FROM NORWAY 
G'day mates! 
My name is Malin Hansen, I'm 19 years old and am a Ro-

tary exchange student from Norway. I live in a small town an 
hour outside Oslo, and from my bedroom window I can see 
over to Sweden. 

I have two parents (surprise!) and a younger sister. I have 
completed Year 11 in Norway and have to do Year 1 2 when I 
come hack. Afterwards I will probably go to uni and study 
economics. 

I came to Australia and Newman College in August 1994, 
and have been a part of both Nicholls and Brigid guilds. I have 
had a really good time at school even though I found it hard for 
the first three to four months. It was a big change for me hav-
ing to wear a uniform and have teachers looking over me all the 
time. We don't have any uniforms or private schools in Nor-
way. School is quite relaxed, no-one looks after you and you 
have to take the responsibility yourself to learn something. It 
has been great being a part of the school here and learning how 
students in Australia live. 

Since I arrived, I have been hosted by the Floreat Rotary 
Club and have lived with four different families. It has been a 
great experience but it's hard to move every three months and 
get used to new people and habits. I have been very lucky with 
my host families and they have taken me around Western Aus-
tralia and shown me a lot of the culture. The highlight of the 
year was when all the exchange students went travelling around 
Australia for a month and I climbed Ayers Rock! 

I want to thank everyone at the school for giving me such a 
good year, and all my teachers for putting up with me being 
absent SO much. 

Love, Malin. 
111(1/ill Ilamiseim 
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LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH 
1995 has been an exciting and successful year for our de-

partment. Languages other than English, which are offered at 
Newman College are French, Italian and Japanese. 

This year we introduced Japanese at our school. We warmly 
welcome Mrs Marie-Noelle Vieira, an enthusiastic and ener-
getic Japanese and French teacher who has had the opportunity 
to study in Japan. The demand to study Japanese has been strong 
and our Year Eight and Year Nine students have worked well 
throughout the year. 

LANGUAGE WEEK 
On both the Doubleview and Churchlands campuses, Lan- 

guage Week proved to be great success. Students in Year Eight L-
and Nine named parts of the school in Italian and Japanese. 
Quiz competitions were held every contact period, providing 
students with opportunities to answer general knowledge ques-
tions relating to the three languages. During that week, the Year 
Ten - Twelve Alliance Francaise and Dante Alighieri exams 
were conducted. The Australian Language Certificate exam was 
also conducted in Year Nine and Ten in both French and Italian. 
We were delighted that the students performed well in these 
external exams, receiving their certificates in fourth term. 

JAPANESE 
The Japanese students have worked extremely well under 

the supervision of Mrs Vieira. Groups of students from Japan 
have visited our school during terms one and three. During lan 
guage week, students from SHIMIZU NISKI interacted with 
our students and helped them produce posters, learn about Japa-
nese paper folding and sing Japanese songs. These students from 
Japan were hosted by our Year Eight and Nine students. The 
whole experience was wonderful! 

Many thanks must go to Mrs Vieira for her sincere desire to 
make the language learning experience rewarding and excit-
ing. 

.I(1J)(IilCSC stll(I('ilIS slionilig Si)ill(' oq'their (lit 

ITALIAN 
Newman College was fortunate enough to host two Italian 

exchange students, Michele Castagna and Patrick Biella, for 
two months in second semester. These friendly and very cheer-
ful young men were hosted by the De Mouncey and Short fami-
lies. The students were well received and enjoyed their stay at 
Newman College. They were able to give an invaluable assist-
ance with the oral work. These boys enjoyed their day at the 
Doubleview Campus where they interacted with Year Nine Ital-
ian classes. 

Our Year Eleven students visited the Italian Expo in Fre-
mantle  earlier this year where they viewed a large range of Ital-
ian made products, and sampled some delicious Italian food. 

In August the Year Eleven students hosted seven elderly Ital-
ian citizens from Wanneroo. This visit enabled students to speak 
with the ladies while serving morning tea. This experience was 
most rewarding for all students. 

The Year Ten - Twelve students have enjoyed a dinner 
evening at La Villa Restaurant in Kingsley.The food was deli-
cious and students had an opportunity to dance the night away. 

Many of our students sat for the Dante Alighieri examina-
tions. The following students passed with distinction: 

Year 12 - Rebekah Sturniolo, Paul Di Benedetto 
Year 11 - Anna Ambra, Salvatore Vallelonga, Giuseppe lenco, 

Amanda Mattiaccio, Jacinta Manievannan 
Year 10 - Marie-Clare Accordino, Julissa Shrewsbury, 

Francesco Congui, Sebastian Miraudo, Angela Ballerini. 
Overall, it has been a hectic year of intensive language learn-

ing and an enjoyable cultural experience. 
To conclude I would like to wish all Year Twelve French and 

Italian students the best of luck in their TEE exams. Many thanks 
niust also go to the dedicated and hard working teachers Mrs 
Hartzell, Mrs Biagi, Mrs Vieira and Mrs Foster for their excel-
lent effort in promoting languages in this school. 

Mis M. Quit/fin 

NEWMAN (d)LLH[ ' 
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LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH V 
TRIP TO FRANCE 
The group left for France on December 26, 1994 and spent 

one day in London before reaching our final destination. This 
gave us the chance to visit some monuments like Tower Bridge, 
Buckingham Palace and Madame Tussaud's. Although ex-
tremely tiring, this was a worthwhile day which the whole group 
enjoyed. 

After this we spent a week in the South of France at the loot 
of the Pyrenees. While there we all experienced below zero 
temperatures and, best of all, snow. This first week proved 
quite a challenge as we did not have any contact with other 
group members during this period. However, this was made 
Lip for by the fantastic celebrations during New Year's Eve. 

Leaving the south, we travelled to Rennes in the west, where 
we visited many castles and ruins. While there we also spent a 
couple of days experiencing French school life, which was quite 
different from that at home. The next two weeks were spent in 
Paris. All of us agreed that this was definitely the best part of 
the trip. While in Paris we saw and climbed the Eiffel Tower, 
walked down the Champs Elysees, visited Napoleon's tomb 
and many other tourist attractions. 

We went to the centre of France for a few days to visit the 
magnificent castles of the Loire Valley. These castles, built by 
the past kings, were something quite unimaginable. To top oft 
the whole trip we visited EuroDisney on our last day, meeting 
Mickey Mouse, Aladdin, Jasmine and other Disney characters, 
before returning to Perth on February 4th. 

Deegesh S/ia/i 
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FRENCH 
1995 has been an enjoyable and busy year for all French 

students. The Year Tens went on an excursion to the local cafe: 
the students gave a written report and presented it orally in 
class. 

Mrs Hartzell's French students have been busy fundraising 
for the 1996 trip to France. The successful French Quiz night 
on Friday, 15th  September was held at Newman and gave Stu-
dents from various schools the opportunity to meet with other 
students who learn French. The evening was most enjoyable. 

Excursion 
In August , the Year 10 French class went on an excursion to 

the cafe "Fat Bellies" during a double period. As is obvious by 
the name, we did not manage to find a French Cafe within rea-
sonable distance from the school, however the class was thrilled 

Proof -  we it'eie in Paris! 

to leave grammar and text books behind. Upon return to school, 
Madame Vieira informed the class that there was a catch - an 
essay and oral had to be done on our "day out". 

French Quiz 
For the fourth consecutive year, Mrs Hartzell generously of-

fered to organise a quiz to raise money for the trip to France 
next April. Eight schools were invited and seven came includ-
ing Perth College, Hale, Mercedes, John XXIII, St. Mary's, and 
Wesley. With the entrance fee and sale of chocolate and drinks, 
we managed to raise well over one hundred dollars. A great 
time was had by all who participated. 

7()I1i Lininajitiel 
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SOCIAL SCIENCES 
YEAR ELEVEN ECONOMICS 
In the first week of September, as part of the Year Eleven 

Economics course, the three Economics classes travelled 
to "The West Australian" printing premises located in the 
Herdsman Business District. The aim of this excursion 
was to put into practice all we had learnt about firms and 
their production. 

The excursion involved a tour of the plant, in which 
we witnessed many of the production processes and the 
latest technology in machinery to fulfil these tasks. The 
20 million dollar printing presses were very impressive, 
"The West Australian" printing complex is one of the six 
most modern printing presses in the world and they have 
spent over 250 million dollars improving their technol 
ogy to achieve this status. The excursion was interesting 
and a lot of helpful information was gained to help us 
With our assignment on this topic. 

)(' ,ar L/cieii S1iI(/(Jlt' (It ' Ac VVCsl AIi't1(I/I(IIl /)1IIlt//OIkS 

YEAR TWELVE ECONOMICS 
Year Twelve Economics course proved to be a chal-

lenging experience for many. Unlike the previous year, 
there was no excursion to the Swan Brewery, but many 
still braved the Economics trail and discovered the won-
ders of topics like international economics and govern-
ment economic policies. With every student now being 
able to give their judgements on the budget with some 
authority, I am sure Australia as a whole will macro-eco-
nomically benefit. For the minute fraction of students who 
did not find the course stimulating enough, they took sol-
ace in knowing about the "fluctuating" performances of 
Jungle Jester and the some what upswing trend (others 
call it fluke) of Mr Evan's beloved Lions. And yes, we 
are still waiting for the glue! 

Denning Chong  

YEAR ELEVEN GEOGRAPHY FIELD TRIP 
On Friday, September 22nd, approximately one hun-

dred Geography students, as well and three teachers, Mr 
Williams, Mr Kenny and Mrs Thomson, left school for a 
Geography excursion concentrating on coastal landforms. 

The first stop was Sorrento, where we observed such 
features as groynes, beach structures and depositional fea-
tures. 

When we got back to the road, we headed for Ocean 
Reef. This was our lunch stop, and after lunch we walked 
along the beach and took note of features such as ero-
sional landforms including blowholes, wave cut platforms 
and solution pipes. 

The next stop was Hillary's where we did two field 
sketches from the lookouts. 

The weather was fine which made the trip most enjoy-
able. Throughout the excursion we applied our knowl-
edge in the field of coastal landuse through our observa-
tions, sketches and note taking. 

Lisa Bank  Finnavair Madden 

Lvaiiiiiiiiig (O(1St(II 1(111(1/OlIlls 

YEAR TWELVE GEOGRAPHY FIELD TRIP 
On Friday, September &h, all Year Twelve Geography 

classes, accompanied by Mr Williams and Mrs Thomson 
headed for Joondalup to start their field trip. 

The aim of the field trip was to compare and contrast 
the Rural-Urban fringe on the outskirts of Joondalup with 
the Inner Mixed zone of Northbridge. 

After observing Joondalup's Business Park, commer-
cial areas and the new "Demonstration Street", a land use 
survey was conducted southward along Wanneroo Road. 

Once in Northbridge, we had the opportunity to shop 
for a quick Cappuccino break, then it was back to ob-
serving the different functions of the Inner-Mixed zone. 

It proved to be a very enjoyable as well as informative 
day. 

Brad Jacobsen 
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TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
Technology is one of the 'new departments that has formed 

as a result of the recent changes in curriculum. The Technology 
Department has a wide range of curriculum offerings and, as 
such, has a Head of Department and two Assistants due to this 
diversity. Technology combines the traditional areas of Home 
Economics, Industrial Arts, Computing and Business into one 
department. The common thread is that all of these subjects use 
a form of technology whether it be a spreadsheet, mixmaster, 
printer or orbital sander. 

Much of this year has been spent on updating and making 
the curriculum for 1996 have clearly defined pathways from 
Year Eight to Year Twelve. A preliminary investigation of needs 
in Technology at Newman College has also begun with various 
site visits made by many staff to other schools. One of the out-
comes was the introduction of CAD for the first time for Year 
Nine students in 1996 and the response from students so far has 
been very promising indeed. 

Formulation of eclectic Technology courses for 1997 will 
begin early in 1996 and this will present many challenges for 
both the staff and students alike. One of the challenges here 
will be seeing the computer as a single piece of the whole tech-
nology jigsaw and not as the only "Technology" worth know-
ing. 

C. Valli, Head of Techiiologv 

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
The Computer Technology Department has seen a period of 

growth once again this year and Mr Bottega has joined us at the 
Churchlands Campus this yeai from St. Norbert's. 

Doubleview Campus has had a major upgrading of its com-
puter laboratories with the installation of 50 networked Pentium 
based PCs. This has been a major undertaking that has rock-

eted  the technology into the 90s and would place these facili-
ties at the leading edge in WA schools. Doubleview should 
also get a connection to the Internet and Churchlands Campus 
by the beginning of Term 4 creating a "Virtual Campus" for 
both students and staff. 

All Year Eight students this year have done basic keyboard-
ing and word-processing skills and this will have enormous 
benefits in the years to come . The Year Nine students are fur-
ther extending their skills in the use of the traditional computer 
based applications of word-processing, spreadsheets and 
databases. 

The Churchlands Campus has been delving into the Internet 
this year and the school is one of, if not, the first Catholic Sec-
ondary school in the state to have a full time 24 hour connec-
tion to the Internet. This has seen the computer rooms full to 
overflowing  for most of Terms 2 and 3 with keen "surfers" 
exploring the Internet. CD-ROM is also available across the 
campus network now as a result of a server upgrade early in the 
year. 

For the first time this year students have had the opportu-
nity to do Graphics Technology in Year Ten. Graphics Technol-
ogy involves using the computer as a drawing tool via CAD 
and Painting based programs. This has proved a very reward-
ing choice for the students who have done these units. The Year 
Twelve Applied Computing students have produced some ex-
cellent animations and the Year Eleven Applied students are 
currently producing some excellent calendar designs. 

1996 and beyond should see a period of consolidation for 
computer related subjects at Newman. A richer, more diverse 
curriculum offering should result as the current movement away 
from the traditional "computers for computing only" ideology 
continues. 

C. Va/li, Head of Tecliiiolo'v 
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SCIENCE 
THE AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLS' SCIENCE COMPETITION 
Once again this year, all Year 8, 9 and 10 students did the 

Australian Schools Science Competition. This competition is 
devised by the Educational Testing Centre of the University of 
New South Wales and Sponsored by Esso Australia Ltd. It was 
an opportunity for students to demonstrate their ability to apply 
their science skills to novel situations. Dane Lance and Tim 
Butson performed at very high levels and each received a Cer-
tificate of High Distinction. Their results placed them in the 
top 1 % of the state. Many of our students received Certificates 
of Distinction (top 10%) and Certificates of Credit (top 20%) 

PHYSICS: THE SCIENCE OF RIDES AND FUN FAIRS 
One hundred and five Year 11 and 12 Physics students, Mr 

Dean, Miss Oxley, Mr Cahill and Mr Willett went to Adventure 
World for the day on 28 September. This activity was to study 
the mechanics of the rides and slides. Students were provided 
with a large package of activity work sheets and measuring 
equipment prior to their departure. Students also participated 
in a Fermi Quiz and competitions requiring them to walk at 
constant speed and run at constant acceleration. 

The current Physics courses are very contextual in their na-
ture and this excursion was a fitting conclusion to the Year 12 
course. Year 11 students were introduced to a number of useful 
concepts and should have gained some experience and know]-  
edge useful to both the Year 11 and the Year 12 courses. Stu-
dents enjoyed this activity immensely along with approximately 
500 other senior Physics students from several other schools. 

YEAR 11 PHYSICS: SPECIAL PRACTICAL WORK 
Under the guidance of Mr Dean, Year 11 Physics students 

were introduced to design and engineering projects to accom-
pany the course content. 

The first project was a solar water heater. Students were 
required to research a number of concepts and design consid 
erations before designing a device to heat and keep hot a mini-
mum of two litres of water. Many of the devices were highly 
successful. Very warm water was produced on rather cold days 
and it remained warm inside the heaters for quite some time 
after the devices were removed from the sun light. Teachers, 
Mr Dean and Mr Cahill, gathered considerable evidence that 
this approach to teaching some concepts was very much more 
successful than the traditional classroom work in this section 
Of the course. 

The second project required students to design a device to 
save an egg from being broken when dropped from a second 
floor window. The physics involved in this project has wide 
application in technology ranging from transport safety to space 
travel. It also allowed students to gain practical experience of 
the fundamental laws of motion of mass. 

SCIENCE TALENT SEARCH 
For the first time this year students from Years 8 and 9 joined 

Year 10 students entering the STAWA Science Talent Search. 
The major sponsor of the Science Talent Search is AMP and it 
is organized by volunteers from the Science Teachers Associa-
tion of Western Australia. The best projects from throughout 
the state were displayed in Forrest Place during Engineering 
week in September. Our entries were in the Science Posters 
and Science Board Games categories. Once again this year 
Newman students performed well with a number of students 
earning Merit Certificates for their projects. To earn a Merit 
Certificate, a project must score a minimum of 70% at the sec-
ond round ofjudging. All projects are judged by experts within 
the category of entry. 

The following students earned Certificates of Merit: 
Clare Healy, Jessica Heenan, Lisa Raso, Natalie Stott, Jodie 

Smith, Rebecca Eccles, Caroline Niewiarowski, Claire Piperis, 
Lauren Preedy, Eloise Robertson. 

SPECIAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITIES 
We have continued successfully to involve Newman stu-

dents in many special science and technology offerings from 
the universities and industry. 

John Anderton, Helene Fung, and Marie Wong attended the 
Murdoch University Science Summer School in January. They 
were selected for 100 places from a field of 250 excellent stu-
dents. 

Ivan Ling and Roger Tan continued their involvement in 
the Chemistry Olympiad training scheme at the University of 
Western Australia. They have now studied Chemistry beyond 
Year 12 content and at the time of going to press were about to 
sit an examination which would give them the opportunity to 
join the national training team. Ivan and Roger are to attend 
the W.A. Science Summer School at Murdoch University in 
January 1996. As always there was considerable competition 
for this summer school. Roger also attended the Australian 
International Space School in Sydney and Canberra in July. 

Helene Fung and Jason Hsu attended a four day seminar 
"Focus on Mining" to learn more about the mining and miner-
als industries in Western Australia. This was sponsored and 
organized by the Western Australian Chamber of Mines and 
Energy. They visited the relevant universities and travelled to 
the Goldfields to observe industry at first hand. Helene was 
also selected for the prestigious CSIRO Student Research 
Scheme. She completed a project with a professional scientist 
and experienced the real world of scientific research. 

Jessica Heenan and Sarah Clark attended the Western Aus-
tralian School of Mines Engineering and Technology Camp for 
Year 10 Girls in July. They experienced science, engineering 
and technology "hands on" as well as the student lifestyle at 
Agricola College in Kalgoorlie. Jessica Heenan and Tara 
Johnson attended the Women into Engineering, Science and 
Technology Seminar at Curtin University of Technology. This 
was a two day seminar designed to encourage students to con-
tinue their interest in school mathematics, physics and chemis-
try and to give them some experience of the applications of 
these subjects. 

iVir Jeff  (dull 
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SCIENCE 
SENIOR SCIENCE - PERMACULTURE 
This year Senior Science has been reintroduced to Newman 

College for Year Eleven and Twelve students. The curriculum 
for Senior Science consisted of a year based on the study of 
permaculture. 

It was a very productive year with both Year Eleven and 
Twelve students being enthusiastic to make Newman's first 
Permaculture Garden a success. Processes in creating our gar-
den included scale drawings and taking into consideration the 
natural elements which were to influence the effectiveness of 
the garden. 

Permaculture is about designing sustainable human settle-
ments. It is a philosophy and an approach to land use which 
weaves together climate, annual and perennial plants, animals, 
soils, water management and human needs into connected, pro-
ductive communities. 

The main ethics of permaculture are 
• 	Care for the earth 
• 	Care for people 
• 	Distribute surplus 
• 	Reduce consumption 
• 	And Mr Dean's fifth ethic: reduce stress. 
Eiiiiiia Fitzgerald, Melanie Cooii, Biwl J(i(ObSC1i, Adele 

Eggletoii 
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THE AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCHOOL 
I was honoured to have been selected to attend the fourth 

AISS this year. The week long school was held in the Univer-
sity of New South Wales during the second term holidays. Stu-
dents were chosen from all Australian States with the AISS also 
hosting 30 delegates from USA. Greece, Germany. Hungary, 
Italy, New Zealand, Japan and Korea. 

The AISS programme included lectures, demonstrations and 
simulations. We also visited many related scientific and tourist 
sites during our stay in Sydney and Canberra. One of the many 
highlights of the school was the launch of our miniature rock-
ets after a building exercise. 

The school was a great chance to meet other students with 
similar interests and many friendships were formed. We are 
now keeping in touch through letters and via the Internet. It 
was a satisfying experience and thanks go to Mr Cahill for his 
assistance with my application. 

Roger Taii  

YEAR ELEVEN BIOLOGY EXCURSION 
In August, Year Eleven Biology students went to Underwa-

ter World at Hillary's to study aspects of the marine environ-
ment. The place was familiar to most but nevertheless students 
still had things to learn using the study guides. 

The main highlight was being able to go behind the scenes 
where divers went into and out of the huge tank where food 
was prepared for all the animals. 

Most people were amazed at the dolphins' behaviour. The 
enthusiasm of these beautiful animals was outstanding and they 
were so graceful when leaping and performing. 

It took courage to touch the slimy and soft animals in the 
touch pool. However some students made a point of touching 
all of them no matter how disagreeable they looked. All part of 
being a biologist! 

The worksheets really made a difference by helping every-
one to learn more rather than focussing on just the eye-pleasing 
aspects of the tour. 

Mt-  Thomas 
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YEAR TWELVE BIOLOGY CAMP 
Tammin, a small town three hours east of Perth, accommo-

dated the Year Twelve Biology classes at the end of March. At 
Tammin we observed many salt lakes, analysed sands and plants 
in soil-eroded areas and did many more biological studies. As 
experienced students we were encouraged to get hands-on ex-
perience and so many experiments were conducted. We also 
had a booklet filled with questions which then enabled our 
knowledge to be tested. 

Each day students travelled by bus to various areas to en-
counter a number of different features of the area of Tammin. 
At night the students took part in experiments and activities 
which related to the day's work. In total, the students endured 
twenty hours of work in the heat of two days! What a feat! 

Thanks must go to Mrs Mayne, our mentor throughout the 
camp, and the help of Mr Moxham (Constable Care) and the 
bus driver who, despite an asthma attack, returned us safely to 
camp. 

Rebecca Gauci & Katie McLeriioii 
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MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS REPORT 
Student extracurricular activities 
Thanks again to all those students who participated in the 

various activities provided by the Mathematics Department in 
association with the Mathematics Association of W.A. 

Despite the demise of the Maths Science Extension pro-
gramme we were still able to enter strong teams into all of our 
usual activities: 

MATH 0' QUEST With over 30 entries, Merit certifi-
cates were warded to: 

Tim Butson, Francesco Congiu, Joel Early, Clare Healey, 
Jessica Heenan, Susan Kingston, Michelle Maslin, Brad Palmer, 
Peter Ryan, Paul Wallman, Emma Watson. 

QUIZ TEAMS 	These were very successful this year 
with the lower school team from Years 8, 9 & 10 corning sec-
ond after a play-off for first place. The team members included, 
Suresh Manievannan, Dane Lance, Leanne Leong, Eric Ling, 
Karen Lyon, Ann McArthur, Damien Vucich, and Paul Wallman.

- The two Upper school teams which participated in the Sen-
ior competition also did well by taking third position. The team 
included, Nicole de la Motte, Helene Fung, Julie Jones, Ivan 
Ling, Robert Morgan, and Roger Tan. 

ACADEMY OF YOUNG MATHEMATICIANS UWA 
A group of dedicated Year Ten students attended weekly semi-
tiars and workshops on problem solving during terms 1 & 2. 

The students were given the help of the staff of the Mathemat-
ics department at UWA to develop their problem solving skills. 
The students were Renae Currie, Clare Healey, Jessica Heenan, 
Dane Lance. and Paul Wallman. We are presently looking at 
providing a similar set up for Year 11 students as well next 
year. 

GAMES COMPETITION WEEKEND Run in Septem-
ber was also a great success with the students enjoying the so-
cial activities as well as the learning how to play strategy games. 

Again we had our share of success with team 1; Renae Currie, 
Jessica Hennan, Dane Lance, and Paul Wallman, coming third, 
while team 2; Tim Butson, Dara Byrne, Sara Clark, Christian 
Dc Silva, also competed well. 

MEGA 95 MATHEMATICS CAMP Run in the July 
holidays for Year Tens, this proved a great success and was 
thoroughly enjoyed by the students. The main feature of this 
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camp was the diversity of the activities from the Computer labs 
at Trinity to the Bickley Observatory. We were well repre-
sented by Amy Gallagher, Clare Healey and Jessica Heenan. 

NATIONAL MATHS WEEK This year we ran two quiz-
zes each morning, an individual and a contact group one . The 
individual quiz was won by Roger Tan with the highest score 
at the end of the week. Roger won a voucher for a CD. 

AUSTRALIAN MATHEMATICS COMPETITION 
This was a huge event with the students again acquitting them-
selves very well. The results below speak for themselves. 
Year Total 	Number of 	Number of 	Number of 

entries 	Prizes 	Distinctions 	Credits 
8 244 0 32 84 
9 212 1 20 62 
10 112 0 13 45 
11 	99 	1 	 13 4 
12 	72 	0 	 18 	 20 

The top students at the school in each year were Karen Lyon 
(Year 8) ,Rowe Palmer (year 9), Paul Wallman (Year 10), Ivan 
Ling (Year 11) and Chris Kings-Lynne in Year 12. 

In addition Ivan Ling again showed his undoubted ability 
in this competition by winning a Prize for being in the top I % 
of the state.  In Year 9 Rowe Palmer also won a Prize indicat-
ing we have still plenty of talent coming through. 

M. Doherty, Head of Mathematics Department 

MATHS QUIZ, SENIOR DIVISION 
At the end of last term, six Yr 11 and 12 students from 

Newman College participated in the "Have Sum Fun" Maths 
Quiz organised by the Maths Association of WA. With the 
junior team coming second, the pressure was on for us to show 
what we could do. Working well together, the team, consisting 
of Roger Tan, Ivan Ling, Julie Jones, Nicole de la Motte, Robert 
Morgan and myself, came 3rd out of 34 teams, only behind 
Christ Church and Wesley. 

This was an excellent team effort and we are all very pleased 
by the result. 

We thank Miss Hanel for talking us into sacrificing our Fri- 
day night, and Mr Doherty who accompanied us to the quiz. 
We wish next year's team the best of luck. 

He/cue Eting 

HAVE SUM FUN MATHS COMPETITION 
During March and April, Newman students participated in 

this annual competition at Junior Level (Years 8, 9 and 10) and 
Senior Level (Years 11 and 12). 

This year has been our most successful yet, with the Junior 
Team 1 coming second (after two tie breakers) and the Senior 
Team coming third. 

The following students were involved: 
Junior Level: 
Team 1 	Paul Wallman, Dane Lance, Leanne Leong, 

Eric Ling, Ann McArthur, Karen Lyon 
Team 2 	Sarah Clark, Michelle Maslin, Clinton Cam- 

bridge, Matt Herscovitch, Damien Vujuich, Michael Chang, 
Suresh Manievannan 

Senior Level: 
Roger Tan, Ivan Ling, Julie Jones, Nicole de 

la Motte, Helene Fung, Robert Morgan 
The students received medallions, certificates and a plaque 

for the school. 
T Hanel 
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT K1511 
Amalgamation has brought many changes to the Department 

this year. Mrs Marina Foster, at the Doubleview Campus, was 
appointed Assistant to the Head of Department, and two new 
staff, Miss Rebecca Whitney and Ms Marie Hoy joined the 
staff at Doubleview. While Mrs Foster was on Long Service 
Leave in third term, Mrs Keryn Zeeb replaced her, and I would 
like to thank Keryn for the very efficient and capable way she 
fulfilled her role. 

At the Churchiands campus, we welcomed back Mrs Susan 
Carrick from accouchement leave, and we were very lucky to 
have Ms Jacqui Collins replacing Mrs Staunton who was on a 
year's leave. Mrs Staunton has recently resigned from Newman 
College, and I would like to thank her for all her dedication and 
effort in the past, and the Department sends its best wishes for 
her new career in Brisbane. 

We had a very successful Debating season this year. For the 
first time at Newman, Year 8s and 9s were included in the 
W.A. Debating League competition, and their keenness and 
ability were very pleasing. The Year 8 team, coached by Mrs 
Jones and ably supported by Mrs Kantsler, was very success-
ful, often against Year 10 teams, and made it through to the 
final rounds. Our Year 10 team, coached by Ms Collins, was 
our most successful team for many years, comfortably winning 
the Junior Grand final by beating Scotch College. The resurge 
of interest in and enthusiasm for debating that we have seen 
this year is very pleasing and, hopefully, will continue. I would 
like to thank Mrs Michelmore, Mrs Carrick, Mrs Miller, Mr 
Hawke, Mrs Kantsler, and especially Mrs Jones and Ms Collins, 
whose season seemed to go on forever, for all their time and 
effort this year. 

For the first time the English Department entered a Language 
and Literature team in the Tournament of Minds competition, 
held Australia-wide. While we did not make it through to the 
finals, the students certainly seemed to enjoy the experience, 
and I would like to thank Mrs Lewis for all the work she did in 
organising and supporting the Team. 

The Department organised many theatre visits this year, and 
the students were certainly offered a wide range of Drama ex-
periences. The performances the Churchlands students attended 
included The Caretaker, Lockie Leonard - Human Torpedo, That 
Eye the Sky, Cosi, Summer of the Seventeenth Doll, Dead 
White Males, Diving for Pearls, and for the Year 8s and 9s, On 
Our Selection. It is very time and energy consuming organis-
ing these visits, but certainly gratifying when students enjoy 
and respond positively to the experience. 

The Troubadour Poetry Troupe from Sydney was again 
booked by the Department, and this time all students on both 
Campuses were able to see the show. It was obvious from the 
students' reactions that they enjoyed the performances and, 
hopefully, saw poetry in a new light! 

All Year 8s, 9s and lOs again participated in the Australian 
English Competition. This competition was held throughout 
Australia and our overall results are pleasing. Michelle Maslin, 
Year 10, must be congratulated on achieving a High Distinc-
tion, and we had 40 Distinctions and 87 Credits in the Year 9/ 
10 group. 

In all, it has been a very busy year, with many co- and extra- 

curricular activities being offered to the students. As part of 
the amalgamation process we have been reviewing the English 
curriculum at both campuses to ensure continuity and variety, 
and have made changes to texts in most subject areas in order 

irricu- 

lum. 
I would like to thank all members of the English Depart- 

ment for their energy and enthusiasm in their teaching, and for 
their willingness to consider and implement change where nec- 

LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTRES 
The Library Resource Centres at both Doubleview and 

Churchiands campuses have been, as is ever the case, well used 
this year. Between them over ten thousand books and other 
materials have been lent to students and staff and over twelve 
hundred new resources have been bought. 

Doubleview campus has had two CD-Rom computers in-
stalled and they are in great demand with students booking the 
systems before school and at lunch times. The Library staff at 
Doubleview organised a Chess competition for forty two stu 
dents which ran over three weeks. A Creative Writing compe-
tition was also organised to encourage students to write for the 
School Magazine. During third term. 153 Year Three students 
from Holy Rosary and Newman Junior Schools were invited to 
the Library to be guests of some of the Year Nine students who 
created a picture book to read to the visitors. 

At Churchiands much of the emphasis is on research and 
informational reading but it was pleasing to note also that the 
interest in fiction and good recreational reading is very much 
alive. Displays have been organised to promote interest in cur-
rent events during the year. The Department of Veterans' Af-
fairs kindly lent us an "Australia Remembers" display, and ex-
amples of stLidents' art and crafts are often displayed. Curtin 
University of Technology sends us annually a free-standing dis 
play of courses available at that institution as did the Institute 
of Child Care with examples of the courses offered there. 

The Libraries are well patronised and sometimes there can 
he as many as seventy to one hundred students at a time using it 
at lunch times. 

C. Nockolds & E. Parker (Teacher Librarians) 
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DRAMA / DANCE 
DRAMA - DOUBLEVIEW CAMPUS 
This year. I have been able to say, more than ever before, 

that involvement in Drama means more than ROCK EXTRAVA-
GANZA. For students at the Doubleview campus, amalgama-
tion meant that for the first time they were able to be part of the 
major theatrical production GODSPELL. Although many 
needed to he reminded about rehearsals, and discovered the real 
meaning of commitment, they had a wonderful time and learnt 
many new skills as well as making many new friends both here 
at Doubleview and at Churchlands. 

During Term Two, much time was spent preparing students 
for the Performing Arts Festival. Year Eight students (from an 
RE class of mine) presented the play 'On Christian Charity' 
which explored the real meaning of Christian living. This con-
cluded with the singing of "Lean on me"by Nick Christo who 
was assisted (on the night) by Melinda Hahn (Year Twelve) 
along with the rest of the cast. 

Year Nine students, Jo Tomkinson, Fleur Tascone, Helena 
Nikola, Rhys Davies and David Stevenson worked on the play 
'A cup of Sherry': Year Ten students Renee Kennedy, Arlene 
Byrnes, Emily Anderton, Clare Berrigan and Paul Burton pre-
sented 'Five green bottles' Paul Burton worked with Andrew 
Hayes (Year Eleven) to present 'Buried alive': Stephen 
Buchanan (Year Twelve) and Rachel Lindsay (Year Eleven) 
performed 'Sherlock Holmes - 10 minutes to doom'. All work 
was well presented and reports were pleasing except to the stu-
dents who felt that nothing short of five outstandings was good 
enough. Still, this shows pride in their work, and that is com-
mendable. 

As this goes to print. Year Nine students are into eleventh 
hour preparation for this year's ROCK EXTRAVAGANZA 
which is being performed at the Regal Theatre on Sunday, Oc-
tober 29. This year, for the first time, students at the Churchlands 
campus have been invited to perform acts - a break in the tradi-
tion which has made this a totally Year Nine affair until now. 
We trust the usual full house sign will go up at the Regal at ten 
minutes to three as the performers' families and friends arrive 
for the performance. 

Year Nine students will then settle down to producing their 
fourth term variety shows, part of the assessment for those stu-
dents tackling Drama 2. By the end of the year, drama students 
will be ready for anything they may have placed before them in 
Year Ten. 

Jeiiii' Lindsay 

DRAMA - CHURCHLANDS CAMPUS 
YEAR 10 

This year for the first time the Year Ten course was on a 
semester basis. The course was rewritten and the Drama stu-
dents worked towards their production for Primary Schools 
which was held in June. Drama was combined with the Year 
Ten Dance students for this event and a great time was had by 
the students performing and their audience. 

Drama 2 followed a slightly different course as there were 
many who chose to do both Drama I and Drama 2. The stu-
dents again worked towards a performance, together with Dance 
2 students, for the Primary Schools which was held in early 
November. Once again their performance was a resounding 
success. 

DRAMA - YEAR 11 
Students completed a brand new course this year and it has 

worked well. The Year Elevens took part in the Shakespeare 
Globe Competition for schools. We competed at Guildford 
Grammar's David Lawe Davies Centre in June and our stu-
dents acquitted themselves excellently. Students from the Year 
Eleven group also performed in Godspell. 

DRAMA - YEAR 12 
1995 was the last group of students to follow this course, as 

a brand new course is set down for 1996.   
Many of this year's Twelve's formed the "backbone" of the 

cast for Godspell and they did so with professionalism. I am 
sorry to have to say farewell to such a talented group and thank 
them for their contributions to Drama at Newman over the last 
three years. I wish them all success and happiness in their cho-
sen careers. 

P. Anstee 

DANCE 
During May, the Year 10 Dance class and a Year 12 troupe, 

performed at the ACHPER North West Metropolitan Dance 
Festival, held at the Octagon Theatre, University of Western 
Australia. 

Many hours were spent contemplating a theme and rehears-
ing the sequence of movements that best matched the chosen 
music. The Year Tens chose a return to the glitz and glam of the 
70s era. Students hunted through the wardrobes of their par-
ents to find a pair of flairs, as an essential component of cos-
tuming. Teamed with thick blue eye shadow, free flowing, lanky 
hair and flashing disco lights, the girls boogied their way through 
the recycled hit "I Love the Nightlife". 

The Year Tens second act was based on the theme of high 
fashion, sleek lines and movement with attitude! The girls per-
formed to Absolutely Fabulous, by the Pet Shop Boys. 

In contrast was the Year Twelve performance to a Cure song 
lifted from the soundtrack of The Crow. The Lost Souls dressed 
all in black and covered their faces in white theatrical paint. 
The dancers creatively interpreted the mystique and solemnity 
portrayed by the music. 

All of the dancers acquitted themselves very well, and learnt 
a lot from performing in front of an appreciative audience, and 
in a professional setting. 

Later in the year, the Year Ten Dance Class took part in the 
South-West, North-East and South-East Festivals, competing 
amongst many other public and private schools. 

Concerts have been put on for Holy Rosary and Newman 
Junior Schools and items performed included 'I love the night-
life' and 'Absolutely Fabulous' as well as original works that 
we choreographed ourselves. We have all enjoyed the Dance 
Course. 
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1995 STUDENT ART EXHIBITION 
The 1995 Student Art Exhibition opened on Wednesday 25th 

October at 6pm with a good crowd in attendance. Brother 
Stephen opened the exhibition and had to agree with the gen-
eral consensus that the standard was excellent and the work 
very interesting. 

The work of the Year Eleven and Twelve TEE students at-
tracted attention because of its high standard and the attempt 
by many students to deal with current issues. Feminism, the 
pressures of society and the fashion industry on youth were 
some of the subjects chosen; one student even dealt with the 
children's toy industry. 

The new Year Ten Craft Design course proved popular and 
the jewellery and textile work was well crafted. Students also 
experimented with Raku pottery with some excellent results. 

A stunning array of ceramics from Year Eleven Applied Art 
Students nearly stole the show, while the bright decorative glaz-
ing  and the complex construction of some created an interest-
ing display. 

The exhibition was exciting and revealed the depth of talent 
amongst the Art students at Newman. 

A. Ei'ershed 

ART CAMP 
From March 10 to II, Mrs Evershed's Year Twelve TEE Art 

class went on an overnight camp to New Norcia. On Friday 
morning we began the bus trip there, which ended up being

u  longer than we expected because the bus broke down. Fort 
nately, Mr Drabble had his mobile phone and called another 
bus. Meanwhile, we kept ourselves busy drawing tractors. 

Finally, we arrived at New Norcia and went to our hotel. It 
was a big, spooky building, with a wonderful staircase that kept 
us amused for a while. 

After settling in, we went and looked around New Norcia, 
drawing the churches and beautiful old buildings. By evening 
we all had cramps in our hands, and were glad to relax. After 
tea it only took us about nine hours to get to sleep as we man-
aged to convince ourselves that the hotel was haunted! Finally, 
however, we did manage to get to sleep (all the girls crammed 
in one bedroom), and reluctantly woke the next morning. After 
breakfast we had to draw a bit more and this time we used cray-
ons. 

Thanks to the heat, the dust and the lack of sleep, we tired of 
sitting and drawing in the sun and were glad to go to the gallery 
and look at all the paintings there. We came home in the late 
afternoon after a productive, but tiring weekend. 

Angela Jones 

Art Cu/il1) - sketching in the sun/it/it 

MUSIC 
During 1995 music students participated successfully in nu-

merous interesting and challenging events. 
The first term was a busy time with the preparation of the 

Newman Event. The Concert Band had the participation of 
students from all years. The participation of several ex-stu-
dents and parents, who joined the band for this event, was greatly 
appreciated. 

In the second term the newly formed Jazz Band, together 
with the Concert Band and Rock Band, put on a night concert 
for parents. 

Third term was extremely busy again for Music students. 
All the music ensembles, together with a group of Theatre Arts 
students, went to Baldivis for a Music-Drama Camp. This camp 
was followed by the Cultural Evenings, where we joined forces 
with other departments to produce two evenings of displays, 
music and drama. 

Rehearsals continue in the fourth term in preparation for the 
Thanksgiving Evening at Winthrop Hall, an event which con-
eludes a busy and fulfilling year. 

Astrid Gionea 

MUSIC / DRAMA CAMP 
On the 14th of September. the Year Eight and Nine Music 

and Drama students and the Year Ten and Eleven students in 
the jazz band attended a three day music/drama camp at New 
Norcia. 

The camp's purpose was to prepare for the cultural evenings. 
It involved learning co-operation and team work, despite the 
differences in ages. 

The day began with Mrs Lindsay's early wake tip calls fol-
lowed by breakfast. Then the real work began - practice,  prac-
tice and more practice. Band numbers, solos, duets,and plays 
were just some of the things we worked at relentlessly. 

The camp proved very productive and we learnt some very 
important lessons. We learnt to work as a team. I can safely say 
that future success on the cultural evenings is inevitable due to 
the many hours of hard work all performing artists put into the 
forthcoming productions. 

Special thanks must go to Mrs Gionea, Mr Sim, Mrs Lindsay 
and Mr Craig for their supervision, encouragement and sup-
port. 

Francis Joseph 

1 
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HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 
YEAR ELEVEN EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDIES 
Year Eleven Early Childhood Studies for 1995 has been a suc-

cessful year, full of activities, learning and fun. 
This year we have completed a number of interesting and pro-

ductive activities. Overall we attended three excursions. We vis-
ited a maternity ward at St John of God Hospital, the Accident 
Prevention Centre, and spent one morning playing with the chil-
dren at Holy Rosary Pre-primary. We also had a very informative 
talk from the Nursing Mothers Association. 

In addition to this we also had the great pleasure of first hand 
experiences with mothers and their babies. The visits were enjoyed 
by all, as we observed the growth and development of the babies. 

Our thanks to Mrs Schoe for the organisation of these activities 
and for such an interesting year. 

Car/ic Hai'ke. 

YEAR TWELVE EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDIES 
For all of you who thought Early Childhood Studies was an 

easy subject, think again. The year consisted of a series of tough 
challenges ranging from the holding of a Teddy Bear Picnic to tak-
ing charge of the Artcenta Creche. However, the bitter disappoint-
ment of the year was the withdrawing of the annual ECS play-
group. 

Mrs Schoe and Mrs Searson compensated for this by organising 
a series of outings and guest speakers. Throughout the year, visits 
were embarked upon to the Catherine McAuley Centre and the Mu-
seum of Early Childhood. 

One of the highlights of the year was the informative talk given 
by a woman who had given up her child for adoption as a teenager. 

We came out of the year with a wealth of knowledge; the ECS 
students call now make playdough, activity boxes and chocolate 
hilbies. 

Thanks must go to Mrs Schoe whose thorough preparation helped 
to make the year a success. 

itt/ic Spadek 

YEAR EIGHT AND NINE FOOD & NUTRITION 
In Year Eight and Nine the emphasis has been on technology in 

the kitchen and in our lifestyles as well as menu planning and healthy 
living. A highlight of the year was when Japanese students joined 
us in preparing lamingtons and pavlovas- very Aussie. 

R. Siiaslia/I 

YEAR EIGHT AND NINE CLOTHING & FABRIC 
The Clothing and Fabric students again demonstrated their ca-

pacity to learn quickly and produce excellent quality work. The 
Year Eight classes concentrated on skill development with their 
main project being a duffel hag. The continued development in 
Year Nine was evident at the Cultural Evening where pin cushions, 
bread baskets, boxer shorts, skirts, bath-robes, hats and camisoles 
were displayed. This work was all produced in first semester and 
the students should he congratulated. 

I). Divan 

YEAR ELEVEN INDEPENDENT LIVING 
The Year Eleven Home Economics Independent Living class 

has been very busy in 1995. We have actively contributed to many 
functions held throughout the year with our gourmet catering. We 
worked as a team to cater for functions such as Artcenta, Godspeil, 
Guild Sports Day, Marist Brothers functions, and we made food 
for the staff on the Year Eleven Camp. 

Mrs Searson has guided, criticised and supported us for the du-
ration of this course. By catering for these college events we have 
learnt to co-operate and work efficiently as a group. We have per-
formed under deadline pressure and learnt to deal with unforeseen 
problems that arise. It has been an enjoyable and educational course. 

Frances Arnold, Sarah Gartner Susan Von Berg/ieiin 

YEAR TWELVE INDEPENDENT LIVING 
The Year Twelve Home Economics students have not only had 

a lot of fun during the year, but also have learned some valuable 
skills from the running of our business Newman Delights. Through 
the business we sold lasagne, chocolates, pizza and ran a sausage 
sizzle. All proved to be quite successful and with the profits we 
ss ent the the Hyatt hotel for breakfast. After our buffet breakfast 
we were guided on a tour of the five star hotel and learnt of the 
behind the scenes' work involved. We even saw where Elle 

McPherson slept (which the boys found quite pleasing!). 
Third term saw many catering jobs and we organised a lunch-

eon for the teachers. The main emphasis was group work; who 
cooks, cleans and serves? Everyone pitched in and again this was 
a success. 

Thanks must go to all the Home Economics staff for their time 
and patience in helping with organising our business and other 
activities. 

Sarah Skerrait 
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION 
	U- 

Outdoor Education provides the opportunity for individuals 
to further their knowledge and understanding of the environ-
ment, develop conservational values, and can assist in the de-
velopment of communication skills, leadership, independence, 
self esteem, organisation, time management and much more. 

Newman College's Outdoor Education program underwent 
many changes during 1995. 

The semesterisation of elective units in Lower school saw 
the introduction of two entirely different semester units intro-
duced in Year Ten and the addition of Year Eleven Outdoor 
Education to the timetable this year provided an opportunity 
for students to further their studies in this area. 

YEAR TEN OUTDOOR EDUCATION 
Semester 1 - You and the Aquatic Environment 
With over 70% of Australia's population living on the coast, 

this unit provides students with a worthwhile insight into a very 
valuable and accessahie resource. The activities of snorkelling 
and fishing were used as a tool to assist in their discovery of the 
intricacies of the aquatic environment. Frequent snorkelling 
trips to the reefs off the coast, a day trip to Rottnest, a trip to 
Underwater World and an overnight fishing trip to Moore River 
provided students with the opportunity to discover the beauty 
of the underwater world and its inhabitants. 

Semester 2 - You and the Australian Bush 
As the amount of people taking an interest in and frequent-

ing the bush increases, it is important that individuals have an 
understanding of this environment in order to minimise the 
impact that they make while visiting it. Students experienced 
tying knots, making a ropes course, building bush shelters, learn-
ing how to survive if lost or stranded, navigation, hushwalking 
equipment and expedition planning. A number of students at-
tended a two day navigation camp in the Avon Valley and a 
three day bushwalk south of Margaret River. 

Mr G. Mo.vliain 
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YEAR 11 OUTDOOR EDUCATION 
This year's Year Eleven Outdoor Education class had to un-

dertake two main aspects as part of the course. 
The first was an abseiling day on the 3 1 St March. As a lead 

LIP to the day we had to learn various types of knots as well as 
the safety procedures. This was essential. The biggest learning 
experience was having to trust your own classmates. Your life 
was in their hands. Double and triple checking of knots was 
vital. The day was a definite learning experience and was an 
excellent trust building activity for the camp. 

Our second expedition's task was to tackle a three day 11101.111-
tain bike expedition. We set off on the first day from the herit-
age track in Midland. 

The first stop was Parkerville. Mr Moxham was late as a 
result of getting hogged in some mud. We then rode on to 
Chidlow and had lunch. This was the only store we were to see 
for the rest of the expedition. 

During the afternoon we had some difficulties with naviga-
tion and team work - we got lost. After we got back on track we 
finished the day tired and hungry but determined to do the next 
day correctly. 

We set off early and started with some nice down hills. The 
scenery for the day was lovely to look at. 

The hardest stretch for the day was along Yarra Road to 
Brookton Highway. Everybody was tired, but also determined 
to make camp that day a lot earlier than our effort the night 
before. Our camp for that night was at Christmas Tree Well. 

We set off on the final day looking forward to the finish. 
Everybody rode well. With only one tyre blow out, one broken 
spoke and one superman over the handlebar impersonation we 
powered towards a successful finish. 

The two kilometre downhill ride into North Bannister was 
the final stretch of the expedition and a welcome one. Hot food 
was a luxury as well as the cool drink. After our final debrief-
ing we packed up and headed hack to Perth. 

Thanks must go to Dave Worthy for the abseiling day. to Mr 
Moxhani for driving the bits and his general support, help and 
advice and to Phil and Mr Pill for their time and effort on ac-
companying its on the expedition. 

Melissa WOJtlliligto/i 
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1 i he Year ittgm team 01 ittizanein brogan, riititta .avattagI1, 
Karen Lyon, Nicholas Christo and Damian Vujcich went from 
strength to strength throughout the season, winning all but one 
of their first round debates. This outstanding performance meant 
that the team advanced to the Octo finals against Trinity Col-
lege, where they performed very well to win once again. From 
there, they moved on to the quarter finals against Scotch Col-
lege who proved to be tough opponents, heating our team in a 
split decision - even the opposition seemed surprised at having 
won! 

As coaches of this team, Mrs Kantsler and I feel very proud 
of these students and the way in which they have handled the 
pressures of debating against older and more experienced teams. 

year. 	 They have been wonderful ambassadors for Newman College 
throughout this, their first, debating season. 

Mrs K. ioflc'S 

jL'i\'I(JR I)L13.tiIA( iLti1: 

Buck nu L-R: Lli:ubet/i Bivguii, I)u,i,iun Viijcic/i, Tlioiiius E,ielIiii/'i; Claire Reid, 
Nicholas Cliiis!o, K(iJ('ll Lion 
I roil! ion': Luke Ha/den, Eiiiina Ca i'aiiac,'Ii, Tia'a Liii!on, Daniel Murphy 

JUNIOR DEBATING 1995 
This year is the first year that the Doubleview campus has 

participated in the W.A. Debating League competition. Due to 
the overwhelming response from students, particularly Year 
Eights, we decided to field two teams. Both teams put in an 
incredible amount of time and effort over the season, and were 
rewarded with very pleasing results. 

The Year Eight /Nine team consisted of Tiaza Linton, Claire 
Reid, Thomas Eitelhuher, Luke 1-lalden and Daniel Murphy. This 
team was assisted by Mr Peter Hawke. Although they did not 
win any debates, they had some very close contests and really 
enjoyed the pizzas donated by their coach to mark the end of 
the season!! Hopefully they will continue with debating next 

YEAR TEN DEBATING 
Newman's Year Ten debating team was comprised of Toni 

Emnianuel, Anna Ledger, Jessica Heenan and Sarah Durack. 
Being the amateurs in the competition, it was with consider-

able apprehension that we faced our first debate. And although 
we lost it, we went on to win our next three. At the end of the 
season this left its on eight points out of a possible ten, and we 
set our sights on the finals. 

The first final, the octo final, was against Aquinas, the topic 
being that I5 ci e cc  is leading its to disaster'. Our team took the 
affirmative of this topic and won convincingly. 

We then proceeded to the quarter finals, and what a final it 
was! We were against Corpus Christi, who not only had an ex-
cellent argument, but were fully equipped with their first speaker 
singing an excerpt from 'Give me a home among the gum trees', 
and their second speaker quoting 'My country. However, our 
team managed to will this debate, and once again we prepared 
to spend our second weekend in a row on debating. 

Our next debate was against Perth College. We took the nega-
tive side that 'Greed is good. Bad colds, tissues and cough 
lollies aside, we won this debate, and looked toward the grand 
final. 

If we had thought we had worked before, we were certainly 
wrong! Armed with teachers' opinions, pamphlets, newsletters 
and newspaper articles we got set to tackle our final debate, 
taking the affirmative side of the topic 'Council House should 
he demolished'. As the West Australian Debating League 
(W.A.D.L.) was sponsored by the Local Government, we were 
to have this final 'showdown' at the Cottesloe Civic Centre, 
before the Mayor and several Counsellors. And if we had thought 
we had been nervous before, we were wrong! However, our 
team was inspired by our wonderful supporters - teachers, stu-
dents, friends and family - and especially our coach, Ms Collins, 
who was sitting in the front row with a smile of encouragement 
as big as the hall we were debating in. Our team emerged victo-
rious, heating Scotch College in an unanimous decision, and 
winning a trophy and plaque that have not been won by Newman 
since 1981. 

A very BIG thank you must go to our parents and families 
for their help (especially for being our chauffeurs for the four 
weekends we spent going to and fro), to the many friends and 
teachers who turned up every week to support its, to Mr Cahill, 
for his good advice, and above all, to Ms Collins, for being an 
exceptional coach and friend. 

Aiiiia Ledger 
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SENIOR DEBATING 
This year, senior debating involved three teams. The year 

twelve team consisted of Michelle Roller, Angela Jones and 
Tiffanie Hutchison and was coached by Mrs Carrick. There 
were also two year eleven teams. Mrs Michelmore's team in-
cluded Jarrod Bassan, Matthew Bartel, Orla Tyson and Amy 
Morris. Mrs Miller's team consisted of Julie Jones, Elisa Lewis 
and Bronwyn Grieve. It was our first year in debating and 
proved to be a relatively successful one, as did the season for 
both the other teams. 

The season commenced in late February, with the last of the 
rounds debated in June. Both Mrs Carrick's and Mrs 
Michelmore's teams debated on home territory, whilst Mrs 
Miller's team was hosted by Scotch College. Our teams would  

get together every fortnight, when we would prepare ourselves 
for the tough fight ahead. Most of the senior debates were im-
promptu, allowing only an hour for preparation. Through fierce 
discussion and some quick improvisation, we left iiiany of our 
debates with the glorious feeling of victory. Unfortunately, none 
of the senior teams made it to the finals. Nevertheless, we had 
a very challenging and exciting season and the Year Elevens 
look forward to the debating year ahead of them in 1996.   

Thanks must go to all the teachers involved: to Mrs Carrick, 
Mrs Michelmore and Mrs Miller, all of whom spent many lunch-
times teaching us the tricks of debating. Thanks must also go 
to Mrs Nunn, who supported our team at every debate and who 
always had some handy tips at the end. 

Bi'oiiu'vii (JJ'U'l'C 

SENIOR DEI3A1'JNG TEAM: 
Back rot: L-R: Shellc'v Rd/eu; Mrs S. Carrick, Tif/unie Hutchison 
Ad row: Mrs M. Miche/unore, Amy Morriss, Matthew Bartel, Or/a 7\'souu 
2nd row: Mrs R. Milieu; Ehisa Lewis, Julie Jones, Bronwmn Grieve 
Front row: Anna Ledgeu; Jessica Heenan, Ms .1. Collins, Sarah Duirack, Toni Emmanuel 

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
Amnesty International is a worldwide independent move-

ment that works to free prisoners of conscience. By writing 
letters to governments around the world, Amnesty can lice those 
people whose basic human rights of free speech have been vio-
lated. 

Our Amnesty group's first meeting for the year proved to he 
very successful with many interested students; however, as the 
year progressed, the number of members decreased. The year 
was an overall success as the number of regular members had 
increased compared to last year. 

Throughout the year Amnesty held two major fundraising 
activities, an Easter egg raffle and a cake stall. These activities 
proved to be very successful with money raised going towards 
buying aerogrammes and stamps. 

Four members of the group were given the chance to go to 
Amnesty's Annual Meeting which comprised various school 
and guest speakers. At the meeting the award for the best poem 
based on Amnesty International themes was presented. The 
poem that was given first place was based on a single message, 
"Why Me?" After the announcement of the prize-winners, two 
workshops were held, one to do with fundraising and the other 
Oil suggestions about how to write a good letter. 

The major activity of the year was Letterthon. The purpose 
of Letterthon is to write as many letters as possible over one  

month on a specific cause. The cause this year was devoted to 
women's rights. The letterthon this year was very successful 
as the group managed to write over three hundred letters. In 
October, we participated in Candle Day, which is Amnesty's 
major fund raising activity. An enthusiastic group sold badges 
on both campuses and raised a good amount of money. 

AU members are thanked for their ongoing support for Am-
nesty, Particular thanks must go to Miss Young for her organi-
sation throughout the year. 

Julie 5/)wlek and Mei'editlu Regauu 

Lc'tlem'IIuon uu'ilt('l's 
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'IOU RAMEN'I' OF NIIJNDS TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: Jessica Markien'iez Chris Fisher Chad Ti/bury 
Middle row: Mrs Thomson, Anna Ledgei: Katherine Stainatiou, Colleen Middleton, Marie- 
Claire A('('ordino, Toni Emmanuel, Mrs Lewis 
liomit ion': Pniva Kania, Emma-Lee Srdarei: John Stammiatiou, Evan Stamnatiou, Marguerite 

Ledger 

4: 

MOCK TRIAL TEAM: 
Back i'oii L-R: Christine Havn'ard, David Diirack, Shelley Roller 
Front row: Or/a Tyson, Fiona Fong, Mrs M( 'Enter, Doming Chong, Michelle Harris 

TOURNAMENT OF MINDS / MOCK TRIALS 
TOURNAMENT OF MINDS 
Tournament of the Minds is a com-

petition open to all primary and sec-
ondary schools. It requires a team of 
seven creative thinkers who have to 
devise a solution to their problem 
within a time limit of six weeks. 

This year, Newman entered two 
teams into the competition - a Social 
Science team, and a Language Litera-
ture team. It was a new experience 
for most of the fourteen students par-
ticipating, and for our facilitators, Mrs 
Thomson and Mrs Lewis. 

The teams spent these six weeks be-
fore the final presentation hard at 
work, writing scripts, making cos-
tumes and props. However it was time 
well spent, as both teams performed 
really well, and had lots of fun. 

Anna Ledger 

MOCK TRIAL COMPETITION 
Newman entered a team in the 

Francis Burt Law Education Centre 
Mock Trial competition. With no prior 
experience in the competition, we 
challenged a team from Carmel col-
lege who had played continuously in 
previous years. They were well pol-
ished and experienced. 

We were beaten convincingly in the 
first round, but in the final two rounds 
we were narrowly beaten by Perth 
College - 4 points and then by I point 
by Hale. 

The cases ranged from criminal 
cases such as Assault and Possession 
of Drugs, to civil matters such as Un-
fair Dismissal. The team alternated 
between being Prosecution and De-
fence and we learned a lot about the 
legal system. 

We would encourage anyone inter-
ested in law to give this competition a 
go and would like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank Mrs McEntee and law-
yers Stephen Davies and Rachel Cross 
who helped us with the legal back-
ground. 

M" 
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YEAR EIGHT CAMPS 

Early in first term the Year Eight Camps were held. This was 	dents after mastering the skills of Robin Hood. 
our first journey away on camp in our new Guild groups, to- 	Beach and bushwalks, lantern stalks and ghost stories on 
gether with the Guild Co-ordinators. Six of the Guilds went to 	the beach added to the fun of the camp. At one stage we 

campsites just out of Busselton and the other two were stationed 	managed to lose two buses and two teachers. This provided a 

south of Margaret River townsite. All the buses managed to 	little drama for the day. On concert night there were a few 

leave school on time with a full complement of students and 	nervous people around but, with much hilarity, some great 

teachers, packed and ready. 	 acts were performed. 

Each day a variety of activities took place including prayer 	Other activities included swimming at Meelup, Augusta 

sessions, flames and excursions. Cave exploring was enjoyable 	
and Smith's Beach. On a relatively calm day, some of us had 
a closer look at Canal Rocks or went canoeing at Margaret 

for those who went on the official cave tours but was particu- 	River. 
larly exciting for the groups who toured the unlit cave, not usu- 	 . One of the highlights of camp was a combined Mass at 
ally visited by tourists. It was a great experience to stand qui Busselton and a separate Mass at Glenbrook. Fr Leon and Fr 
etly, in total darkness, one hundred metres underground. 	 . Pat shared the celebration of the Eucharist with our students 

We explored the lighthouses at Capes Leeuwin and in a special way and we all returned to camp with renewed 
Naturaliste with the present "Keeper" explaining the history, 	peace in our hearts 
mechanism and construction of the light and the house. Most 	On Friday the time came for the major clean-up and pack- 
of the modern lighthouses are automated but in W.A. we still 	ing of the buses for home. The homeward trip was a time for 
retain lighthouse keepers at some stations. 	 sleeping, catching last minutes with new friends and even a 

Archery proved to be a new and challenging experience for 	sing-along. The great "Getting to Know You" camp was at an 
each student and there was good-natured competition between 	end and everyone agreed it was a terrific beginning for High 
each group to improve scores. It was rewarding for staff to see 	School. Our thanks to Mr Webb, Mr Murnaiie, Miss Drao 
the enjoyment and sense of achievement gained by our sifi- 	and Mr Lafferty who led the camps. 
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At the Art Gallery 

Alternative Week, held early in Term One, involved Year 
Nine students in a variety of pursuits. The week is organised 
to provide educational experiences from the fun to the serious. 

This year, the students had as their centrepiece activity, the 
'Adventure Ropes' course run by the staff of the Merribrook 
Organisation at the Superdrome. The students were challenged 
to go beyond what they thought they could achieve, overcom-
ing fear, nerves and heights, and discovering trust and coop-
eration. 

As well as this, days were spent canoeing on Lake 
Leschenaultia, walking for Care Australia, swimming, surf-
catting on the Swan River, as well as a tour and workshop at 
the WA Art Gallery, a day spent in Fremantle touring the har-
bour and visiting the jail and museum there and a visit to the 
Electoral Office in Subiaco to learn what is involved as a voter 
in the future. 

Other interesting events included talks from the Silver Chain 
Association, from Mrs Sally Mumme of the Stirling Base and 
representatives from the Cancer Support Group - Can-teen. 

Canoeing - about to take the plunge 

Comments from some of the participants: 
Brendan - The ropes course at the Superciroine 
was the adrenalin rush of a lifetime. 
Rowe - We caught some wicked waves at the 
beach. 
Troy - It was exciting but scan' on the Adventure 
Ropes course and the Electoral Office was very 
interesting. Canoeing and bushwalking were also 
.tun. 
Eban - The surf-cats and the Adventure Ropes 
course were great. 
Caitlin - The ropes course was unreal, especially 
the challenge at the end. 
Rebecca - The ropes course was scary but it felt 
wicked when 1 'dfinished. 
Amanda - The surf-cats were fun, especially 
throwing id/v-fish. 
Kelsey - The su f-cats and the ropes course were 
really enjoyable. 
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YEAR TEN EXCURSIONS 

Making ((il(iil(itiolis at the oo 

A MATHEMATICAL TRIP TO THE ZOO 
On Friday, 10th of March, the Year Tens took part in a math-

ematical excursion to the Perth Zoo. Boarding the bus, armed 
with worksheets and calculators, we split into our contact groups 
and faced the daunting prospect of completing a fourteen page 
workbook on a day when the temperature reached 37 degrees. 

The course, which saw us venture into the nocturnal house 
and later stare in wonder at the tigers, ended after a two-hour 
trek. Exhausted, we left the zoo with the confidence that we 
now knew how to estimate the number of spots on the giraffe's 
neck and exactly how many pickets were in the fence surround-
ing the elephants! 

A great day was enjoyed by all the participants. A big thanks 
should go to the maths teachers who organised this very inter-
esting and different excursion. Maths has never been so much 
fun! 

Toni Emmanuel  Anna Ledger 

THE POETRY TROUPE 
On the same day as the visit to the zoo was held, we were 

treated to a visit by a poetry troupe. Not knowing quite what to 
expect, we took our seats in the hall, and waited for the show to 
begin. And what a show it was! The troupe performed a vari-
ety of poems, from one about the media, to one about the army. 
Their costumes, expressions and actions made these poems 
come to life, as could be seen on the faces of the amused and 
often very surprised audience. 

Laughter increased when people were chosen to read out 

•: IS 
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At the Hindu Temple 

poems, make jokes and wear strange masks. People who had, 
LIP till then, regarded poetry as 'boring' soon changed their minds 
as they joined in with the fun. 

We were all very impressed with the troupe, and thanks must 
go to them for all the hard work they put into organising such 
an entertaining two hours. 

Anna Ledger 

EXCURSIONS TO RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS 
Once again, this year, the Year Ten students were given the 

opportunity to visit an assortment of religious institutions dur-
ing Second Term. While the Year Elevens and Twelves were 
quite happily doing their semester exams, eight groups of Year 
Ten students departed to eight different destinations. These 
were places of worship including the Ukrainian, Russian and 
Greek Orthodox, Hindu, Buddhist, Jewish and Quaker groups 
in our community as well as the Australian Islamic College. 

The visits proved both informative and enjoyable to is all as 
we saw our religious beliefs from a different perspective. We 
also all learnt that we live in a very diverse community and 
catering for everyone's needs includes their religious beliefs. 
We were introduced to different nationalities, customs and tra-
ditions held by the religions and found that all these religions 
shared the same primary beliefs, only differing in culture, tra-
dition and origin. We learnt that they all believe that everyone 
has the potential to be good and that they all shared the same 
morals and basic beliefs in God. The excursion helped us to 
develop a clear vision of our own religion. 

Iiuiiiic Joseph 
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YEAR TEN WORKSHOPS 

Lookl11' 0/) careerchoices on coin/niters 

LIFESKILLS ACTIVITIES 
While the Year Twelve students were on Retreat at the end 

of second term, the Year Ten students were engaged in a week 
of planning for the future. It included self-motivation talks from 
Glen Capelli, receiving a tax file number and conducting job 
searches on the computers. 

The students had the chance to listen to a guest speaker from 
the Taxation Office who talked to them about the necessity of 
tax. After a very informative discussion, the students were all 
given the option of registering for a tax file number. 

Another activity gave them the opportunity to look up their 
career choices on the computers, using the Job and Career pro-
gram. The computers provided them with all the necessary 
information. 

It was an extremely profitable week and all the Year Tens 
benefited from it. 

Francis Joseph 

A WORKSHOP WITH GLEN CAPELLI 
During the last week of Term Two, the Year Tens were vis-

ited by Mr Glen Capelli. 
Through a combination of talking about frogs, hair, lumpy 

pancakes and crayons he taught us about the real talents and 
gifts that lay within all of us and our ability to use them to their 
full potential. 

We learnt a song, "Attitude" , and with much laughter and 
embarrassment we all joined in with special hand actions. 

Our thanks to Mr Capelli for an hour of teaching us some 
very strange but valuable lessons about ourselves and our lives. 

Anna Ledger 

Siiileiii Ii.aciiiiig to 0 ialk 01? drug culiiiiv 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION WORKSHOP 
During the first week of Term Four, the Year Tens attended a 

two-day RE workshop. 
The workshop included an informative talk on drugs and 

drug cultures by policeman, Phil Sutton and an interesting and 
often rather disgusting talk on AIDS and STDs by Sandy 
Duncan, who, thankfully, showed her graphic slides after  we 
ate lunch. 

A few games to warm everybody up were played with stu-
dents pretending to be traffic lights, crowing like roosters and 
'oinking' like pigs. 

We then got down to the real work. We broke into groups, 
and, led by a teacher, made our own special 'mental maps' as 
well as discussing who or what were our major supports in our 
lives. The workshop finished off with a Paraliturgy, with 
everyong joining in with prayers, creeds and small plays. 

This Religious Education Workshop was a very successful 
and worthwhile experience. 

Anna Ledger 

CAREERS WORKSHOPS 
During this same week, the Year Tens also attended Work-

shops on Careers. Well-informed speakers from TAFE and 
University told us of the subjects each had to offer. It was a 
valuable and informative experience. 

Beside the University and TAFE talks, each student had the 
chance to interview a person whose employment interested him 
or her. This involved many of our students travelling into the 
work place and gaining a touch of reality. 

Francis Joseph 
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This year the Year Eleven Camps were run to a new for-
mat in which the groups were divided into the eight Guilds. 
There were eight activities and each Guild participated in 
each of them. The venue was Nanga Bush Park and the 
activities were all performed in a circuit of the area. The 
groups each moved on to the next activity after finishing the 
preceding one. 

GROUP INITIATIVE EXERCISE 
This exercise was designed so that students could work 

in groups to solve problems and challenges. The first exer-
cise was to get a group of seven people on to two planks of 
wood and walk for twenty metres without falling off. The 
second problem was to fetch a 'pot of gold' two metres away 
from a bench without leaving the bench, equipped with only 
a rope and a short plank of wood. The third exercise con-
sisted of shoving people through a man-made spider-web 
without touching the threads. This was one of the hardest 
exercises as it involved trust and total co-operation between 
all group members. These activities taught the groups a lot 
about the need for teamwork and co-operation while, at the 
same time, having fun. 

FIRST AID 
This involved students forming into small groups and then 

simulating an emergency rescue situation in which a desig-
nated victim was carried back to safety in a makeshift 
stretcher. 

ROPES COURSE 
This course was designed to motivate trust and confidence 

in anyone who participated. After learning all precaution-
ary measures and about harnesses, we set out on the course. 
Each student, one at a time, had a go on one of the two 
courses. The first one involved walking across a six-metre 
high plank of wood with only a rope as support, while two 
partners took one of the harnesses at the bottom in case some-
one fell. This course ended with a flying fox at the end. The 
second course involved the same, but instead of wood to 
stand on, the person had to stand on a rope. 

il'S (1 /0111,' 11(11 (1011/i I/ic/C! 
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RAFTING 
Rafting was one of the best activities on camp even though 

it was one of the most tiring. We paddled down a river with 
some rapids for about six kilometres which took about two 
hours. After the first rapid, we all realised we needed to co-
operate and work together if we wanted to make it to the 
end. By the end of the day we were all completely wet, but 
still had a good time. 

CANOEING 
When our Guild went canoeing the rain had caused the 

river to rise so the faster flowing water made it a great exer-
cise. Most people had great fun, especially in the small rap-
ids we had to manoeuvre. It was hard work but a great expe-
rience. 

ORIENTEERING 
This exercise was set up in the middle of sonic hush where 

the students' aim was to follow sets of instructions and make 
it back to camp. The students set off in groups of three or 
four with a starting set of instructions and a compass. To 
reach the next clue they had to walk in a certain direction for 
a specific distance through the bush until all twelve clues 
were found, bringing them back to camp. 

BUSH WALK 
The Bushwalk was a long, eight kilometre walk, which 

involved walking up and down extremely steep hills, as well 
as thick, waist-high vegetation, across streams and on tarmac 
as well as dust roads. With the heavy packs on everyone's 
hacks, this proved to he one of the most challenging exer-
cises. 

MOUNTAIN BIKING 
This course was something that many people had not ex-

perienced before. Cryptic clues were provided for us to fol-
low to find 'Nanga Bill and the stolen bike' (eventually found 
underneath a bridge). Some of the clues were very chal-
lenging and the ride will probably be remembered for the 
'hill' which was not so much steep as long. 40 
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MUNDIJONG RETREAT 
On the 4th of July, more than sixty Year 12 students boarded a bus 

to the Serpentine Canip in Mundijong, not knowing what to expect. 
After organising ourselves into the dormitories and settling in, we were 
glad to find that our food was reasonably good. 

We were divided into eight small groups in which we shared the 
wash-up and clean-up duties, exchanged ideas in discussions, brain-
storms for answers to questions like, "which teacher has never missed 
Lois & Clark" in the quiz, co-operated in the mini-Olympics (the ef-
fort Mike Lee put in to get extra points was extraordinary; but beware 
of possible side-effects of a nosebleed, as Monika had) and worked 
together to make our ending Mass special and touching for all of us. 
One thing that we will treasure forever is the way everybody opened 
LIP themselves and dared to express their true feelings. 

Reading the affirmation letters was a rather emotional experience. 
We had the chance to listen to what our parents had to say about us - 
things which they don't normally say everyday. Finding out that they 
actually loved us more than we thought sent most of us into tears. (P.S. 
Mum & Dad, I Love U) 

There were many activities that we could occupy ourselves with in 
our free time: basketball, tennis, mini-golf, and volleyball; but the fa-
vourite pastime in this camp was indisputably "UNO". I'm sure many 
of us mastered the game during the retreat. 

Among the highlights of the camp was the talent quest which was 
tailored down to the option of listening to me playing the piano (though 
I think most people just went because they did not feel like sleeping 
yet). I made some mistakes but it didn't matter - it was the atmosphere 
of sharing our friendships that was important. 

During these four days, we got to see the side of people's person- 

WRP 
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alities that they don't normally show; we strengthened the bond with 
those who were already our friends; at the same time we made new 
friendships with others that we did not have a chance to get to know in 
school. There is no doubt that all of those who attended the Mundijong 
Retreat found it a very special chapter in the hook of their lives. Last 
hut not least, was quite a new discovery for some people: teachers 
are humans as well - at least for four days! 

Thanks must go to Ms Collins, Mr Corcoran, Mr Evans (who for-
tunately does not have to miss "Lois & Clark"), Mr Hackett (who's so 
glad he is not a teacher anymore), Mrs Lewis. Mrs Miller, Ms 
Newhouse, Mr Stanley and the two ex-students, Katherine Munday 
and Craig Bailey, for making this retreat ''our own story'' that we will 
remember forever. 

Helene Fiiiig 

POINT PERON RETREAT 
It was a freezing Tuesday morning when the Year 12s piled their 

bags into the buses and got ready for the camp. We arrived at the 
camp site at about eleven. As is usual for all Year Twelve camps, we 
had rules and regulations set for students, hut, nevertheless a new Re-
treat record was set when a foot went through a window pane within 
minutes of settling into dorms. 

We started off our camp with a game called "Link-Chasey". This 
was followed by 'getting to know you' activities. (Can iiivo,ie make 
David Sugiharto smile'?) We also met for group discussions and ac-
tivities dLiring the day. 

We then broke up into small discussion groups. In our discussion 
we shared feelings and thoughts about personal, family and religious 
issues. This discussion was an advantage to everyone of us as we got 
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the chance to know more about other people we normally don't talk to 
and also learned more about friends, relationships, families and, more 
significantly, ourselves. We also had quite a lot of free time too and 
most of us used it for sports. Basketball was the most popular one. 
Evenings became quite entertaining for both staff and students espe-
cially when the vigilance of Mr Drabble caught Adele just as she be-
gan a midnight stroll through the stormy pitch-black night 

The purpose of the Retreat was to examine ourselves besides get-
tmg away from study. It also tried to force us to get to talk to people 
we hardly know. We found what we thought about friends, God, fam-
ily and our place in it. We learned more about our family when we 
received affirmation letters Ironi our parents. The most memorable 
event was the Mass held on the last night of camp. This was particu-
larly moving as almost everyone contributed to its make up. making it 
SO successful. 

A big 'thanks'' iliList go to all the staff who came along, two cx-
students, and Brother Terry for his patience and "lecture". This retreat 
was a time to renew friendships, make new ones and get to know more 
about others. I hope this year's Retreat will leave everyone lasting 
and good memories. 

Je/jiev Chiiii 

LAKE COOLOONGUP RETREAT 
We all assembled on a cold Tuesday morning, ready to face a new 

experience in the form of a Retreat. Some of us were hoping it would 
be a wonderful, spiritual experience and that we'd get to know each 
Other in a new way. Others just saw it as a way to fill in time hefare the 
holidays. Either way, I don't think anyone really knew what would 

The Lake (ooloo11(ç'1lp ((1/11/).\ (f() 

happen or what to expect. 
Unfortunately we got off to somewhat of a had start when, to our 

dismay, we detected the distinct odour of fresh manure as the bus turned 
LIP the driveway to the campsite. The farmers obviously had incred-
ibly good timing! We were lucky, however, in that the campsite itself 
had fairly good facilities and a well stocked games room. 

The Retreat itself consisted of playing heaps of ice breaker games, 
sessions with our Retreat leader, Br Harry, and then sessions where we 
broke up into little groups and talked. Apart from this we had free 
time. (Unfortunately for some of us this meant eating junk food). We 
ended the Retreat with a Mass on the Thursday night, in which all the 
students contributed something. 

Some of the memorable moments of the Retreat were: 
• 	Getting the affirmation letters from our parents. 
• 	When the wind changed and we couldn't smell the manure 

anymore. 
• 	Wayne's incredibly bad sense of timing. 
• 	Tim getting head-butted by Cara during one of the ice breaker 

games. 
Thanks must go to Br Harry, Mr Willett, Mrs Hasson and all the 

Other teachers, because without them the Retreat would never have 
happened. 

Rebekah Sturniolo 
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YEAR ELEVEN DINNER DANCE 
A MAGICAL EVENING 
At last, after all the preparation and 

tension building, the night we had all 
been waiting for, the annual Year 
Eleven dinner dance, 'A Magical 
Evening' arrived. The dinner dance 
was organised by the Year Eleven 
Guild Representatives with Deanne 
Constantine. The theme was 'A 
Magical Evening' and gold and sil-
ver stars glittered throughout the ball-
room. 

The night began at 7:30pm at 
Sorrento Quay function Centre. Af-
ter the initial shock of seeing every-
body dressed up, we settled down to 
the delicious buffet dinner. We then 
hit the dance floor, dancing to an as-
sortment of music including the 
BeeGees, Metallica, Nirvana and of 
course, Saturday Night Fever! Mr 
Cahill was there, armed with his cam-
era, shooting memories for us to keep 
forever. 

Thanks must go to Mrs Hartzell for 
her generous contribution to the or-
ganisation of this very successful 
evening, one that was enjoyed by all 
who attended. 

Rebbecca Va/call 



YEAR TWELVE BALL 
AN ENCHANTED EVENING 

This year the College Ball was held 
on the 1 st May, much earlier than in pre-
ViOus years. 

The SRC had the pleasure of inviting 
the Year Twelves and their partners, as 
well as the staff from both campuses, to 
'An Enchanted Evening' at the Sheraton 
Hotel's Golden Ballroom. 

From early in the year, the SRC's main 
focus was the ball, and much time and 
preparation went into making it a night 
to remember for all involved. 

Our major fundraiser was the annual 
SRC fashion parade, which covered the 
cost of printing the tickets. We also ran a 
raffle with a prize of two ball tickets, 
which was won by Nick Tan. 

Over two hundred and fifty people at-
tended this major social event on the Col-
lege's calendar. To begin the evening, the 
SRC set the atmosphere with their rumba 
display, after which dinner began, with a 
sumptuous buffet meal catered for by the 
Sheraton. When dinner was over, the 
band, Rude Emily, entertained the enthu-
siastic crowd, and while the dancing 
could not he called 'ballroom' exactly, it 
was certainly enjoyed by all. 

Thanks must go to the members of the 
SRC, many of whom gave up their time 
during the holidays to ensure the 
evening's success. The SRC, in turn, 
would like to thank Mrs Widdicombe for 
her help in selling the tickets. Thanks 
also to Mr Cahill and his father for their 
photography on the night, giving us last-
ing memories of 'An Enchanted 
Evening'. 
Tifluiuie Hutchison  Richard Cluiue 
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GODSPELL 

M1 
The I)0lh/ 

Godspell - 'File spell was cast from the Opening scene when John the Baptist 
walked slowly up the aisle singing 'Prepare ye the wav,  to the filial moving 
Crucifixion scene. The colour, moveiiient, singing and acting that filled the pm-
duction kept the audience enthralled throughout. The venue was Holy Rosary 
Church and its ambience provided a setti ng till Of at inosphere. 

"Godspcl I" is the retelling of the Gospel of St Matthew and it was the most 
successful yet of any pioductioii Newman has performed. 

The cast and crew of seventy seven included students I rom Years Eight to 
Twelve. Everybody delved into their parents wardrobes and op-shops to find 
the daggiest lii ppy clothes they cmi Id find and the resu It was the mass of colours 
seen on the night. 

The fifteen songs and dances iiiight have seemed easy on the night hut had 
actually taken bnirteeii weeks of gruel Ii ng work with the major singing pnc-
I ices taking part on Sunday niornings when everybody was recovering from the 
late night before. Trevor Jones was in charge of the singing and, as many people 
witnessed, he did an ailla/iiig job, firstly taking people who had never sung a 
note in their lives and t hen coordinating the hand. Mrs Anstee then had the huge 
task of making sure that everything else worked out. She was the director and 
such a large group to work with and a script which did not make any sense in 
some places provided a major challenge. Miss Young, as the stage manager, 

1_ti.si Iill1ii11(' (1(/J11.Si11i('liis The 1iupIii11 

4, 

A1 
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GODSPELL 
had the task,  of making sure everything actually worked on the night. The lead ,- 

pci-fo rmers spent iiiosi of their lunchtimes rehearsing their lines and Tuesday  

afternoons were iakeii u p learning the dances I ii in our clii reocrapher Samantha - 

Wynne who nianaced to teach the mainly left-foo ted cast some anmZII101  steps. - 

The night finally came when we had to go on stage and for the fi rst iii ne 
ever in the history of school pnduci ions we were actualls reads for the night 
with Just a few adjustments 10 he made. On the first night we had a reasonably 

large audience hut the second night was amazing with the night al nosE ci ni- 
pletely Sold out. break ing the hi \-i II ice record for any other Newman pr dnc- 4 
tion, ..lII7 

The play was so successful ul that some members hers 01 the cast ss crc Invited to 
take pail in a concert for the Salvation Army late in \iigusi. 

The last night was also highly h1ohly successl iii and a sunipiui n 	ss as pie- 
 

pared by the Home Fciiiioinics stndciits. This iiicludcd platters 01 seafood ca na- 
pes, smoked salmon pale With crudites and inelha toast, antipasto and other 

. 	
I 

gourmet delights. ' 

We Would like to thank Mrs Ansiec, Trevor Jones. M ISS 'toting. Sani W nne 
and everybody else who had a part in the success of the pri duction, as well as 
the whole Newman community who supported it so wholeheartedly. 
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"hum lime/i.. old /11(111" 	 In the Garden ot&ethse,nane 
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ROCK EXTRAVAGANZA 
01-11-  annual Rock Extravaganza  was held on Sunday, October 29. at 

the Rt..i.al Theatre. Reel 11111 nii at 3 pin. [lit.. hn\' opened with a lit Il\ , 	A 	A 	

wood tlit.iu complete w ith fanfare and flashing lights a Claire Short 
(Rock :\ '9  I ) weed the performers on with Lien iIiiiii '  Coming up 
Rue. while A lexandra Hill (C lass la of '89 ) danced altitie. 

Cunipercd this year by Brian Preston and Rachel Lindsay, the show 

involved oine one hundred and twenty tudent, who in the true iirit 
ol',\nialeaniaii.tn. hailed not only from Year Nine, but also 't o  from  ears 
Teti, Eleven  and Twelve. 

An enormous variety  01 1111k' was -elected by [lii'- years cast. 

	

:i 	 Ni ie hae I and .1 anet .1 aek st in made the ii-  usual    appearances along with a 

u/neu,e. Music  nun [lie late 50s right  itirouch to 1995 meant that 
the entire audience was  taken into :onsideatitn.

eneraI ManaLer of the Rectal  Theatre, was im-

p
R

short  pert 
. 	

t rrianee by Madonna     and of course, rse. the oh so popular, ii al. 

John Thornton. 
ie'eiI_ not t nt ' h\ the II  ual t t I the perh performance, but also by the 

variety in the different types of acs. Lyn ii Ward-Dixon from the Ac- 
It's in his Kb;', mliv Li'eiett 
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Seether', Veruca Salt 'Iii ihe lu 	, o/ /)a/)\ la/i 

/ eec your mind', En Vogue 

I U P 

Finally, thanks to all our supporters who encouraged,  attended and 
cheered their way  

Mrs 1. Liiidvuv 	 I1(kCv. 7o:v Basil 

•' " 	I 
/VJ'rs Lindsay with Rachel Liiuclsay & Brian Preston 
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CREATIVE WORK 
CLOUDS 
Clouds overhead. 
They watch our every move. 
They see everything. 
Every match lit. 
Every shot fired. 
Every secret told. 
They lie there, 
Lie there so deceitfully, 
Looking so harmless. 
Soft, white fluffy. 
They collect all things, 
All the things they see. 
Then release them, 
They release all their anger. 
As Rain. 
Alison Gallagher, Year 8 

MEMORIES 
Memories prod. 
insistent, 
Not to be forgotten, 
Memories, like chains link us to the 
past. 
Memories stab, 
Sharp and clear, 
Memories recollect a sight or 
sound, 
which unlocks the padlock that 
binds those chains. 
Memories of yesterday, 
Visions of tomorrow, 
Each with their own place in 
the album of our consciousness. 
Elizabeth Brogan, Year 8 

LIMERICK 
There once was a man from York 
Who did nothing all day except talk 
One time when he spoke 
A big muscly bloke 
Walked up and shoved in a cork! 
Liam Burton, Year 8  

PROUDLY 
Proudly, she brushes her blonde hair 
Proudly, she rises from her chair 
Proudly, she marches down the aisle 
Proudly, she flashes a large smile 

Proudly, she walks forward 
Proudly, she accepts her award 
Proudly, she returns to her peers 
Proudly, she smiles at all their cheers 
Melissa Cretne) Year 8 

MY COUNTRY 
The orange gold horizon 
Sprawls across the sea 
Green rolling pastures 
This land will set you free. 

Our freedom and our peaceful ways 
The smiles that greet each one 
The camaraderie of friends 
Knowing you will never be alone. 

In being an Australian 
We can stand so straight and tall 
knowing we are so fortunate 
The best by far of all. 
Tim Wheatley, Year 8 

MY COUNTRY 
Far, far ahead is what I see 
Australia is the land for me 
The vast land and our beaches 
Are just a few of its beautiful features 

Who would travel far away 
When we have all this in our day. 
The summer heat and winter rain 
Our sunburnt country with all its fame 

Our forefathers toiled hard for us 
The land they thought was just dust 
How proud we are for what they have done 
And now our turn has finally come 

Stand up, be counted, all of you 
We still have a lot to do 
To show the world our colours true 
Larissa Ti/bury, Year 8 

BASKETBALL 
I stride on to the lower court and am immediately swept into 

a game of great skill, basketball. As I run with my man in 
defence, I see other boys dashing backwards and forwards up 
the court. 

The boy with the ball jogs left and right, playing his de-
fender like a puppet; his eyes glimmer at the chance of a basket 
he may make. The ball leaves his hands and travels to another 
player. The attention shifts immediately to him as his defender 
steps up to the challenge. 

I hear the continuous panting of all the players as the offen-
sive man pushes off his defender in an attempt to get the atten 
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CREATIVE WORK 
tion of the watchful ball carrier, only to be followed by his de-
fender. The cry of find arises often in a desperate and maybe 
untruthful tone. Swear words of great sincerity flow freely even 
under the disapproving eye of the teacher on duty who pre-
tends she did not hear it. 

I can also hear the distant clang of a basketball hitting the 
backboard in another battle between competing teams or ar-
mies. The game is stopped for a break during which soldiers, 
dripping with sweat and with red faces relax and recuperate. 

I collide with one and notice his shirt is wet with perspira-
tion. He stumbles backwards, grins and calls the game back 
into session. The players assemble and the battle continues. 

The sickening odour of smelly schoolboys engulfs the court 
but is ignored. A shot is launched and several boys rocket to 
the rebound. The rebound is pulled down by a boy whose face 
is distorted with concentration. There is a tired and frustrated 
look on his defender's face as he leaps back up to slam the ball 
off the backboard and put it through the hoop. 

He grins with self satisfaction, but only for a second as the 
game is back in motion. 

A bad pass is made and several boys rush for the ball. Crash! 
A man is down. He rolls in agony and a gaping crimson mouth 
appears on his knee. The soldiers rush to his aid. His eyes 
blink and reveal tears as he is helped off the battle ground. 

A fresh man is summoned and joins the game. A determined 
look is shown on his face as he stalks his player. Prepared to 
make the most of his time on the court, he studies his oppo-
nents' ball handling and swipes hungrily at the ball. The offen-
sive prepares for a lethal crossover dribble, but his glory is cut 
short when the ball is swiped away by his defender who chases 
it. 

Again the defender steps up to the challenge. He scowls 
with bitterness. Revenge on his mind he avoids the screen and 
appears from nowhere to slap his player's shot out of the keyway. 
He screams with anger at his victory. 

The battle is over with the sounding of the siren. A draw is 
the conclusion and the warriors venture off to the biggest chal-
lenge, class. This is playground basketball. 
Dan .Jones, Year 9 

Flower, by Liam O'Brien, Year 9 

FREEDOM 
People look away 
Pretend not to see 
Murder or suffering 
Won't let them be free. 

Imprisoned in cages 
They're not allowed out 
They suffer in silence 
While we scream and shout. 

We think they don't feel 
We think they don't care 
They long for peace 
Under our angry stare. 

We watch while they suffer 
While they hurt inside 
If we let them go 
They would run and hide. 
Jwoiia Dehogorski, Year 9 

ON THE MOUNTAIN 
As I reached the top of the mountain I knew my hike had 

finished. I drew in a breath of fresh, clean air and looked around. 
The sky was a marvellous light blue. The few clouds were 
hovering far apart from each other, moving slowly west in the 
light but refreshing breeze. 

The sun was shining in all its glory, warming the land. The 
mountains around me varied in their height and width. Some 
were tall, others just hills. One was towering above the rest, 
like a king viewing his kingdom. The top was so high it almost 
collided with the clouds. All these mountains and hills had the 
same green covering that swayed when the wind ran through it. 
I knew this covering was trees, forests of trees, protecting the 
mountains, keeping them from any harm that might come. As 
I felt the wind come and push my hair around, I saw the trees 
swaying in a sort of frantic way as if they were trying to keep 
together and the wind was pulling them apart. 

There were a couple of large grey boulders scattered in be-
tween the trees. The green patches of moss on them looked 
like tattoos that made them stand out more than ever against 
the leafy backdrop. There was a small stream trickling down 
from one of the hills. It twisted and curved through the masses 
of trees with such an electric colour that anyone would have 
thought it was a piece of sky fallen from its proper place to this 
bed of trees. 

The wind whistled past my ears and I heard the leaves of a 
nearby tree rustling in protest. A lizard clashed across a rock 
and I could hear the faint pitter-patter of its feet. 

I brushed my hand over a rock and the rough bumps scratched 
my hand. I felt as though I was running my hand over a small 
moon with all its craters. The rock was small and shaped like a 
football. I tried to pick it up but it was welded into the ground 
with such strength it was as though it had been placed into ce-
ment. 

With difficulty, I dragged my eyes from the beautiful sight 
to turn around, expecting to see more tall mountains with trick-
ling streams and tattooed boulders. Instead, I saw bare moun 
tains, stripped of their leafy green coverings. In their place 
were the short brown stubs of the trees that were once there. 
The dirt on the ground blew in the wind creating miniature tor-
nadoes. 

The waterfall that fell in the middle of the centre mountain 
was the tears of the mountains falling in buckets to the rocks at 
the bottom. 
Christine Arnold, Year 9 
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CREATIVE WORK 
THE FUTURE 
What will happen tomorrow? 
What will happen next? 
Will the world be in sorrow'? 
Will it be like a text? 

Now we have computers, 
And virtual reality too 
Is this just the beginning. 
What will we have to do'? 

What will we do about time travel? 
And see ourselves all grown up'? 
Do you think it can really happen'? 
Well, maybe it can, Oh, but... 

Wouldn't it be great to see, 
The future and the past 
Travelling, oh so quickly, 
Time changing so very fast 

Horse-drawn carriages, 
Old-fashioned clothes, 
Traditional marriages. 
Coal-burning stoves 

Robots as people. 
No real sports 
Drugs all around its, 
Bombs of all sorts 

People may think 
The world of right now 
Is dirty and violent 
And ugly and foul 

But think to the future, 
It will look how'? 
I like my world 
And I like it right now 
11(1(1 Carroll, Year 9 
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Giiinniits, by Lea,iiu' Leong, Year 9 

LOST LOVE 
There once lived a smart, healthy, beautiful young dog called 

Brandy. He was strong, active and his owner's best friend. Peter, 
his owner, was a well off, clever man in his thirties. Peter was 
not married and devoted his life to his work and Brandy. He 
was a sculptor and loved every minute of his work; he also 
loved coming home to his best pal, Brandy. Brandy was well 
trained as, when he was a puppy, Peter had taught him many 
tricks. 

One day when Peter returned home from work, he walked 
in, eager to see Brandy, but could not find him anywhere. 

"Brandy!" he called. He was nowhere to be found. "Prob-
ably out playing at the park," thought Peter, as he sat down to 
watch television. Moments later Brandy scurried in the doggy-
door to greet his master. He was wagging his tail ferociously. 

"Settle down boy, I'm glad to see you too,"  said Peter hap-
pily. "Come, sit up here with me," he said, patting the couch. 
Brandy jumped up and rested his head on his owner's lap. 
Brandy gazed up at Peter with love and devotion. 

Brandy dozed off in the comfort of his warm house, and 
when he awoke found that Peter had too. He jumped off the 
lounge and ran into the kitchen, looked at the clock and then 
ran back into where his owner lay asleep. Brandy switched the 
television off with the remote that dangled in Peter's hand, re-
turned it to its place on the television. Next he pulled the blan-
ket over Peter and, with his mouth, carefully removed Peter's 
glasses from his face. Brandy, satisfied with his action, switched 
the lamp off and lay down by the burning fire. 

The next morning Brandy woke to the smell of bacon and 
eggs. He stretched lazily, then pattered into the kitchen and sat 
beside Peter who was standing in his blue and white striped 
pyjamas cooking breakfast. Brandy barked loudly and Peter 
looked down at him. 

"Oh! hi mate, want your breakfast'?" Brandy barked once 
again, ran over to the table to sit upright in the chair carved 
'Brandy'. Peter served him bacon and eggs and Brandy ate it 
happily. 

Life was pretty good for Brandy and while he was strolling 
along the path in his favourite park, he was contemplating his 
afternoon's activities. He passed two cocker spaniels and could 
not help hearing their conversation about their owners. One of 
the dog's owners had recently been married and the woman 
was threatening to get rid of the dog. Brandy laughed at the dog 
and continued on his merry way. 

"Peter would never do that to me," he thought to himself. 
Strangely, Peter began coming home very late at night and 

spent less time with Brandy. He was always very happy so 
Brandy didn't worry. One night, Brandy was feeling lonely so 
he decided to wait up until Peter came home. When Peter's 
key went into the door, Brandy's heart began to flutter with 
excitement. He raced to the hall to surprise his friend.. .but it 
was Brandy who was surprised. Peter had brought home a visi 
tor, a.. woman. Brandy's mind flashed back to the conversa-
tion he had overheard in the park, panic ran through his body. 
Now it all fitted, the late nights, the lack of attention ....... Peter, 
Peter didn't love him anymore. His legs stiffened, he wanted 
to attack her, to rip out her heart the way she had torn his from 
his chest. Peter didn't seem to notice him at all and that was the 
final dagger, he had to run. Run far away, away from his home, 
away from that woman and his beloved Peter. 

He wandered for days, dodging the pound keepers, not know-
ing where he was or what he was doing. It seemed like a horri-
ble dream, something Peter would watch on television. 
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CREATIVE WORK 
Peter.. .how could Peter do this to him, his pal. 

Peter searched for days. He put an ad in the paper and made 
a poster to put in the local shops. Peter was very worried about 
Brandy but continued with his plans to marry a beautiful young 
woman named Candice. 

Weeks passed, Peter and Candice were married and on their 
honeymoon. Brandy hadn't eaten much except for the scraps 
he could scrounge from bins or steal from unsuspecting pic-
nickers. He was skinny and his white fluffy fur was now brown 
with mud. 

One day Brandy was passing by his home, cold and hungry. 
He wanted to see Peter, he wanted to feel the warmth and love 
that he once had. He walked slowly dragging paw after paw up 
the driveway but, seeing his door, he became excited and be-
gan to run. Brandy ran through the 'dog-door', and all around 
the house but could not find Peter. He soon lost his excitement 
and his energy. Walking sadly back to the door, Brandy's head 
nearly touched the floor. The image of his life was fading like 
the steam from a kettle when the door swung open. 

"Brandy!" 
Peter dropped the suitcases he was carrying and opened his 

arms for Brandy to jump into, which he did. 
"Where have you been?" asked Peter. Brandy barked and 

then Peter called his wife into the room. Candice walked in 
and Brandy wondered what she would say. 

"So this is Brandy," she said with a smile. "Now Sherry has 
a mate." She whistled and a beautiful white dog just like Brandy 
ran in. 

Peter and Candice were very happy about Brandy and Sherry 
being friends, and to their surprise, one morning found seven 
tiny puppies all like their parents. They loved each and every 
one of them just like they did their parents. Brandy once again 
felt warmth and love fill his body. He hadn't lost love. 
Brooke Brendish, Year 9 

THE WEATHER THIS MORNING 
The humid air, 
The white/grey sky, 
The rumbling thunder, 
The breeze blowing the trees. 

The bolt of lightning, 
The crack of thunder, 
The heavy showers, 
The sound of rain on a roof. 

The smell of water on the trees, 
The sound of birds squawking, 
The vibration of the thunder, 
The leaves drooping with raindrops. 

The texture of slippery grass, 
The puddles by the road, 
The raindrops shining on the car roofs, 
The silence afterwards. 

All of this makes up the weather this morning. 
Then faces emerge from their doorways. 
People continue their business, but cautiously, 
Why are we all scared of water? 
Tim Biitson, Year 10 

PLEA FOR JUSTICE 
The T.V. screen blinks and 

fall 
into those eyes - 
those dark brown pools. 
And drown. 

Those eves; beseeching (mmmli /)leading (111(1 crying. 

I cannot drag away my eyes, 
yet I cannot bear to watch. 
Her pain and suffering haunt me, 
and I stay. Watching. 
Transfixed. 

Those eves; they griet'e, they accuse, they are tiill of pain. 

My dinner lies untouched. 
I cannot eat any more. 
I push away my plate, 
and the food goes cold. 

I know so much, 
but you know too much. 
Too much of life - and pain 
and sorrow and death. 
And I - 
I who have books and school 
and education - 
I know nothing at all. 
Nothing of those eyes. 
Nothing of their hunger. 

Their hunger for justice. 
Anna Ledger, Year /0 

:... 	 i— 

/'hoIL!o/'/1 /)\ Kim Williams, Year 10 

COLOUR BLIND 
It has never been easy for me. Ever since I was young, my 

parents told me that I had to work hard for a living, especially 
in my case. I had not understood what they meant then, for at 
that time, I was only learning the 'ABC'. I had no worries what-
soever as I was not subjected to the cruel, harsh, hostile world. 
I thought life was easy then, but in a few more years, I was to 
find out how wrong I had been. 

Living in a friendly community and being educated in a well 
respected school, I had not realised what the real world had in 
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CREATIVE WORK 
store for me. Each and every day, at least one person would 
remind me of my race, with remarks such as "Well you're a 
little nigger, aren't you" and "Go back to your own country". I 
had not taken these comments seriously for I had more impor-
tant things to do, but at the back of my mind, I feared that this 
was only the beginning. 

I was confused by the the fact that people rejected me. I was 
just like them, a young boy who wanted to run about, climb 
trees or even have the company of friends. Each time I would 
look into the mirror, always trying to find that one difference 
that separated me from other young boys, but each and every 
time I failed. 

Years had passed and eventually I had become used to being 
treated as a specimen and not a human being. I felt like a piece 
of rubbish, floating in the wind with the breeze deciding on my 
fate. I did not know where to go or what to do. I was in a state 
Of confusion. 

For the whole of my life, I had remained unconscious of the 
fact that I was 'coloured'. I had been left in the dark, my eyes 
had been blindfolded, by the simple fact that I was 'black'. 
felt society owed me something but I knew society would never 
change. 

My real problem was that I had no one to turn to. My parents 
were always occupied and I felt that they would not understand 
Illy predicament. The only way I felt that I could overcome my 
problem was to bear it and grin. 

Ever since then, my life has been full of hardship. My tal-
ents have brought me companions but I ain not sure whether 
they want me for my abilities or for my friendship. 

What I can't understand is why so many people are sojudg-
mental of others when it comes to their race. Each and every 
one of us have been created in the eyes of God and what he 
believes is good. 

I am certain though, that my life will have more hardships to 
face. I am also certain that I will not be put down by any more 
remarks but neither will I lose my temper for it will only drag 
me down to the level of those cruel, harsh, hostile humans. 
Christian a'e Si/ia, Year 10 

CANCER 
If I could just be late to school, 
one more day, 
Have to take one more Chemistry test I didn't study for, 
Get one more At on school photo day - 
right in the centre of my forehead. 
If I could fall asleep in one more educational Social Studies 
video. 
If I could just open my lunch box, one more time, to find 
a soggy sandwich and a drink almost completely evaporated. 
If I could sit in front of the TV and complain that nothing's 
on - 
then watch anyway. 
If I could stub my little toe, 
or lick a frosty ice-cube and get my tongue stuck to it. 
If I could just hear my mum yell at me one more time to 
clean my room, 
wash the dishes, 
walk the damn dog. 
If I could be caught sneaking off to a party and catch a lecture 
on the virtues of honesty, 
Or take a whole roll of film, pay to have it developed, 
and not get one photograph that isn't blurred. 
If only I could have just one more bad hair day. 

If I could just walk out of one more sad movie into a brightly 
lit, crowded foyer, with mascara tracks 
running down my cheeks. 
If I could be forced to eat just one more crust, 
one more revolting brussel sprout, 
perhaps it would be easier. 

Perhaps I could handle the needles, 
the hospitals, 
the therapy, 
the pain. 
Perhaps I could touch my smooth scalp, 
and not feel ugly. 
Perhaps I could hear my mother crying pitifully in the next 
room, 
and not feel guilty. 
Perhaps I could hear the doctor say, 
'She could go any day.' 
and not feel scared. 
Perhaps I would look back on my life, 
and not feel cheated. 
Jiuli Connot; Year 10 

STORM 
With a hellish growl the dark clouds roll in overhead 
Like immense shadows engulfing the world. 
I stand, solitary, at my window, hands pressing against the 
cool glass 
While the trees below me begin to bend under vicious winds. 

A single drop of rain splatters against the window pane where 
I stand 
And as I look up, a heavy torrent of rain falls. 
Jagged forks of lightning split the sky 
And rumbling with rage, the thunder sends shivers down my 
spine. 

A large flash blinds me as lightning strikes quite close by 
And I move back from the window somewhat scared. 
The brightness is trailed by a deep growl as the thunder 
answers the lightning's call 
And causes the window to rattle. 

Skull, by Tim kings-Lynne, Year 10 
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After the frightful climax, the wind begins to recede 
And the dark blanket of clouds rolls away from view. 
As the sheets of rain fade to light drizzle 
The trees stand tall, showing off their true greenness. 

I stand still and watch as the storm passes 
And as the first strands of sunlight lance down from the sky. 
I marvel at the force with which the storm had struck 
And watch as the birds begin their songs once again and a 
certain tranquillity settles. 
Timothy Kin gs-Lynne,  Year 10 

THE TROUBLE WITH... 
The trouble with the beach 
Is that it's far too full of sand, 
The trouble with clapping 
Is that it always hurts your hands. 

The trouble with water 
Is that it's far too wet, 
The trouble with receiving bills 
Is that you're always in debt. 

The trouble with dogs 
Is that they have too much fur. 
The trouble with surprises 
Is you don't know when they'll occur. 

The trouble with soap 
Is that it makes too many bubbles, 
The trouble with life 
Is that it has too many troubles. 
Kate Chapple, Year 10 

THE NEXT WORLD 
This world could end 
Can't see why not 
We don't exactly defend 
This world that we've got 
Pollution, Ozone layer 
All those things 
It could fall apart, apart 
Then the siren rings. 

We take you, We take you 
On to our planet 
It will all be very new 
Chief industries are marble and granite 
Come work for us 
Be our slaves 
Slog it out with pick and axe 
For the rest of your days 

On the other hand 
It may be paradise 
Glistening seas, white sands 
Coconuts, cracked ice 
All the work that we've done 
Will be rewarded 
Those who were lazy will be shunned 
Their lives will be sordid 

The most pessimistic view  

Is nothing at all 
No life, nothing new 
We will all just fall 
Down to the ground 
Stay there forever 
Like a rotting mound 
Dead. but together 
Robert Goodwin, Year 10 

MOTHER 
I miss my mother, 
her soft hair and gentle eyes. 
I long for her comforting, fresh scent, 
her support, the way she always made me feel like 'some- 
one'. 
I need it, but she's gone. 
At the age of four, I remember 
telling my father that if God 
was short of angels, He would 
surely take my mum. 
Well, I was right, 
and He did. 
I yearn for my generous, self-sacrificing mother. 
It was she who stayed by my side 
when I was sick, 
she who gave up her job to raise her children, 
and she, who awoke at five am 
every morning to take me to swimming. 
For all this I should have thanked her, 
appreciated every moment I was blessed to spend with her. 
Instead, I chose to take her for 
granted, 
realising only now her worth. 
I understand why she left, 
I accept it, 
yet, I miss her. 
Toni Emmanuel, Year 10 

UNICORN 
Mythical creatures 
soaring, magical and white 
Are there unicorns? 
Vanessa Hince & Monica Fiore, Year 10 

FANTASY 
A world of 
Nymphs and fairies, excitement and 
Tension around every corner. 
A dream of imagination and 
Special places. A dream for 
Youth 
Vanessa Hince & Monica Fiore 

ATTACK 
Quietly they creep, 
Softly, Stealthily 
Through the gate, its rusty hinges 
Shriek of their intrusion. 
A silent moment follows, 
Panic throbs through every pore. 
Anticipation... 
Nothing. 
The coast is clear 
For now 
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Quietly they creep. 
Softly. stealthily. 
Up the path of cracked cement 
That is choked by dying grass. 
Climb the wooden stairs 
That jab the flesh of dirty feet 
With splinters. 
A few start limping - wounded soldiers. 

One reaches 0111 

A trembling hand, 
While his followers watch in silence 
That is peppered with excitement, 
Fear. 
Does he have the strength? 

The finger is brought down 
Hard 
Upon the button 
That will sound off the siren 
That will split the night apart 

And all of them are running, 
They are scrambling. 
They are jumping 
Over things, under things, 
Trying to get away 
Before she comes 

The door is opened hesitantly, 
Warily at first. 
Then she is there 
In all her hideous splendour. 
They look on in childish awe 
From their hiding place 
Behind the fence. 
They marvel at the unruly mane of silver-grey, 
The infinite number of wrinkles 
Etched in tired skin. 
They congratulate themselves 
Oil a job well done. 
Brave little warriors, 
They march away, 
Tn u niphant. 
To plan their next attack. 
.li,di Coiiiioi; Year /0 

CREATIVE WORK 
FLOWERS OF THE ORCHARD 
I didn't cry that morning, 
Not on the long walk to the orchard 
Through the lovers' lane, where cherry blossoms 
Waltzed with the cool autumn breeze 
And maple leaves drifted gently down to kiss the hushed, 
dusty path. 

I didn't cry when I bent down 
Beneath the shade of the motherly hibiscus tree, 
To place my small bouquet on the peaceful soil, 
As the grey shadows of branches above wandered 
Aimlessly around it, mourning her too. 

I didn't cry at home in my room, 
The tingle of the wind still fresh on my cheek. 
Even as I knelt at my bureau 
And eased open the last drawer 
And slowly lifted it out, my treasure chest, 
A simple wooden box with a rusty lock embossed 
With chips and knots that confessed its age. 

As I opened it it was like opening my mind, 
Reviving each precious moment as I held each object - 
Pressed flowers from our jaunts in the woods, 
Delicate seashells we collected on the shore, 
The soft satin ribbons worn to our first spring dance... 

Memory after memory I cradled in my lap 
Until I came to the last one, 
A small slip of paper from two days before. 

As I gazed at it, my mind flooded with pain, 
I remembered my life-long friend, weakened with fever, 
Her cheeks so flushed and eyes so clouded, 
I remembered we hadn't listened and still went out 
Into that crisp chilled morning and thought nothing of her 
illness till the following day. 

I remembered the shrouded figures in the orchard 
As they slowly lowered her into the earth 
To remain in our favourite place, forever. 

I slowly read her words, the last thing she wrote, 
"Friends forever", 
And then I cried. 
Jor(Ianh1a Cassidv, Year 1/ 
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Iii the C11, /)i (aio/iiie I3ii,,is, Year 11 
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SOCIETY'S PUNISHMENT FOR BEING BLACK 
Have you heard the cries 
Of women watching their husbands being beaten by police'? 
Society's punishment for being black, 

Have you seen the conditions 
In which they are forced to live'? 
Society's punishment for being black, 

Have you smelt the stench 
From over-crowding and poverty'? 
Society's punishment for being black, 

Have you touched a child 
Who wonders, but will never know the history of his culture? 
Society's punishment for being black, 

Have you tasted the hitter tears 
As parents think of their child's future? 
Society's punishment for being black. 
I)aiuiel Sitinieli, Yea,' 11 

'I 
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Here coiiie,s the future, i5v Aiuuauuthu Ru/ti uuuu, year 12 

BLACK 
BLACK is the night 
Dark and eerie, 
BLACK is a colour 
Dull and dreary, 
BLACK is a pupil 
Many don't see, 
BLACK is a child 
Is it inferior? 
BLACK is a hole 
That lives and breathes, 
BLACK is a people 
Near and far, 
BLACK is a hurt 
That falls on closed hearts. 
Ta ía Baskerrille, Year 1/ 

IN THE DARKNESS THEY DISAPPEAR 
In the quietness of night two stand tall 
Walking for what seems an endless journey 
But we do not know why. 
This night is full and beautiful, the sky brightly shining  

Like a lone lake directly beneath the blazing sun 
Those walking pass through the dark lonely shadows which 
Seem to occupy their own individual space in this world. 
They disappear and then reappear, as they pass in and out of 
these shadows. 
The quietness that surrounds them so quickly ends with the 
piercing screams 
Of' agony and Pain 
For the shadows that they walked through attacked and cut 
them to the ground. 
They lay curled around each other in a pool of dark red blood 
As they lay there the sky started to change. to an almost evil 
And threatening colour. 
For now the heart heats slowly fade away. 
Maik 1)i Blasi Year 1/ 

SOCIETY 
I'm not invisible 
hut 

You don't have to stare 
just 

talk and let 

me listen 

and learn.. .it's the 

only way to 
break down 

the minds that 
criticize with 
closed eyes 
before 
community dies 
A 111(1/1(1(1 Ratiigaiu, Year /2 

THE GAME 
I look into her eyes of tempered steel and fit-c, 
I'll play her game, but I know she is a liar 

Others will run when they have finished her game. 
Others will stand, just to give her the same, 
Others will fight to show their defiance, 
But their battle will depend on their sole reliance 
To wish themselves away from this destruction. 
So it is that they regret their own creation 

For the battle with her is not about power or skill, 
But is a battle of the minds, a battle of will 

So no matter the hatred or the ferocity she may foster 
I'll coolly stare her down, for I know that death is an im-
poster. 
Andreuu' Cai'e, Yeai' /2 

ALONE 
Alone.. alone., the word echoed in her head, over and over. 

Alone - she was totally, undeniably alone. Not one of them 
was spared: not her mother, not her father, not one of her broth-
ers. A car in the night, a slippery road, a tree - a terribly cruel 
blow from fate and her whole family was wiped out in one fell 
sweep. Yet, she lives. Why'? Why this incredible torture? She 
almost died. It was her destiny to die with her family. It never 
should have turned out like this. Now they were all gone ... and 
she was alone. No-one cared, no-one knew what she was go-
ing through - the counsellors, the psychologists. I-low could 
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CREATIVE WORK 
they? How could anyone know what pain and grief she was 
going through unless it happened to them? 

The light danced along the razor sharp blade. The knife 
gleamed in the harsh glare of the light bulb. She wasn't going 
to remain alone for much longer. She didn't have to go on 
enduring this pain. She was going to set herself free, end her 
miserable life so that she could finally be reunited with the peo-
ple who loved her - her family. It would be so easy. Just a 
couple of slits in the appropriate places, and she could watch 
her life-blood slowly slip away. She probably wouldn't even 
realise what was happening. She'd probably just black out be-
fore long and slip peacefully into a deep sleep - the deepest 
sleep she'd ever have. Yes, it would be so easy. So why couldn't 
she do it'? What was stopping her? Why did her hands tremble 
every time she hued the knife to her wrist'? 

The knife slipped to the floor and the tears started to fall 
slowly as she recalled a memory from long ago. She had been 
SIX, perhaps. very young. She was sitting with her father on the 
beach watching a flock of seagulls flying towards the horizon. 
He was telling her something, something very important. She 
had to remember what it was. Something told her she had to 
remember it iiou' before she did anything else. Yes, it was 
conling hack to her now, slowly... 

Life is precious, Kelly. It's the most precious and beautiful 
thing in this world. It's given to us for a reason. We're all put 
on this earth for a reason, Kelly. You, me, your brothers - we 
all have our purpose in life. Once it's been fulfilled, that's it. 
We don't need to he here anymore. No-one lives for no reason, 
remember that. You probably won't understand what I'm talk 
ing about now, but some day, I hope you do..." 

"I do understand now, Dad", she said, wiping away her tears. 
"Finally I understand everything". 
Rebekah Stiii'iiiole, )eai /2 

REFLECTION ON BEING IN YEAR TWELVE 
VV/ieii 	(I ('Ilild, I lciiiglied (i/id Wept, 

Time crept. 
W'lieii as ti Youth, I clreaiiit (111(1 t(ilke(l, 

Time u'(ilk('d. 
VV/ieii I /)eca/lie atitll-gieu'mi /11(1/1, 

Ti/ilL' iLl/I. 

Wile/i ()lde/ still, I LlUilV grew, 
Timiie F/eu'. 

Soon I sliLillti/iLl on trace/bag on, 
Tiiiie go/ic 

Sir Henry Twells 

The old cliche "time flies" must be the understatement of 
the year. It only seemed like yesterday when I walked into the 
school as a peer support leader - that was my first feel of being 
a Year Twelve. It feels good to be one of the senior students in 
the school. When we can show our maturity and earn the re-
spect from teachers, we are treated more like adults and are 
allowed more freedom, and that is something that I treasure 
very much. 

Apart from the joy of being a member of the eldest year 
group, something else has always been on my mind even since 
before the school year started. The TEE seems something very 
daunting, disruptive (it even starts on my parent's wedding an-
niversary!) yet unavoidably important to my future. At school 
and in the media, so much attention is focused on the TEE. 
Some students, especially those who are doing the TEE sub- 
jects that have mega-heavy workloads, may be trapped into 
thinking that TEE is almost the whole meaning of life for this 
year. I know at one stage I was. At that time I spent most of my 
lunch times in the library doing homework and revising to the  

extent that I felt I was becoming a bit ignorant of the world 
around me. I was particularly stressed about assessments and 
began to develop a "perfectionist temperament". It's only re-
cently that I discovered how petty the whole issue is going to 
become next year. Once we get into uni, it's going to he a whole 
new ball game. So long as I've tried my best and do well enough 
to get into what I want to do, missing out one or two marks in a 
test is just so trivial. 

At the beginning of the year, I knew that juggling time to fit 
in studying, work, school activities and lots of other commit-
ments would be nearly impossible. So I was prepared to cut 
down my involvement in school; but I ended up doing exactly 
the opposite. Part of the reason is, of course, that Year Twelves 
are seen as leaders in the school, and are given more responsi-
bilities. However, the main cause is the realisation that if I miss 
an opportunity, there is no more chance to "try again next year". 
I began to feel an urge to do something significant, and really 
let my presence make a difference before graduation. I resolved 
to find a balance between working hard and having fun. That 
was one of my goals for the year and I think that I've achieved 
it. 

As the end of the year draws closer and closer, I develop a 
mixed feeling towards school life: on one hand I want to get all 
the heavy workload and pressure over and done with; but on 
the other, I don't want my high school life to be over so soon. I 
can't help but think: "I'm going to miss this place so much 
after graduation". After all, it holds most of the fondest memo-
ries of my high school life in Perth. I know that "I'll definitely 
miss school after Year Twelve" sounds strange to some who 
just can't wait to get out of school, but there is a lot more to 
school, apart from school work. I'll miss the atmosphere, the 
teachers, close friends as well as those fellow students that I've 
become so used to seeing everyday and having a chat with. In 
the three years that I've spent in Newman, I feel that I've been 
through a lot together with the fellow students and teachers. 
That indescribable bond is especially evident after the retreat 
and getting stronger and stronger as the end of the year draws 
nearer and nearer to an end. 

So for those who will become Year TweIves: remember carpe 
die/n, and don't forget to have fun apart from studying. After 
all, what you want to remember about your graduation year is 
not how you prepared for three assessments that were on the 
same day, but the great times that you shared with your friends. 
Helene Fiing, Year 12 

Life (i/iLl the IilIIiii(ili I'oiiii, by Anoits/ika I-lust. Year /2 
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GUILD SWIMMING CARNIVAL 
NEWMAN SWIMMING "CHAMPIONSHIPS 
For the first time this year the Guild Swimming Championships 

were held in the evening as a twilight Carnival. On a very hot and 
humid night in February, about 140 competitors from across the 
eight Guilds entered the radically changed format for this year's 
Carnival. The standard of the competition was high and congratu-
lations to those who swam personal bests. Four new records were 
set - 

Li'eiit 	 Name 	 Guild Time 

p 	 Boys 13s 50m Butterfly Matthew Chaperon Cath 32.60 
Girls 14s Butterfly 	Bianca Petruzio 	Brigid 31.24 

XNIIJI Boys 14s 50m B/stroke 	David Lush 	Brigid 34.83 
Boys 15s 5Dm Btstroke 	Daniel Maxwell 	T. More35. 10 

4 	. . . . . . . . .  
Age Champion contenders keenly contested every stroke and at 

I
:, . 

	
the conclusion of the meet, medallions were presented to the Age 
Champion placegetters. Congratulations to the following swim- 

fli 	/)1 S( iil.s 1/1(' lroph.v to Romero (Jul/il (aplaui.s. 	mers: 
Beth Me'c. ill and Tra vis c (o/eiiiaii 

Boys Girls 
Under 13 	1st Jeremy Walker Laura Reid 	 Under 16 

2nd Marcus Dc Haas Kirsten Bremner 
3rd Daniel Murphy Brooke Rhatigan 

Under 14 	1st Ben Stanton Sandy Jones 	Open 
2nd Ehan Ensor Tracy Carroll 
3rd Matthew Chaperon Hannah Noble 

Danielle Glenister 

Boys 	Girls 
1st Daniel Maxwell Lyndsay Pritchard 
2nd Randall Ensor Julie Jones 
3rd Quentin Chester Kirstie Jones 

1st Anthony Muller Jenni Bateman 
2nd Chris Casey Chelsea Reid 

Travis Coleman 
3rd Brad Stringer Alison Siew 

Under 15 	1st 	David Lush 
	

Bianca Petruzio 
2nd 	James Sanderson 	Beth Shepherd 
3rd 	Joe Kane 	Gemma Travaglini 

Daniel Cavanagh 

M', 

AGE CHAMPION S WIMi1'IERS: 
Back lout; L- R: 4iit/ionv Mit//eu; Daniel /VJavue//, Dat/il Liis/i 
Irojit lout': Laura Reid, Lvia/sa' Pritchard .Iereinv Wa/kr,; .Jeiini Bateman, Blanca Peti'u:io 
A/ ye/it: Beii Stanton, Sands' Jones 
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IVciriiiaii sn'iniiiiers prepared . /or their dc'!!! 

ACC SWIMMING CARNIVAL 

*44 

131 

On Wednesday, 15th March, Newman competed in the ACC 
Swimming Carnival. This year's performance was the most out-
standing achievement by the Newman Swim Team in the history of 
the College. The team put many hours of training into its prepara-
tion for this event. Our coach this year was Colleen Pearce who did 
a wonderful job building our level of fitness, and more than ad-
equately preparing us for the tough competition that we faced at the 
Carnival. 

We started the day of the Carnival with a light warm-up in the 
pool, followed by a nutritious breakfast kindly supplied by the PE 
staff. 

Throughout the day Newman dominated the scoreboard in both 
boys' and girls' events. Every swimmer who competed on the day 
contributed greatly to the victory of our team. First place getters 
were, Laura Reid (2), Brendan Hunt, Bianca Petruzio (2), Daniel 
Maxwell (3), James Sanderson, David Lush (2), Nicole de la Motte, 
Jeremy Walker, Travis Coleman, Sam McCornbie and Beth Shep-
herd. A special congratulations to Travis Coleman who has won the 
Division 1 Backstroke for five years running. Many other swim 
mers gained 2nd or 3rd places in their various races. Records bro-
ken on the day were by David Lush (U 15, SUm Breaststroke) and 
Daniel Maxwell, Randall Ensor, Quentin Chester, Callan Leach 
(Boys' U16 Relay). At the end of the day Newman had won the 
Junior Girls' Shield, the Junior Boys' Shield and the overall Aggre-
gate Shield. The only Shield we failed to take out was the Senior 
Girls', in which we came second by 9 points to Santa Maria Col-
lege. 

Chris Casey  .Jenni Bateman 
Su'iinining Captains 

Results: 
Our team won: 
The Aggregate Shield 	 ... by 192 points 
The Girls' Aggregate Shield 	... by 4 points 
The Boys' Aggregate Shield 	... by 82 points 
The Boys' Senior Shield 	... by 72 points 
The Boys' Junior Shield 	... by 1 point 

ACC SWIMMING SQL/Al): Back ma; L-R: Andrew Care, Travis Coleman, Dciiiiel MCLVwell, Clint Jeering, Mail Reilly, Ben Barker, Daniel 
Bariiao, David Martino, Brad Strin'e,; Joe Kane, Michael Brindal, Paul Wa//man, Callan Leach, Steven Joiiuisoii 
41/i row: Rae/ic! Clark, Auit/iea Hughes, Jessica Hitnie,; Hannah Noble, Meagan Dcistlik, Jane/lc Yujuioi'ich, Simone Hogan, Nicole de Ia 
Motte, Brooke O 'Connell, Katie Davidson, Viuica Matkoi'icli, Catherine Noble, Shelley Rolle,; A lison Sica; Jessica I-Ieeiian, Geuiiuna 
Trai'agiini, Zoe Zvrnc's, Bc't/i Shepherd, Robert Saicich, Danny Freeman 
31(1 row: Cur/stoic Devine, Claire Chabrel, Tonva Tra rag/in,, Chelsea Re/d, Sonja Dane, Alicia Ragni, Havlev Corbett, Brooke Rhatigan, 
David Connell, Ryan Gibson, Joel Saraceni, David Lush, Michael Lurie, Malt Chaperon, Anthony Mullet; Trov Nichols, Craig Blvthiiian, 
Leon Hunt, Josh Gaskell, James Sanderson, Jeremy Walker, Steflinie Valenti 
2nd row: Lync/sciv Pritchard, Anther Howard, Laura Stcihlcu; Kirstie Jones, Bernadette Devine, Lauren Puccclv, Bianca Pctru:io, Jcniui 
Bateman, Chris Casey, Laura Reid, Kirsteui Brenijicu; Cijucly Pickueli, Jodie Snuiih, Tracy Carroll, Julie Jones, Brooke Clarke 
Front row: Daniel Gribbon, Ehan Ensou; Daniel Murphy, Scott We/i; Gregory Bolsicu; Mat/ice' Joseph, Marcus de Haas, Mark Blythnuan, Nicholas Slablc'i; Craig Milici; .lere,ny Dwvcr 
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GUILD ATHLETICS 
GUILD ATHLETICS CARNIVAL 

/ 	 The first Newman Athletics Championsh i ps, with stu 
. V. , 	I 	I" 	I 	" 	* 	 I. Z_  I',, 	/.! 

', _'Q1 	 V1, 	
, 11- 	, 	 , , 	: 	 dent  s from Years Eight to Twelve, was conducted at the 

S

, 

	 Church lands Campus on Friday 1 September. Students 

S 	 / 	 were kept busy competing. getting to events or cheering 
For their Guild as members of their Guild's Cheer Squad. 
Student' unable to pLrtftiptc in events helped as offi-
cials, assistants, cii'urin that most students had some  

Age (lttiiti'iis. U114 Pit isi'ii: 	 thing to do on the day. 
1-k: Liiii McGulness (1 s/). So lw/ic Valenti(2nd). Jane Lawrence (31-d). Bcit 
.511(11 ( / f ), P iii! Middleton (2nd. Tom Rafter! \ (3rd) Below are the results from the Guild Athletics Carnival: 

.44 1 	f 
Ac C Itwitjiioiis. b//S Dtimio,t: 
L-R: Lisa Fort (1st), Genuna Burns (211(1), Michelle Muslin (31-d), Stephen 
Kin t,'ston (1st), Joshua Benedetti (2nd), Joel Waddell (3rd) 

Athletics Trophy Guild Spirit Trophy Relay Trophy 

I St Thomas More I 51 Chisholm I st Camara 

Events with New Records: 

Shot Put Open Female Jennifer Berrigan 	8.40m 

200n/ Open Mate Ryan Hart) clii 	23.62s 

High Jump OpenMate Ryan i tart) clii 	 1.70m 

Age Champions: 

tJl15 Males 	U/16 Males 	Open Males 

Stcphen Kingston 	Luke Bentley 	Ryan i iartfield 

=Elrett Walker 

2nd Paul Midd leton 	Joshua Benetietti 	Justin Hoyer 
	Siiiion Hi-icc 

3rd Font Rat tert 	Joel Waklell 	Mastt Reilly 	Wayne Ralajciak 

t/14 Females 

LI/14 Males 

I stlteii Stanton 

.1 

tJ/15 Females 	U/16 Females 	Open Females 

1st Erin cGuiness 	Lisa Fort 	 Renee Kennedy Lam Spanhrook 

2ndSteEinie vatemi 	(lemma Burns 	Meisha Hogan 	Tania Nicol() 

3rdJane Lawrence 	Michelle Maslin 	Sarah E)urack 	Jennifer Berrigan 

S. Pill 

$ o  Jim& 	ow  
-

S 

'F  

(nottltil (Iplai!1s. P/it/upot (Ititpple  
Oliver Banks, with the Re/ui Trophy 
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ACC ATHLETICS 	V 
ACC ATHLETICS CARNIVAL 
On Monday, the 25th of September, Newman College competed in the A' Division of the ACC Athletics Carnival. The day 

began bright and early with our first ever joint breakfast before the carnival, in the sports complex. Our all-inspiring hurdles 
coach, Alan Wilson, gave a great motivational speech to get us in the right frame of mind for the challenge ahead. The challenge 
that we had set for ourselves was to improve on last year's results by increasing our combined aggregate score. This we did and 
came fourth after last year's fifth placing. 

Commitment to training fluctuated, however, there was a steady improvement as the Carnival approached. It was pleasing to 
see that those who consistently attended training achieved personal bests on the day. 

Our outstanding athletes included Luke Bentley who gained first placing in the Long Jump and Discus as well as a second in 
the I 00 and the 200m. Simon Brice won the two most difficult events, the 1500m and the 800m, as well as coming second in the 
400m. He also filled in magnificently to run a great first leg in the 4 x I 00 relay. Congratulations to those who won their events. 

Congratulations to the following people who have represented the school in the ACC athletics squad for the past five consecu-
tive years: Simon Brice, Travis Coleman, Cara Davids, Nicole de la Motte, Ryan Hartfield, Sacha Kansky, Tania Nicolo, Wayne 
Ratajczak. 

La ra Spaiibrook, We viie Ratajc:cek, Captains, 1995 

ACC ATHLETICS SQUAD, 1995 

Boys: Philip GreenhaIh Tim Skerrait MeaGan Dastlik Brooke O'Connell  Shaun Beinart Ryan Hartlield Ben Stanton 
Joshua Benedetti Brett Harvey Dean Stoitis Cara Davids Kate O'Shea  
Luke Bentley Graeme Hastie Jeffrey Tan Nicole de la Motte Rebecca Palmer 
Tim Blagovich Thomas Hawtin Ben Tebbuti Simone de Ia Motte Kellie Patterson 
Shaun Blakeman Sam Howrnan Chad Tilbury Fiona Dernasi Bianca Petruzio 
Craig Blythman Justin Hoyer Joel Waddell Sarah Durack Cindy Pickrell 
Simon Brice Sacha Kansky Brett Walker Leonie Dwyer Annita Potter 
Daniel Bridge Chris Jack Paul Waliman Lisa Fort Sarah Pye 
Sye Bryant Matt Joseph Tim Wheatley Bridle Gibbney Laura Reid 
Jon Calabrese Leigh Josey John Zahra Catherine Gilbert Brooke Rhatigan 
Chris Cann Stephen Kingston Sarah Hawke Eloise Robertson 
Simon Carabetta Chris Lark Girls: Meisha Hogan Anita Rodi 
Adam Carbone Callan Leach Tara Baskerville Simone Hogan Amelia Short 
Matt Chaperon Vincent Learnihan Claire Bean Melinda Jakovich Alison Siew 
Travis Coleman Michael Lee Julie Begovieh Kirstie Jones Nicole Smith 
Thomas Connor Justin Lynton Jenni Berrigan Renee Kennedy Lara Spanbrook 
Chris Coorey Adrian Madaschi Kirsten Bremner Susan Kingston Laura Stabler Chris Corrigan Daniel Martino  Alana Brindal Jane Lawrence Kellie Stareevich Christian Dc Silva Stephen McGouizh iiicia Bur ns riisa Lewis Amanda Thompson Jonathan Delima Paul Middleton Gemma Burns Ann McArthur Larissa Tilbury Mark Di Blasi 
Luke Dracicevich 

Daniel Murphy 
Matthew Newman 

. Alicia Calabrese . 	 . Erin McGuiness Marianna Trimboli 
Ryan Donohoe Carl Phoenix Desiree Carey Julie Ann Mackell Stefanie Valenti 
Ross Dwyer Christian Prokscha Claire Chabrel Jessica Marnell Shay Vandertang 
Steven Elliott Daniel Puppazzoni Lauren Chabrel Katie Maslin Lisa Van Erp 
Adrian Flottman Toni Rafferty Emma Chiiiiiery Michelle Maslin Natasha 
Ilia Gastevski Wayne Ratajczak Hayley Corbett Amanda Mattiaccio Vogelsanger 
Lindsay Gaunt Billy Robinson Fleur Cornish Adriana Musca Louisa 
Adam Gjorgjevski Scott Serjeant Renae Currie Tania Nicolo Winterhourne 
Matthew Glass Luke Skerratt Cara Curtis Sheila Nolan Melissa Worthington 

Athletics 5qiiad 
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BASKETBALL 

I)OL1LLV1L BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAt' 
Back 1O%t L-R: It/CJ!1\' I)a%'is, b/ui I<aitse, 1)a, 
Brett Walker 
E!Y)nt row: SV(' 131V(uiut, l)(ul'i(I Lush, ROIt' Pa/ui 

GJRLS'ACC BASKETBALL TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: Genuina Bonus, A/lana Bi'inda/ 
Front row: Aniaiiila Stinson, Rebecca Co/urn, Fiona Deniasi, Amanda Permzzi 

ACC GIRLS' BASKETBALL - TEAM 
ONE 
During term one six girls from Year Nine 

formed the ACC Basketball Team. They were 
Gemma Burns, Allana Brindal, Amanda Stinson, 
Rebecca Cohen, Fiona Dernasi and, last but not 
least, Amanda Perrozzi. These girls played 
throughout the term and were undefeated. Un-
fortunately, due to two forfeits by other teams, 
we were not able to secure top spot. Although 
the girls were disappointed at missing out on the 
shield they had a very successful term. 

Thanks to all our supporters and to the staff 
for their efforts on behalf of the team. 

Wei 



4. 

GIRLS' SENIOR BASKETBALL TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: Simone Hogan, ShelIe' Roller 
10)/il row: Meislia Hogan, LeighMa/ione', Christine J-lavit'cird, Sarah Skerrait, 
Clara Hauhtomi 

BAS, ETBALL 
BOYS' BASKETBALL, CHURCHLANDS 
Having some fifty or so boys try out for the 

Newman team, it was a difficult job to pick just 
one team with only eight places available. We 
decided to run with around twelve, with training 
twice a week starting at 7am. After training for a 
number of weeks, our first game was against 
Scarborough at Newman. It was a disappointing 
first up effort with a number of basic skills lack-
ing, and we went down by a fairly big margin. 

Our next three games produced better basket-
ball and the boys really started to get it together 
as a team. Winning these by big margins was also 
pleasing to see. Mike Learnihan performed ex 
cellently, dominating his centre position. After 
the term break we were drawn to play Swan 
Christian in the finals, which was our first game 
at Perry Lakes Stadium. After being thrashed 
for almost the whole game and being down by 
20 points with eight minutes to go, we weren't 
looking that flash. However, with some desper-
ate  play by Sam Howman (Guard), Scott Mac-
kenzie (Guard) and Steve Johnson (Forward), 
who were well supported by the rest of the team, 
we came back to draw the match at full time. 
Those spectators who were at the game saw a 
great comeback by our team. Going into extra 
time we were confident of knocking them off but 
in the end we went down by eight points. Hence 
that was the short season over. 

Thanks must go to all the boys who played in 
the team, and those who trained but didn't play. 
Also to our manager and bus driver, Paul Nissen 
and Kris Stafford, for getting the basketball go-
ing  and helping with try-outs. Special congratu-
lations to Mike Learnihan and Ryan Hartfield for 
being selected in the Coca-Cola All Star Team - 
well done guys! 

CHIIRU-ILAADS BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM: 
Back mw, L- R: David Prim; Michael Learnihan, Ryan Harifield 
Middle mw: Matthew Burns, Robert Morgan, Chris Harris, John Fling, Andrew 
Cave, Chris Jack 
Front row. Steven Johnson, Sain Howmnan, Mr Brennan, Scott Mackenzie, Luke 
Skerratt 

GIRLS' SENIOR BASKETBALL 
The growth of girls' basketball at Newman can 

be seen in the fact that for the first time try outs 
were held to determine the team. 

The first game of the season was against 
Mercedes. The team went into the match rela-
tively unprepared and despite a second half re-
vival the team was unsuccessful going down by 
a close margin. This was our only loss for the 
season with emphatic wins over Servite, Beau-
fort and Aranmore. This gave Newman a berth 
in the final series with the first game against 
Kolbe College. 

Kolbe was able to establish 1 

pulled away to be in front by thirteen points at 
three quarter time. However, the team showed 
tremendous spirit to fight back and get within four 
points. Unfortunately the game was lost 37 - 41 
and Newman bowed out in the first round of the 
finals. 

Thanks must go to Mrs Stafford, Ryan 
Hartfield and Scott Mackenzie who gave up their 
time to coach us and to Cohn Haughton for um-
piring our games. 

Christine Hayward 
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CROSS COUNTRY / CRICKET 
FMZN 

ACC CROSS COL7iVi'R} TEAM: 
Back ion L R Leon Hiiiit Phil O'Dea, Cory Foil Tio Nichols,  Bills Robinson,  Travis i Coleman, David Prior, Si oil Mac hi ii ic Simon Brice,  

Mark Duties, Luke Preeclv, Brett Walkei; David Lush, Justin Hover 
4th row: Mr Moxhcun, Desiree Carey, Alcma Jose-y, Brooke Rharigan, Ky/ic Davis, Dara Byrnes, Tara Baskerville, Tania Nicolo, Aluinci Brinclal, 
Jessica Maxwell, Adele Eggleton, Sally O'Dea, Katie Muslin, Michelle Vlahot: Erin McGuiness, Hayley Cot-belt, Cara Davids, Mr Pill 
3rd row: Daniel Muiphv, 0/lie McKeague, Cindy Pickrell, Kirsten Bremnei: Michael Co/rain, Laura Preedy, Chris Lark, Amelia Short, 
LvnuIsav Pritchard, Ross Dwvei; Tim 	', B Wheatleianca Petruz,io, Ben Davies, Greg Boistei; Rebecca Eec/es, F/cur Cornish, Eloise Robertson 
2nd ron': Elisa Lewis, Alicia Burns, Melissa Malaxos, Ryan Gibson, Simon Carabetta, Wes Robinson. Luke Rodweil, Luke Skerrumit, Kirstie 
Jones, Lisa Fort, David Comic/i, Craig Miller 
Front row: Eban Ensoi: Viii Learnihcmn. Will Stores', Mic'hciel Johns 

CROSS COUNTRY 
Newman's performance in this year's ACC Cross Country was 
very commendable. The event was held at Perry Lakes with 
the girls having to run 3km and the boys 4km. There were ap 
proximately 150 - 200 competitors in each event and outstand-
ing individual efforts came from: 
U 14 Girls Erin McGuincss 	14th 
UI 4 Boys Daniel Murphy 	5th 
UI 5 Girls Cindy Pickrell 	8th 
UI S Boys Ryan Gibson 	12th 

Sam McCombie 	13th ( Sam is actually an U/14) 

i•/ 

1t .Vi CR/CALL 
Back ion; L-R: Re/ian Dc' Silva, Joe Gc'om'iuicic's, Michael 
Lea in i/ian. Michael Hync's, Ryan Hartfie/cl, Paul Meyc'm' 
Front ion': Co/in Haughton, Sani Hosi'niumn, Richard Somnei'i'ille, 
David Dunstan, Christopher Cann 

1ST XI CRICKET 
The Newman College 1st Xl's season began with our only regu-

lar season fixture against Scarborough Senior High School. 
The pressure to Will this game was on, as we had to win to gain 

a berth in the finals. And win we did. 
Our second round match was against Lynwood Senior High 

School who proved to he more formidable opposition. But once 
again, they were no match for our superior talent and ability. 

Our next assignment was to be the acid test - a quarter final 
pitting us against the supposedly all powerful Wesley College. We 
capitulated in the face of their tame bowling, apart from Richard 
Clime who thoroughly deserves a trophy with a dogged 43 runs. 

Wesley's target was 124 runs, which they attained., but not with-
out a spirited fight by our players, particularly R.J.  Bryant, Inter-
national Newman Cricketer of the Year winner, Sam Howman (3/ 
2 1) and first year rookie Paul Meyer (3/26). 

So ended our epic quest for school crickets crown. Through all 
the highs and lows, the 1 st XI exhibited great courage and charac- 

STATE ALL SCHOOLS' CROSS COUNTRY 
A small but dedicated group entered the event this year and 
all performed to the best of their ability. 
Congratulations to Sam McCombie, Thirteen Years' Boys, and 
Philip O'Dea, Fifteen Years' Boys, who both finished fourth. 
Congratulations also to the Fifteen Years Boys' team of Philip 
O'Dea, Leon Hunt, Justin Hoyer and Brett Walker who won 
their event as a team. 
Mr Pill 

DOL/IJLE VIEW CRICKET TEAM: 
Back ron; L-R: Michael Hutchings. Gregory Gi//cini, Anthony Prim; 
Scott Brown, Daniel Tranier 
Front row: Daniel Hones, Ben jamnin Hickman, Christopher Turnem; 
Julian Raffrl, Phi/lip Tiu'irei; Of/ic' McKeaguc', Michael Barns 

ter playing in one of the most successful performances in Newman is 
history of participation in the Coca Cola Champion Schools Com-
petition. 

Thanks must go to all squad members and our ever reliable 
coach, John Lucas, who honed our raw talent, refining the 1st XI 
into a lean, mean, but sportsman-like, cricketing machine. 

Richard S'ooieii'il/c 

DOUBLE VIEW CRICKET 
The Newman cricket team, ably led by Scott Brown, won three 

out of four matches and ended second. Unfortunately the second 
leg of our game against John Septimus Roe had to be cancelled 
and we forfeited the match. 

Stars with the bat were 011ie McKeague, Greg Gillam, Scott 
Brown and Michael Hutchings and with the ball, Phil Turner, Greg 
Gillam and Julian Raffel. The team spirit and sportsmanship were 
of a very high standard both on and off the field. Well done the "C" 
team. 
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CYCLING / DRAGON BOATING V 

Team, L-R: Luke L.aiiiiiillt, I)ai'il ('cilIaiIiii ,Beiiild lvlusii, ('liiis Co//his 

CYCLING 
On Monday 4th September, the school cycling champion-

ships were held at the Swan Park Speed Dome. The day com 
menced with the off road event with Ben Musu, Chris Collins 
and Luke Zammit representing Newman. 

The race consisted of 30 minutes of a short yet extremely 
muddy circuit which took its toll on the pack. Around 15  com-
petitors withdrew during the race, including Luke with a snapped 
chain and Ben with gear problems. Chris Collins managed to 
hang in there to finish with the pack. 

The U/l 8 Boys Road Event which was held in the afternoon 
was split into two races to cater for the number of riders. The 
non-WACF licence holders division consisted of 20 minutes 
Plus two laps of the criterium track, with David Callaghan tak-
ing second place in the final sprint. This was followed by the 
WACF license holders division. Despite the very strong field, 
Troy Nichols led the pack out for a large part of the race, only 
to be passed in the last lap. 

Do rid Cal/a g/iaii 

DRAGON BOATING 
A long boat seating twenty two people, with a dragon head 

on the front and a tail on the back was different for most, if not 
alll, the people who came to training. We trained on the Swan 
River, and got ready to wield that great big long paddle. The 
only problem was that if we rocked the boat and it tipped we 
would have to swim to shore. (Luckily that never happened) 
On the Labor day long weekend a group of 8 students headed 
down to Bunhury for the Aqua-Spectacular Competition. We 
did well considering we had only done 3-4 weeks of training. 
Most of the other people in the event had been training since 
August last year. We met the students from Bunhury Catholic 
College - some of them were our host families. 

Thanks to Miss Vander-Loop, Miss Newhouse and some of 
the firefighters who came down and helped us at training. We 
look forward to the season starting again in October. 

Biiana Heinz 

I)lai.,o/i Boaters: 
Back row, L-R: Ms Vander Loop, Biiana Heinz, C/ioiital Keejic, Ho//v-Mae Emerson, Claire Doiiian 
Front row: Tnniara Lee, Ai/cue Bvrnes, inc Croiipli, Melissa Sliackleton, Bernadette Deiiiie 
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FOOTBALL 

YEAR 8/9 FOOTBALL TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: James Breen, Julian Raffi1, .Jonathan Calabrese 
3rd row: Ross l)wyem; Adammi Carboiic', Timothy Skerratt, Wesley Robinson, Joseph Leti:ia 
2nd row: Jeremy Walkem; Daniel Puppazoni, Trov Smith, Paul Zahra, Marc Stoitis 
Front row: Ben jamnin Davies, Vincent Learnilian, Kimnberley O'Leary, Jonathan Vlahom; Daniel 
Berm'igan, Jam'm'ad O'Donohoe, William Stores' 

SECOND XVI!! FOOTBALL TEAM: 
Back ioir, L-R: Luke Bviiies, Clint Jcuring, David Prior-  Kenny Porter, Brad Stringer, Patrick 
Scliunlei; Nathan Jones 
3rd row: Steven Figlionieni, Tizq Carbone, Andrew Haves, Wayne Ratajczak, Jason Still, Michael 
Lee, Anthony Detata, Damien Coole : Ben McGann, Jamie McGann 
2,icl row: Mr A. Watson, Brady Harrold, Ryan Matzelle, Kristian Paganin, Ben Frediani, Lindsay 
Gaunt, Alistair Fleming, David Connell, Keiran Brain, Mr B. Willett 
l','oiit row: Nick Tan, Brad Jacobsen, Christopher Lim, Matthew Frediani, James De Leo, Oliver 
Banks, Lance Toutount:is  

YEAR 8/9 FOOTBALL 
1995 once again saw Newman having 

the opportunity to field a team in two foot-
ball competitions, the ACC and the Chan-
nel 7 Cup. Outside the WAFL, the Chan-
nel 7 Cup is the most elite competition for 
boys of this age. WAFL and AFL talent 
scouts look to this level when earmarking 
players of the future. 

It was disappointing that success was 
not forthcoming in the Channel 7 Cup. 
Throughout the season we were unable to 
field our very best team due to the lack of 
support from the Year 9 level. However,  
this created opportunities for  our very en 
thusiastic Year S group. They were tena-
cious in their approach to both competi-
tions.  This, together with the loyal sup-
port of a few courageous and talented Year 
9 boys, saw them blend into a very skilful 
side by the end of the season. It was a 
difficult task to face tougher and taller 
opponents week in, week out and all the 
boys are to he congratulated for their el-
forts and the spirit in which they repre-
sented Newman College. Awards for the 
season went to: 

Tim O'Leary - Fairest and Best 
Paul Zahra - Best Team Player 
Ross Dwyer - Best Club Person 
Peter Murnane 

SECOND XVIII FOOTBALL 
Newman's 2nd XVIII Football team 

had an enjoyable and successful season 
competing in the Ross Glendinning Divi-
sion of the Quit Cup. 

Playing against most schools' 1st 
XVIIIs is a very hard task. Winning half 
the games for the season was a very com-
mendable effort from a team that played 
hard but very fair. The team did not lose 
a behaviour point for the entire season. 

Highlights of the year were - 
Callan Nichols' 5 goals in the first 

gaiie 
Brad Stringer and Viv Hunt playing 

very good football for rugby players 
Anthony Detata Fairest and Best win-

ner and co-Captain 
Troy Carbone backline stalward and 

co-Captain 
Luke (Speedie) Byrne getting a few 

touches and kicking a goal 
James (Jumping Jimmy) De Leo star-

ring at training 
The improvement shown by the Year 

Is, especially in the last game against 
Servite (especially Colley, Harrold and 
Connell) 

The three 'Mac Attack' trips for burg-
ers and fries 

As coach, I would like to thank the 32 
boys who played and Mr Watson and Mr 
Brian Smith for helping at training and 
during the games. 

Mr B. Willett, Coach 
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FOOTBALL 
FIRST XVIII GIRLS' FOOTBALL - PREMIERS!! 

Ulm 

The girls of Newman College took on 
a different sport this year - football. None 
of us had played it before and it repre 
sented not only fun but a challenge. A!'- 
ter so many years of watching, we finally 
got to have a go. 

The best part of footy had to he the 
training. All the girls looked forward to 
it with enthusiasm - it will probably be 
the only training we will ever enjoy. It 
was actually fun. For most of us, tack 
ling and knocking each other to the 
(TI-01-Ind was a new experience. 

Before our first game, the girls were 
all very scared. We had a 'bumper home 
crowd and we weren't exactly the most 
skilful (or the toughest) girls around. 
However, we loved the footy experience 
and won our first game against Servite, 
with no score against us. We went on to 
win all our games, and there was only one 
goal scored against us the whole season 
(we still say it touched the post). 

The Grand Final against Prendiville 
was an awesome experience, with Chan-
nel 7 making us feel like celebrities (and 
we were on the news a couple of nights 
later). We won, 4:10 to nil. 

Thank you to all our supporters and 
thanks to Mr Evans especially. Your 
coaching, patience and laughter was 
much appreciated. 

Jeiiiii Berrigan 

Trophy winners for 1995 were 
Fairest and Best : Briana Heinz 
Runner Up : Jenni Berrigan 
Best Finals Player: Belinda Leiizo 
Best Club Person : Sarah Skerratt 
Most Improved : Nicole Ferguson 
Congratulations to the above girls and 

all girls on an outstanding PREMIER- 
SHIP season. 

P. Evans 

GIRLS FOOTBALL TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: /l1eis/ia Hogan, Siinoiu' Hogan. Chi'isline llavu'ard 
3rd Jew. Aiiiv Morris, Marianna Triiitholi, Sarah Bariiao, Sarah Skerrati, Kate Derniodv, Claire 
Heiiivon 
2nd row: Ms T Vander Loop, I)enn vet South, Clara Haug/itoiu, Sue White/au: Lisa Vaii Erp, Katie 
M('Lernon, Beth Hones, Kiiii Ptoloiuiev 
Front ion': Assitnia Val/elonga, Beliiudu Len:o, Nicole Ferguson, Mr P. Evans, Jejuni Berrigaii, 
Bi'iaiia Heinz, Leah .S'heiles 
Absent: Renae Conic, Melissa Worthington  

_191i6 
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FIRST XVIII FOOTBALL 
The season began with a gruelling 

camp at Lake Leschenaultia which was 
aimed at improving the fitness levels of 
the boys for the coming season. 

The opening game was a practice 
match against Sacred Heart, which gave 
Coach Pill a chance to test some of the 
younger blood out at first XVIII level. 
This proved to be a success as we won 
and looked ready for a big season. 

Wins were scored against Sacred 
Heart and Guildford Grammar School. 
but  we lost ganies against La Salle, Cor 
pus Christi and finally, Christchurch. 

With this loss came the end of the 
season for us even though we had the 
annual "old boys" challenge to look for-
ward to. 

This game was enjoyed by all and the 
First XVIII played tremendous footy, 
however, we ran out of legs as the old 
boys had twenty or so bench players. 

Thanks must go to the coaching staff, 
Mr Pill, Mr Evans and Mr Brennan for 
all their hard work. Congratulations to 
the following award winners. 

Best and Fairest - Travis Coleman 
Runner-up Best and Fairest - Simon 

1st XVIII FOOTBALL TEAM.- 
Back row; L-R: Joe Georgiades, Daniel Barnao, Simon Dermod'; Steven Jeffrey, Kenny Pot-ter, 
Nick Dinnnock 
3rd row: Cal/an Leach, Sac/ia Kansky, Richard C/tine, Scott Kent, Glenn Pirrit Dean Young 
Adam Croxford, Chris Jack, Simon Brice 
2nd row.' Graeme Hastie, Billy Robinson, Wayne Ratajczak, Travis Coleman, Michael Lee, David 
Robotliam, Mark Davies, Ben McGann 

Brice 	 Front row: Jamie McGann, Troy Carbone, Ben Lee Kong, Mr S. Pill, Brett Harve; Stephen 
Best Team Players - Sacha Kansky Figliomenu, David Pres'tipino 

and Chris Jack 
David Robot/iaiui and Travis Co/eiuiaii 
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GOLF I HOCKEY 
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GOLF 
The school boys' golf team tournament was held, yet 

again, at the Gosnells Golf Club. It was a perfect day for 
the event, nevertheless the scoring was disappointing. This 
year's team consisted of Mark McMenamin, David 
Prestipino, and Adam Kon-Yu. The tournament was won 
by Warwick SHS, with Carine and Leeming SHS finish-
ing second and third respectively. Mandurah SHS won 
the Country School Tournament with Bunbury finishing 
second and Collie SHS third. Even though Newman didn't 
finish in the top five, we still bettered last year's twelfth 
place by four places, making us eighth in the field of twenty 
five schools. 

Five players, including Adam Kon-Yu, tied for the lesser 
trophy, for the best individual. Thanks must go to Miss 
Pearce, for selecting the team and providing us with the 
information necessary to compete in the tournament. 

Adaiii Kon-  Yu 

GOLF TEAM: David Pmectipimio, Adam Komi Yu, Mark Mc/tlemuammiiii 

 

BOYS' HOCKEY TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: Christopher Cliii, Grant Regan, Matthew Heiscou'itchi, James Sanderson, 
.lei'eiiiv Fors vt/i 
I' root ion': laiii Follev, Ben jo/ion ('oil/us, Darryl Smith, ,4n11ionv Moiitefiisco, Stuart Walton, 
Timothy Coihiiis, Ml('hi(ici .10/1/is  

ACC HOCKEY 
This year's girls' hockey team com-

prising of both Year Eight and Nine Stu-
dents was a big success. Although itwas 
a very short season the interaction with 
the other schools was great fun. Al-
though we had some students who had 
previously played very little hockey, we 

won all the games, with the last game 
being the most fiercely competitive. This 
is the seventh time we have won the ACC 
Girls Hockey team trophy. 

Desiree Carey 

BOYS' HOCKEY - DOUBLE VIEW 
Despite finishing the season undefeated, 
the Year Eight/Nine Boys Hockey Team 
was unlucky to finish only second in the 
ACC competition. The season consisted 
of several strong wins but too many 
draws and it was these draws that cost 
the boys top spot. Even so, the season 
was an extremely successful one and all 
team members are to be congratulated 
on their top class effort and on the spirit 
in which they played the game. 
Petei Hawke 
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TENNIS / TRIATHLONS 
	

1 17 
TENNIS 
Newman College entered a team of 

five enthusiastic Year Nine girls in the 
North-Western Associated Schools' Sum 
mer Tennis Competition. 

The schools involved in the competi-
tion were John Septimus Roe, Mercy, 
Servite, Aranmore, La Salle and Carmel. 
Newman beat all teams except Carmel 
and came second overall. 

Thank you to Mrs Roberts, Mrs Fos-
ter and Mrs Biagi for coming to the 
games to assist us. 

SCHOOLS' TRIATHLON CHAM-
PIONSHIPS 

Newman College entered a large team 
in this event and there were many good 
individual performances on the day. 

Beth Shepherd, David Lush and 
Vivian Hunt all exited the water early in 
their races. Troy Nichols took the lead 
in his age group with a strong bike leg 
and was never headed on the run, com-
fortably winning in his age group. Cindy 
Pickrell was a fast finishing second in her 
age group and Leon Hunt finished well 
in third place. A top four finish gained 
him a berth in the State team and Brendan 
Hunt just missed out with a fifth place. 

Newman also had five teams entered 
in the teams race and all enjoyed this 
event. Newman retained, for the third 
year running, the Shield for Champion 
Team. 

TENNIS TEAM: 
Back iir, L-R: Christopher Agostiiio, S'aiii Said, Daiiiiaii Veisaci 
Front /0/12 1)011(1 Stevenson, Cobv Rliatigan, Cliantelle Penirt, Steplieii King ston, Laia 
Hc(11u'v, litilitli Wilkie, Benjamin Haviiood 

individual and Commonwealth Bank Active Girls' events. It was a great effort by 
everyone to help secure the shield once again. 

The four state team members to he selected were Brendan Hunt and Cindy Pickrell 
(both 13), and Troy Nichols and Leon Hunt (both 15) competed in the under 15s and 
under 17s age groups, respectively. 

The under 15s triathlon included a 400m swim, 12km cycle and 3km run, while the 
under 17s was a 600m swim, 16km cycle, and a 4km run. The under 20 age group 
had a 500m swim, 20km cycle and a 5km run 

Congratulations to Mr Pill and the PE Staff for their encouragement of triathlons 
in the school; Newman College has a reputation for turning out successful triathletes. 

Tray Nichols 

ri 

TRIATHLON 
The 1995 running of the Western Aus-

tralian Schools' Triathlon Champion-
ships was held at Point Walter on 27th 
February 1995. 

Newman College Triathletes per-
formed spectacularly to win the champi-
onships for the third time running. We 
also provided four of the state team mem-
bers to represent W.A. at the National 
Championships to be held in Adelaide, 
April 1995. 

Conditions were trying with a very 
warm and windy day. However, this did 
not deter the large teams of athletes that 
went along to make the competition very 
fierce. Students participated in the teams, 
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ACCA NETBALL TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: Kelli Patterson, Rebecca Iiice, Erica Hogg, 
Cliantelle Penny 
Front row: Shay Vandertang, Danielle Pisconeri, Coby 
Rhatigan, Brie Carman 

NETBALL ACC A & B 
New 	College's "A" and "B" teams comprised Year 

9 Girls who competed in the North-Western Associated 
Schools'Winter Netball Competition during term 2. The 
schools involved in this competition were Carmel, La Salle, 
Servite, Mercy and John Septimus Roe. 

Newman's "A" team was undefeated throughout the 
season and was rewarded with the Associated Catholic 
Colleges' plaque for gaining first place. 

, 1, man's NewH 	 "B" team also played well, but lost one game 
to Mercy College and finished the season in second place. 
The girls enjoyed the season, especially the away games, 
judging h\ the amount of noise made on the bus trips! 

Thanks to Mrs Eitelhuber and Mrs Brennan for their 

if help. 
i1is 117(10 Mac William 

I t~9 9S 

ACC B NETBALL TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: Emma C/i in ner', Clai re Chabrel, Ca rissa 
Picconeri Sarah Croft) Sarah Guest 
Front row: Robin Doliert', Nicola Ben well, Brooke Clarke, 
Courtney Simpson, Jane Lawrence 

j I AWL 

:7 Tit  

NETBALL YEAR 9 INTERSCHOOL 
After a tentative beginning, the Year Nine netballers were 

determined to improve their performance. They began to 
work as a team with the players settling into their chosen 
positions. 

Although the team's success was limited, the players 
enjoyed the short season and improved their skills with 
each game. In the final game they were narrowly defeated 
by Mercedes, a premier team. 

Mrs Adrienne Richardson 

NETBALL - INT TEAM 
Back row, L-R: Sharnie McMenamin, Alexandria Bruce, Amy 
147armenem; Elaine Lim, Mary-Anne Grieve 
Front row: Lucie James, Eliz:abeth Clark, Katherine Dean, Fiona 
Canipen, Emma Portwood 
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SENIOR NETBALL TEAM: 
Back row, L- R: Anthea Hughes, Jenni Berrigcin, Lara Spanbrook, Meagan 
Dastlik, Amber Howard 
I-iou! row: Melissa Malaxos, Nicole Ferguson, Miss Hand, Bree Ryan, 
.4(11-1(1/1(1 Miisca 
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SENIOR NETBALL 
We started the year off well, showing Servite, Aranmore, 

Prendiville and Mercy Colleges how to play netball. 01-11-
toughest 

 
assignment, however, was the game against 

Mercedes, who defeated us by 9 goals. This placed 
Mercedes at the top of the ladder and Newman in second 
position. We met Mercedes in the first semi-final. This 
game proved to be a tough, physical encounter with warn-
ings from the umpires. Mercedes were the eventual win-
ners by 11 goals. 

We played Prendiville in the Preliminary final and the 
Newman team played with consistent efforts to win quite 
convincingly. 

The Grand Final was held at the Superdrome where the 
final showdown between Mercedes and Newman took 
place. Newman was leading at three quarter time by two 
goals and the girls all came to realise that they could actu-
ally beat Mercedes. Yet, Mercedes proved to be too strong 
in the end, defeating us by 4 goals. This grand final will 
be remembered by all team members: Jenni, Lara, Cara, 
Nicole, Anthea, Bree, Adriana, Melissa, Amber and 
Meagan. 

Thanks must go to Mrs Carrick for her umpiring and 
also to Miss Hand, as without her help there would have 
been no competition. Thank you for being such a support 
ive coach. 

Melissa Malaxos 
MARIST NETBALL CARNIVAL 
During the second week of the holidays, ten Newman 

girls from Years 10, 11 and 12, flew to Adelaide to take 
part in the inaugural Marist Netball Carnival. Newman 
College was one of ten Marist Schools across Australia to 
participate in the carnival at Sacred Heart College. 

The team, consisting of Jenni Berrigan, Cara Nichols, 
Adriana Musca, Amber Howard,Melissa Malaxos, Bree 
Ryan, Anthea Hughes, Nicole Ferguson, Lara Spanbrook 
and Meagan Dastlik, arrived in Adelaide on Tuesday night 
and was taken to the College for dinner, to meet our billet 
ing families. 

The first day of play began with a game against Sacred 
Heart One. With their home court advantage and our jet 
lag, we were soundly beaten. The next four games fol 
lowed the same pattern, and the Eastern States teams man-
aged to deprive Newman of a win on this first day. 

Fortunately it didn't rain on the second day, but the cold 
wind made it hard for the girls to warm up and throughout 
the day, we were regularly calling injury time. 

Newman won their first game on Thursday and again 
on Friday against St. Peter Claver College, Queensland, 
which put its into 9th position. 

Despite Newman's limited success on court, we man-
aged to gain the reputation of the "nice girls from WA." 
and at the presentation lunch, received warm applause. 

The trip as a whole will be memorable to the I 2s who 
are leaving and it is fantastic experience for those girls 
who have the chance to do it again next year. 

Thanks to the girls for trying so hard while we were 
away and for being a great "team". 

A very special thank you to Miss Hanel who put an 
enortitoits amount of time into the organisation of a pre-
trip competition, fund raising and the trip itself. Also, thank 
you for putting up with its for lour days straight. 

((//.(/ Nulioh 
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RUGBY 

YEAR 8/9 RUGBY TEAM: 
BAck row, L-R: Step/ieii McGoiigh. Gre i3Ory Bolster Mathen' fOSe/)h, Michael Schalk, 
Adrian (jianatti, Tiejit Jeiiiuit' 
2nd row: Christopher Rushton, Scott Mulcastet; Luke Seaborn, Ben janlill Stantoii, 
Joshua Gaskell, Steplueui Hastie, Christopher Oonowski, Mark Blvihinan 
Front row: David Lvia, Gavin O'Hara, Paul Hewitson, Toni Connor, Daniel Gil/thou, 
Millie Gunasekera, Joiuiu 1-Jenle' 

TOUCH RUGBY 
Newman fielded two very enthusiastic teams in the Touch Rugby WASSA 

competition this year. Touch Rugby was a new experience for most of the girls, 
but we managed to pick up skills and rules within a few weeks. 

The two teams who travelled to Churchlands and Prendiville for games dis-
played sparks of brilliance in attack, but unfortunately lost to our opponents who 
were quite experienced. 

The final game was played between the two Newman sides. This was the 
most competitive game, not only for the team but also for the coaches, Mr 
Robinett, Ms Vander Loop and Mr Laurito.The final score was 2-all, much to the 
dismay of the coaches. 

Well done to all the girls who competed, and put in the effort at training. 
Hopefully next year we will be much stronger and more experienced. 

Many thanks to Ms Vander Loop, Mr Robinett and Mr Laurito for a fun sea-
son and great coaching. 

i 

YEAR 8/9 RUGBY 
This is the first time that a Year Eight team 

from Newman College has participated in 
interschool Rugby, playing against other 
Catholic Colleges in the Metropolitan area. 

Overall, the season was extremely success-
fiul, with our team finishing on top of the lad-
der. The season began with an international 
game against Singapore, which gave us invalu-
able experience - their victory foreshadowed 
the glory of the ensuing season. The boys dis-
played real fervour for victory, playing ,  corn-
milled and free-flowing game. During the rest 
of the season, Newman also participated in 
matches against John XXIII, All Saints, Cor-
pus Christi and CBC Fremantle, claiming stun-
ning victories in each game. 

Special thanks must be given to Mr Dean 
Robinett, whose particular coaching style not 
only saw Newman undefeated for the season, 
but also, without a single point being scored 
against us. Special thanks also to the students, 
parents and members of the staff who sup-
ported the boys throughout the season. 

Finally, congratulations to all the boys on a 
very successful season. Good luck for next 
year. 

George Craig 

RUGBY - SEVEN-A-SIDE COMPETITION 
During the first term holidays a group of 

players from the Year Ten Rugby side got to-
gether to compete in the W.A. Schools Seven-
a-Side Rugby Competition. The side consisted 
of Ben Chapman, Rohan Dc Silva, Malt Reilly, 
Ben Marvell, Leon Hunt, Chris Cann and Paul 
Tenger. Losing the first game, the team turned 
itself around and won the remaining games in-
cluding the grand final. 

Re/iou I)e Si/ia 

YEAR 10 RUGBY 
Despite losing the grand final to John XXIII 

the Year Nine/Ten rugby team has had a very 
successful and rewarding season. At the be-
ginning of the season only five of the eighteen 
players had any experience in rugby. Through 
constant determination and effort we went 
through the regular season losing only one 
game by a point. Our last six games saw the 
team not have a point scored against it with a 
winning game average of 32 - nil. Our biggest 
triumph in the season was winning the West 
Australian Schools Rugby Union Under 15, 7 
a side tournament. 

Thanks to all players bind our coaches, Mr 
Robinett and Mr Campen, for training us and 

TOUCH RUGBY TEA i'$4: 	 for their contributions over the season. 
BAck row, L- R:Jennv Brown, Lara Spanbrook, Kristina Martin 	 Rliauu De 5/u'a 
3rd Row: Leanne Long, Laura Bond, Siunone Hogan, Claire Nugaia, Catherine 
Gilbert, Melissa Burns 
2nd row: Mr Robinett, Leanne Sloss, Susan 'bn Bergheiin, Briana Heinz, Anthea 
Hughes, Bree Ryan, Beth Howes Dominique Hartfieid, Tania Nucolo, Mr Laurito 
Front row: Consuiela Enad, Bridie Gibbnev, Orki Tyson, Ms Vander Loop, Renee 
Ballerinc, Melissa Mala,vos, Elusa Lewis 
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YEAR TEN RUGI3 Y TEAM: 
Back mu', L-R: Ben Maine/I, Ben Barkcu; Ron,  7vsoui 
2uiI row: Mr Robinett, Brad Paluneu; Matt Reilly, Re/iou De Silva, Michael Frisina, 
Nathan Sikkenia 
I'touit row: Dane Lance, Leon Hunt, Craig Blvthnian, Paul Ten gel; Tim Campbell 
which is the best rugby school in South Australia. Newman College played 
Sacred Heart College for the inaugural Newheart Shield. The game was played 
fiercely and at a fast pace. At halftime the scores were level and we seemed to 
he staring down the barrel of our second loss. But coach Robinett pulled out 
some extremely inspirational words which fired everyone up. Through strong 
defence and dangerous attack we pulled off an awesome win. The final scores: 
30-19. 

After the game we had a roast luncheon and presentations were made. Viv 
Hunt was once again awarded best on ground. Keiran Brain was presented with 
the Newheart Shield, Newman had won the first encounter. Sacred Heart vowed 
to make the trip West next year and said that they would turn the tables next 
time. 

On Friday we had a quiet day and witnessed a game of wheelchair rugby. 
This was an eye opener and a great experience. 

Saturday was our final day. We enjoyed a lunch together where a few humor-
ous awards were presented. We left Adelaide that afternoon. The tour had brought 
the team closer together and we were now focused on winning  the Grand Final 
at home. 

Many thanks go to all those who supported our fund raising ventures. Mr 
Robinett, Mr Craig and Mr and Mrs Brain deserve an extra big thank you for 
their support on tour. 

RUGBY 	 V 
1ST XV RUGBY 1995 
This year the 1st XV embarked on a challenge 

to win three premierships in a row, and I am 
pleased to say we achieved this and also re-
mained undefeated. 

This year's Newman side was led by Captain 
and Vice-Captain Keiran Brain and Russell 
Cramp respectively and five other Year Twelve 
boys who have played since Year Ten: Chris 
Casey, Vivian Hunt, Daniel Barnao, Jonathan 
Plant and Clint Jeuring. With these players and 
some talented Year Eleven players our side was 
looking its best ever with a dominant forward 
pack and a quick hard tackling back line. 

Wins were recorded over: 
Chisholm : 25-5 
All Saints : 8-0 
JTC: 17-12 
St Stephen's : 45-0 
Thornlie : 51-0 
Chisholm : 39 -5 
Draw - CBC : 5-5 
Finals vs All Saints: 8-5 
Finals vs JTC 

Special mention must go to Viv Hunt and 
Russell Cramp for a consistently good season, 
to Clint after returning from injury to play the 
final, to Brad Stringer for his hard tackling and 
quick legs in any situation, and, last but not least, 
to David Robotham who made a successful trans-
formation from Aussie Rules to be known as 
"Jonah". Congratulations to Jon Plant and Keiran 
Brain for being selected in the U 18 State School 
Boys Championships in Adelaide. 

Thanks to Mr Robinett and Browny for com-
ing to all games and trainings, and to all the par-
ents and spectators for being there all year. 

THE NEWHEART SHIELD 
1ST XV RUGBY TOUR - ADELAIDE '95 
On the first Saturday of the Term Two holi-

days twenty members of the 1st XV Rugby Team 
left Perth for a tour of Adelaide to play three 
games over the seven days. 

At about 11am on Sunday morning the team 
met for our game against the South Australian 
State School Boys' Team. The game was of a 
high standard but the opposition proved too big 
and too strong. Newman fought hard through-
out but went down with a score of 22-0. The 
score however, did not reflect the encouraging 
passages of play which took place. 

Tuesday was a cold and wet day. We gath-
ered at St Peter's to play against a combined In-
dependent Schools' team. The game started off 
well with Newman scoring in the first ten min-
utes. In the second half our team picked up the 
intensity and seemed to run in tries whenever 
they wanted. The opposition was shell-shocked 
...11 TST-..... ... ..,.., ..-.,,lh 	1...., aiiu iwiiiaii wu iuiy piay lug well ts a learn. 	

- The final score was a great win to Newman of FIRS T'%' RUG/n TV i,11: 53-0. After the game we enjoyed a barbecue and Back mu; L-R: Chris Casey, Daniel Bariiao, Brad Stringer 
several presentations were made. Viv Hunt was Ad row: Leon Hunt, Clint Jeuring, Scott Kent, Reliaji Dc Silva, Aaron Mack 
named man of the match. 	 2ndrow: Mr Robinett, [)avid Rohothain, Mark Di Blasi, Michael Xanthis, Jon 

Thursday was the most imnortant came of the Tomkinson, Jon Plant, Matthew Glass, farrodAttenhorough 
fmiit row: David Dunstan, Denning Chong, Grame Hastie, Keiran Brain, Steve tour. We came up against our billets school No/au, Vivian Hula, Russell Cramp 
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YEAR tl? 819 SOCCER LI? iL. U!: 
Back ioic L-R: Anthony Palazzo, Kenneth ( oii e. Justin Dc Soca, Liam Burton, Michael 
HIII( 'liiii L V 

2nd mu: .louui/ion Zu/iw, Jason Stern, bout/ion Lci'un, lieu Uil/ei; P/u/i' Gi'eeii/iuli/i, 
,Suiioii ( (il'(l/)('lt(l 
Lr),it mit: l)uiul Steven son, .1(1(1(111 luiecs. Cliii sit 'p/ic!' ,1t( ) sO '0), Mr G. lu//eels 0/lie 

,11( l\c(11!iie.  ilit'Iitii'1 13iii'iis. .Sl('p/l:'Jl ,Sinip.son 

1
w5  

If 
SENIOR BOYS' SOCCER TEAM: 
Back i'oie L-R: Ricardo Zuininurin, Patrick Sc/iutt/ei; Simon Madcischi, Dai'ide Brunini, 
Justin Hover 
2nd ivu': Jo/ui laceri, Deegesh Shah, Na/i/ Said, Giuseppe lenco, Christian, Vance Ba/lerini, 
Mr Bottega 
Front row: Adain Fiore, Adaimi Sa/pietro, Sa/vatore Valle/onga, Nathan Jones, Scott Gat-bill, 
Domenic Madafftiri, Mo/uamned Rizal Waliab 

I 

YEAR NINE SOFTBALL TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: Claire C/iabre/, Kassandra Virgo, Erica Hogg, Sarah Crovtord, Ke//i 
Patterson, Desiree Carey 
Front mit': Renai Sertorio, Sham ie McMenamin, Nicola Bell well, Mary-Anne Grieve, Robvii 
Doherty, Eiiuoia Portwood, Laai'amiva Naim' 

twenty boys who tried out. 
Our first game against Servite proved 

to be as hard as we expected. Although 
having had only two previous training 
sessions and still getting used to working 
as a team, we played well. The first half 
saw us a few goals down, but during the 
second half, the team put together some 
magic to produce a fine goal. To our dis 
appointment, this still wasn't enough to 
win us the game. 

The second game against Beaufort 
College was quite an easy one, but due 
to our lack of commitment and working 
as a team, we lost the game by a very 
fine margin. 

The third and fourth games against 
Mercy and Aranmore proved victorious 

us as we won both and proceeded to 
second on the ladder. 

Our last game against Prendiville 
was the best game played by the team. 
Although we lost the game and missed 
out on the finals, we all showed team 
spirit and teamwork. 

Many thanks go to Mr Bottega who 
gave up his time to train us and also to 
Mr Doherty our team manager. Thanks 
to all the players who participated and 
showed a lot of skill and enthusiasm. 
Hopefully we'll make it next year. 

Sali'atore Vallelonga 

INTER-SCHOOL SOFTBALL, YEAR 9 
Twelve enthusiastic Year 9 girls 

competed in the North-Western Associ-
ated Schools' Summer Softball Compe-
tition against the following schools: 
Aranmore, Servite, Mercy, John 
Septimus Roe, Carmel and La Salle 
Colleges. 

The girls showed much improvement 
as the season progressed and finished in 
third place to Aranmore, who proved 
too strong and was undefeated through-
out the season. 

Many thanks to Miss Whitney and 
Miss Hoy for their help and encourage-
ment. 

Tricia Mac Williani 



SOFTBALL / SQUASH I SURFING 
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GIRLS' SOFTBALL 
The fun and lighthearted girls' softball season was restricted 

to two games due to the State Schools Teachers' strike. 
The first game of the season was against St Stephen's. Their 

pitcher was a State representative and the team had little chance 
to hit balls they couldn't even see. Although we staged a sec-
ond innings fight back, we lost the game. The second game of 
the season was against Mercedes and a victory would have en-
sured a play-off for the championship trophy. However, early 
mistakes cost Newman the game and we went down in a close 
game. Overall, the team finished third. 

Thanks must go to Mr Corcoran and Mr Laurito for all their 
time and enthusiasm put into coaching the team. 

Christine Hayward 

SQUASH 
The inter school squash competition started early in Term 

Two on Friday afternoons and went for ten weeks. There were 
three schools in our zone; Churchiands, Servite and Newman. 

Each week we turned up to the Scarborough squash courts 
and a round robin was played against teams from different 
schools, each fighting to win. 

Churchlands had the strongest teams and even though Servite 
pulled out before the season finished, we had some really well 
contested games. 

Our team consisted of Chris Lark, Damien Codey, Fiona 
Giancola, Louisa Winterboiirne and James Poustie. Ms Walsh 
even had a hit in the last round. Thanks to all who took part in 
the competition. 

.Jaiiies Poustie 

SURFING 
The 1995 WA School Surfing Metro event was successfully 

run on a very wet and windy Wednesday, 17 May, 1995. Con-
sidering the conditions on the day, the students represented 
Newman College well. 

In the male 16 years and over group we were placed 8th out 
of 17 schools. The competitors were Brad Jacobsen, Daniel 
Marchesani and Quentin Chester (reserve). 

In the male 15 years and over section we were placed 6th 
out of 16 schools and performed well in trying conditions. This 
team consisted of Jake Robinson, Leon Hunt and Joel Waddel 
(reserve). 

The female competitors, Elisa Lewis and Kylie Day, came 
up against more experienced surfers and as a result did not place, 
but gained valuable practice in the challenging conditions. 

Well done to all competitors. 
T Vander Loop 

SURFING COMPETITION 
The Newman Surfing Competition was held over four days 

towards the end of Term II. Fortunately, due to Year 10 exami-
nations, the competition was postponed for a week when the 
swell was much better! 

The two top place getters from each of the heats progressed 
through to the next round. continuing until a "tour man" final 
was reached. 

The results were: 

1st Daniel Marchesani 
2nd Travis Coleman 
3rd Ben Jacobsen 
4th Adrian Tenger 

B. Jacobsen, J. c/c Leo 

I 

Softball lenin: 
Back Ron L-R: Amanda Rattigan, Jenni Berrigan, Katherine Jones 
Fro!-?t Ron: Christine Hayward, Cara Nichols, Rachel Purnell 

Squash Team: 
Back Row L-R: Maureen Wa/s/i, Damien Cooley, James Potistie 
Front Row.' Chris Lark, Fiona Giancola, Louisa Wuiterboiiriie 

L 

SurJiiig Tea,,,: 
Back Row LR: Jessica Hitnte,; fake Robinson, Elsa Len/s 
fi'o;it Ron: Daniel Marchesani, Brad Jacobsen, Leon Hittit 
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VOLLEYBALL 

r 

YEAR 10 VOLLEYBALL TEAM: 
Back am', L-R: Louise Bean, Tara Johnson, Claire Bean 
Front row: Tonia Travaçlini Edith Hon Geinina Travaglini 

[ 
SENIOR VOLLEYBALL TEAM: 
Back row, L-R: Ryan Haitfield, Travis Co/eiiian, Michael Lee, 
Sac/ia Kanskv 
Front row: Nick Tan, Scott Mackenzie, Andrew Cave 
Absent: Clint Jeiiring 

1)1-- it- if 	i1i. }b tLL s/cl. 
Back i'oiv L-R: .lciiiii Bci'rigan, Scott MacKenzie, Ryan Harifield, 
Jackie Crough, Briana Hciiiz 
Front row: Sarah Skerrait, Nicole Ferguson Amanda Rattigan, 
Bci'nath'ttc Devine, Kirstie Jones 

YEAR 10 VOLLEYBALL - STATE JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
On the 22, 23 and 24 of September, a Year Ten girls school 

volleyball team participated in a competition open to everyone 
at Loftus Centre. The weekend was quite successful consider-
ing it was our first time in any kind of competition. 

It started on Friday 22nd at 5 pm (our first game). The team 
was beaten by an enormous score and failed to produce many 
points. After our first nerve racking game we had duty. During 
this time we observed other successful teams playing and picked 
Lill a few pointers. 

At 7 pm we went on court to play our second game. The girls 
were no where near as nervous, we were ready to play. In the 
first set of the game we scored some points with the team being 
"on their toes". The second set was closer. Then in the third we 
were up 13 to 11 and they called time out. Miss Pearce said to 
take it ball by ball and concentrate. We were defeated by their 
mean serve and the pressure proved too much. 

On Saturday at our home court with the aid of two more play-
ers we won both of our games successfully. Unfortunately on 
Sunday we lost due to having to get up at such an ungodly hour 
and the other teams' "so called" skill. 

Thank you to Miss Pearce for doing a great job of coaching 
us and to all the girls for being such a great team! 

Louise Bean 

YEAR 11 GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
The Year Eleven team was comprised of girls who had not 

participated in a tournament before. 
Early morning training sessions with the Year Ten team were 

designed to improve skills and the basic understanding of the 
game. The theory was there but it didn't always flow through to 
our game play. 

We played games over the weekend and while we didn't win 
any we certainly improved and enjoyed ourselves. 

BEACH VOLLEYBALL 
Early in the year Newman fielded four teams in the Cham-

pion Schools' Beach Volleyball Tournament. In the Fun 4s divi 
sion, Sacha Kansky, Travis Coleman and Glen Pirrit needed to 
find replacements throughout the day, and struggled in windy 
conditions. The boys put in a great effort though, winning a 
couple of games. 

Two girls teams consisting of Year Elevens and Tens entered 
the Fun 4s, and although they did not make the finals, gained 
great experience in what was for the Year Tens, their first com-
petition. 

In the Honorary 2s division, Ryan Hartfield and Scott Mac-
kenzie played great volleyball all day in the toughest competi-
tion. Winning all their games except one, losing narrowly 11 - 
15, the boys failed to make the finals by only I point, finishing 
fifth overall. 

Following this tournament, Jenny Berrigan, Sarah Skerrat and 
Ryan Hartfield were invited to train with the Sydney 2000 Ol-
ympic Beach Volleyball Development Squad leading up to the 
Sydney Olympics. 

Ryan Hartfield 

STATE JUNIOR CUP BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
Preparation for the tournament which took place at the Loftus 

Recreation Centre the last weekend of September began a mere 
few weeks before the tournament started. 

The tournament itself was a trying competition for the team 
and although the end results didn't lend themselves to our over 
inflated egos we did prove to our arch enemies Rossmoyne that 
we can block the best of their spikes (Andrew Cave outshining) 
and that we can still score more than eight points in a game. 

A. Cave 
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EDITORIAL 	V 

Editors: Katie Fleiiiiiier and [)eeges/i S/ia/i 

We have been told we have to write an editorial, so we thought we might as well get on with it! 
This year we were faced with the challenging task of creating a magazine for both campuses. Everyone in the committee 

agreed that while it was a huge effort, ultimately it gave the magazine a better format ( at last you don't have to constantly be 
turning the book upside down to change campuses !! ) it also emphasised further the unity between Doubleview and Churchiands 
campuses. Desk-top publishing was used to produce the magazine for the first time which, although time consuming, and, ini-
tially, very headache producing, gave the book a much more personalised finish. 

We would like to thank Mrs Parker for her outstanding commitment, hard work and support throughout the school year. Thanks 
must go also to Mrs Nockolds, who was our liaison at Douhieview and also did the photography there, Mr Kenny and all the other 
committee members, and especially to Chris Kings-Lynne, whose computer expertise and typing skills were most appreciated. 

We've really had fun doing the magazine and found it an extremely rewarding experience , both in leadership, and in learning 
the skills of magazine production. 

We hope you enjoy the contents and the new format of 1995's 'The Newman Year'. 
Katie & Deegesh 

MAGAZINE COMMITTEE MEMBERS: 
Bak iou; L-R: Francis Joseph, Matthew Partridge, Brian Prestoii, Rebbecca Valenti, Jefliev C/iiii 
Front row: Toni Emmanuel, He/cue Funç', Anna Led 'eu; Mrs Parke,; Rebekah Sturnio/e, Chris Kin us-Lvnuie, Jacinta 
Man iei'annan 
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ROLL CALL, 1995 
ACCORDINO MARIE 10 CATHERINE BREMNER 
ADAMS JOEL 9 CATHERINE BREMNER 
AGOSTINO CHRISTOPHER 9 MACKILLOP BRENDISH 
AGUILAR KARIN 9 CAMARA BRENNAN 
ALLAN JENNIFER 9 MACKILLOP BRICE 
ALLEN DEBORAH 10 CAMARA BRICE 
ALO ANTHONY 11 MARCELLIN BRIDGE 
ALO PAUL 10 MARCELLIN BRIGATTI 
AMANI MARIKA 10 MARCELLIN BRINDAL 
AMBRA ANNA 11 MACKILLOP BRINDAL 
AMBRA RICHARD 9 MACKILLOP BROGAN 
AMIN JEELAN 12 MACKILLOP BROOKES 
AMIN MEERA 11 MACKILLOP BROOKES 
ANDERSON EMMALENE 8 CATHERINE BROWN 
ANDERTON EMILY 10 CATHERINE BROWN 
ANDERTON JOHN 12 CATHERINE BROWN 
ANDREOLI CATHERINE 10 CAMARA BRUCE 
ANDREOLI LISA 8 CAMARA BRUCE 
ANDRUSZKIW MARILYN 11 CHISHOLM BRUNINI 
ANTONELLO DINO 12 BRIGID BRUTSCHE 
ANVER TAHLIA 10 THOMAS MORE BRYANT 
ARNOLD CHRISTINE 9 CATHERINE BUCHANAN 
ARNOLD FRANCES 11 CATHERINE BUCKLEY 
ASHBY TANYA 12 ROMERO BUISE 
ASWOKO DODDY 10 MARCELLIN BURGESS 
ATTENBOROUGH JARROD 11 CATHERINE BURKE 
AYLING NICOLA 11 MARCELLIN BURNS 
BAILEY JONATHAN 8 MARCELLIN BURNS 
BALLARINE RENEE 11 CHISHOLM BURNS 
BALLERINI ANGELA 10 CHISHOLM BURNS 
BALLERINI VANCE 11 CHISHOLM BURNS 
BANK LISA 11 CATHERINE BURNS 
BANKS OLIVER 12 CAMARA BURTON 
BARBER THOMAS 11 CATHERINE BURTON 
BARGHNAVARD LAURA 11 ROMERO BUTSON 
BARKER BENJAMIN 10 THOMAS MORE BYRNE 
BARNAO DANIEL 12 CHISHOLM BYRNE 
BARNAO SARAH 10 CHISHOLM BYRNE 
BARNS LUKE 11 CATHERINE BYRNES 
BARNS MICHAEL 9 CATHERINE BYRNE 
BARRATT MICHAEL 11 CHISHOLM CALABRESE 
BARRY JONATHAN 9 CATHERINE CALABRESE 
BARTEL MATTHEW 11 CATHERINE CALLAGHAN 
BASKERVILLE BRAD 9 THOMAS MORE CAMBRIDGE 
BASKERVILLE TARA 11 THOMAS MORE CAMPBELL 
BASSAN JARROD 11 CAMARA CAMPEN 
BATEMAN JENNI-MAREE 12 BRIGID CANN 
BEAL ADAM 11 CHISHOLM CAPOLINGUA 
BEAN CLAIRE 10 MARCELLIN CAPOLINGUA 
BEAN DAVID 12 MARCELLIN CAPOLINGUA 
BEAN LOUISE 10 MARCELLIN CAPOLINGUA 
BEER AARON 11 CAMARA CARABETTA 
BEGOVICH JULIE 10 CAMARA CARBONE 
BEINART SHAUN 10 THOMAS MORE CARBONE 
BENEDETTI JOSHUA 9 THOMAS MORE CAREY 
BENEDETTI JOEL 8 THOMAS MORE CARMAN 
BENKOVIC ADAM 8 MARCELLIN CARMODY 
BENKOVIC TAHRN 11 MARCELLIN CARMODY 
BENTLEY LUKE 10 CAMARA CARR 
BEN WELL NICOLA 9 CAMARA CARROLL 
BERRIGAN CLARE 10 CATHERINE CARTY 
BERRIGAN DANIEL 8 CATHERINE CASEY 
BERRIGAN JENNIFER 12 CATHERINE CASEY 
BERRIOS CAROLINA 10 CAMARA CASSIDY 
BERRY DANIEL 10 SPROMERO CAVANAGH 
BERTILONE CHRISTINA 8 CATHERINE CAVANAGH 
BIDSTRUP MARCUS 11 BRIGID CAVE 
BLAGOJEVIC TIMOTHY 10 THOMAS MORE CELENZA 
BLAIR MARTIN 9 BRIGID CERINICH 
BLAKEMAN BREE 8 CATHERINE CERINICH 
BLAKEMAN HARLEY 12 CATHERINE CHABREL 
BLAKEMAN SHAUN 10 CATHERINE CHABREL 
BLAKEY DANIEL 10 BRIGID CHANDRA 
BLAKEY GARETH 12 BRIGID CHAPERON 
BLICK JULIE 8 MACKILLOP CHAPLIN 
BLOORE KELLY 11 CHISHOLM CHAPMAN 
BLYTHMAN CRAIG 10 THOMAS MORE CHAPPLE 
BLYTHMAN MARK 8 THOMAS MORE CHAPPLE 
BOEDIANTO ALBERT 11 CHISHOLM CHEANG 
BOLSTER GREGORY 8 MACKILLOP CHESTER 
BOMBAK NIKKI 8 THOMAS MORE CHIA 
BOMBAK NATALIE 9 CHISHOLM CHIA 
BONAVITA JOSEPH 8 SPBRIGID CHIN 
BOND LAURA 11 THOMAS MORE CHINNERY 
BRADSHAW NICOLA 9 CAMARA CHONG 
BRAIN KEIRAN 12 CATHERINE CHRISTO 
BREEN JAMES 8 MARCELLIN CHU 
BREEN JESSICA 11 MARCELLIN CHU 

JAMES 9 BRIGID CHU JENNA 8 MACKILLOP 
KIRSTEN 8 ROMERO CHU ERIC 11 MACKILLOP 
BROOKE 9 ROMERO CICCARONE ADAM 10 CAMARA 
CRAIG 9 CATHERINE CLARKE BROOKE 9 CAMARA 
AARON 10 CAMARA CLARK ELIZABETH 9 CHISHOLM 
SIMON 12 CHISHOLM CLARK JOHN B CHISHOLM 
DANIEL 8 ROMERO CLARK RACHEL 12 CHISHOLM 
HAYLEY 8 CHISHOLM CLARK SARAH 10 CHISHOLM 
ALLANA 9 MARCELLIN CLEBER LOUISA 8 CATHERINE 
MICHAEL 12 MARCELLIN CLEBER NADIA 11 CATHERINE 
ELIZABETH 8 CAMARA CLIFFORD DANIEL 8 MACKILLOP 
ASHLEY 11 BRIGID CLUNE RICHARD 12 BRIGID 
CONRAD 12 BRIGID COHEN BENJAMIN 11 MARCELLIN 
ENRICA 9 CATHERINE COHEN REBECCA 9 MARCELLIN 
JENNIFER 11 THOMAS MORE COLEMAN JOEL 8 ROMERO 
SCOTT 9 CHISHOLM COLEMAN TRAVIS 12 ROMERO 
ALEXANDRIA 9 CHISHOLM COLLENDER JACKIE 8 BRIGID 
JOSEPHINE 12 CHISHOLM COLLINS BENJAMIN 8 THOMAS MORE 
DAVIDE 10 ROMERO COLLINS CHRISTOPHER 12 THOMAS MORE 
ALEX 11 MACKILLOP COLLINS TIMOTHY 8 THOMAS MORE 
SYE 9 CHISHOLM COLLISON DAVID 10 MARCELLIN 
STEPHEN 12 BRIGID COLRAIN MICHAEL 8 ROMERO 
RYAN 10 THOMAS MORE COMELLO AMELIE 9 CATHERINE 
SHANE B BRIGID COMITO DAMIAN 12 THOMAS MORE 
MARK 8 BRIGID CONCEICAO DAMIAN 9 CATHERINE 
MARY B CATHERINE CONGIU FRANCESCO 10 BRIGID 
MELISSA 11 ROMERO CONNELL DAVID 11 CHISHOLM 
ALICIA 8 MACKILLOP CONNOR JUDITH EMILY 10 THOMAS MORE 
BRIAN 10 ROMERO CONNOR THOMAS 8 THOMAS MORE 
CAROLINE 11 BRIGID CONSTANTINE DEANNE 11 CATHERINE 
GEMMA 9 BRIGID COOLEY DAMIEN 11 MARCELLIN 
MATTHEW 11 MACKILLOP COONEY CHRISTOPHER 10 MACKILLOP 
LIAM 8 MACKILLOP COONEY JACQUELINE 8 MACKILLOP 
PAUL 10 MACKILLOP COON MELANIE 12 MARCELLIN 
TIMOTHY 10 CAMARA COOPER LUCY 10 CATHERINE 
DARA 10 MACKILLOP COOREY EUGENIE 11 CAMARA 
LUKE 12 CAMARA CORBETT HAYLEY 8 CATHERINE 
RORY 9 MACKILLOP CORNISH FLEUR 9 BRIGID 
ARLENE 10 CATHERINE CORNISH KARL 11 BRIGID 
ZOE 10 CAMARA CORRIGAN CHRISTIAN 9 CATHERINE 
ALICIA 10 CATHERINE COSKUN DANIELLA 9 MARCELLIN 
JONATHAN 8 CATHERINE COTTERELL DAVID 10 CAMARA 
DAVID 12 BRIGID COTTERELL VICKI 9 CAMARA 
CLINTON 9 CAMARA COVICH NICHOLAS 9 CAMARA 
TIMOTHY 10 THOMAS MORE CRAIGIE KENNETH 9 MACKILLOP 
FIONA 9 THOMAS MORE CRAMP RUSSELL 12 CAMARA 
CHRISTOPHER 10 ROMERO CRANLEY MARIE 8 BRIGID 
DANIEL 8 CAMARA CRETNEY MELISSA 8 CAMARA 
ADAM 11 CAMARA CROUGH JACQUELINE 11 BRIGID 
ANNA 12 ROMERO CROXFORD ADAM 12 THOMAS MORE 
PATRIZIA 10 ROMERO CROXFORD SARAH 9 THOMAS MORE 
SIMON 8 MARCELLIN CULLINANE CLAIRE 12 CAMARA 
ADAM 9 ROMERO CUMMING TRICIA 11 ROMERO 
TROY 12 ROMERO CURLEY BRENTON 9 BRIGID 
DESIREE 9 CAMARA CURRIE RENAE 10 CAMARA 
BRIE 9 CATHERINE CURTIS CARA 9 MARCELLIN 
DANE 11 THOMAS MORE CURTIS JAMEE-LEE 8 CHISHOLM 
JENELLA 12 THOMAS MORE CURTIS LAUREN 8 MARCELLIN 
DANIELLE 11 CAMARA D'SOUZA ANDREA 10 ROMERO 
TRACY 9 THOMAS MORE D'SOUZA MIRIAM 11 ROMERO 
SHANNON 8 CAMARA D'SOUZA NAOMI 10 MARCELLIN 
CHRISTOPHER 12 CAMARA DALY NEIL 10 CATHERINE 
SIMON 8 MARCELLIN DALY TIMOTHY 12 CATHERINE 
JORDANNA 11 CAMARA DANE SONJA 12 CHISHOLM 
DANIEL 10 MARCELLIN DANIEL JEREMY 11 ROMERO 
EMMA 8 MARCELLIN DASTLIK MATTHEW 10 SPCATHERINE 
ANDREW 12 ROMERO DASTLIK MEAGAN 10 CATHERINE 
JULIE 11 THOMAS MORE DAVIDS CARA 12 BRIGID 
ERIN 8 CHISHOLM DAVIDSON KATHERINE 11 CHISHOLM 
NIKOL 10 CHISHOLM DAVIDSON TERESA 9 CHISHOLM 
CLAIRE 9 MARCELLIN DAVIES BENJAMIN 9 CHISHOLM 
LAUREN 8 MARCELLIN DAVIES GARRETH 11 CATHERINE 
FENNY 11 BRIGID DAVIES KYLIE 10 MACKILLOP 
MATTHEW 9 CATHERINE DAVIES MARK 11 CATHERINE 
JOEL 12 CATHERINE DAVIES RHYS 9 CATHERINE 
BENJAMIN 10 CATHERINE DAVIS JEREMY 9 THOMAS MORE 
KATHERINE 10 CAMARA DAVIS KIMBERLEY 10 CAMARA 
PHILIPPA 12 CAMARA DAY KYLIE 11 MACKILLOP 
MICHAEL B THOMAS MORE DE HAAS MARCUS 8 BRIGID 
QUENTIN 11 CHISHOLM DE LA MOTTE SIMONE 9 MACKILLOP 
LORRAINE 12 MACKILLOP DE LA MOTTE NICOLE 12 MACKILLOP 
PATRICIA 8 MACKILLOP DE LEO JAMES 12 THOMAS MORE 
CHEE LOONG 12 CATHERINE DE MOUNCEY SIMON 11 ROMERO 
EMMA 9 CHISHOLM DE SILVA GEEVANKA 10 CATHERINE 
DENNING 12 MACKILLOP DE SILVA CHANTAL 11 BRIGID 
NICHOLAS 8 ROMERO DE SILVA CHRISTIAN 10 MARCELLIN 
CHRISTOPHER 8 MACKILLOP DE SILVA ROSANNE 11 MARCELLIN 
CARRIE 12 MACKILLOP DE SOUZA JUSTIN LEE 9 ROMERO 
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DEAN KATHERINE 9 CAMARA GALLAGHER ALISON 8 CATHERINE HEALY CLARE 10 MACKILLOP 
DEARLE LOUISA 9 ROMERO GALLAGHER AMY 10 CATHERINE HEANEY LARA 9 MARCELLIN 
DEBOGORSKI IWONA 9 CATHERINE GARBIN SCOTT 11 ROMERO HEDGES EMMA 9 THOMAS MORE 
DELIMA JONATHAN 8 CHISHOLM GARTNER SARAH 11 BRIGID HEENAN JESSICA 10 MARCELLIN 
DEMASI FIONA 9 CATHERINE GARVEY ANDREW 9 CHISHOLM HEINZ BRIANA 11 CHISHOLM 
DERMODY KATE 10 CATHERINE GASKELL JOSHUA 8 MARCELLIN HENDERSON ROSS 9 CHISHOLM 
DERMODY SIMON 11 CATHERINE GASTEVSKI ILIA 12 MARCELLIN HENLEY JOHN 8 CATHERINE 
DETATA ANTHONY 12 ROMERO GAUCI REBECCA 12 CATHERINE HENRY FIONA 8 CAMARA 
DETATA JOSEPHINA 8 ROMERO GAUNT BRADLEY 12 CATHERINE HENRYON CLAIRE 12 CAMARA 
DETCHON NICHOLAS 10 MARCELLIN GAUNT LINDSAY 10 CATHERINE HERSCOVITCH MATTHEW 9 THOMAS MORE 
DEVINE BERNADETTE 11 ROMERO GENOVESE MARK 8 ROMERO HEWITSON PAUL 8 MARCELLIN 
DEVINE CHRISTINE 8 ROMERO GEOGHEGAN JOANNA 11 MACKILLOP HICKMAN BENJAMIN 9 BRIGID 
DEWAR CHENELLE 8 CATHERINE GEOGHEGAN SAMANTHA 9 MACKILLOP HINCE DANA 12 MARCELLIN 
DHARJANTO EFFENDI IBRAHIM 8 MACKILLOP GEORGIADES JAMES 8 THOMAS MORE HINCE VANESSA 10 MARCELLIN 
DI BENEDETTO PAUL 12 MACKILLOP GEORGIADES JOSEPH 11 THOMAS MORE HINCHLIFFE SHARON 10 BRIGID 
DI BLASI MARK 11 BRIGID GIAIMO AMANDA 9 MACKILLOP HINCHLIFFE JUSTIN 12 BRIGID 
DIDMON FIONA 10 CATHERINE GIANATTI ADRIAN 8 MARCELLIN HIRNIAK AARON 10 CAMARA 
DIMMOCK NICHOLAS 11 MARCELLIN GIANATTI TARYN 12 CAMARA HIRNIAK BRENDAN 9 CAMARA 
DOHERTY ROBYN 9 ROMERO GIANCOLA FIONA 10 CHISHOLM HIRST ANOUSHKA 12 CATHERINE 
DONOHOE RYAN 8 ROMERO GIBBNEY BRIDlE 11 BRIGID HIRST CASSANDRA 10 CATHERINE 
DORNAN CLAIRE 10 ROMERO GIBSON RYAN 9 THOMAS MORE HODDY KAREN 10 CAMARA 
DOWNEY JOANNA 11 MARCELLIN GILBERT CATHERINE 12 MARCELLIN HOGAN MEISHA 10 THOMAS MORE 
DRAGICEVICH LUKE 8 THOMAS MORE GILLAM GREGORY 9 MACKILLOP HOGAN SIMONE 12 THOMAS MORE 
DUNSTAN DAVID 11 MARCELLIN GILLAM TREVOR 10 MACKILLOP HOGG ERICA 9 MARCELLIN 
DURACK DAVID 12 MACKILLOP GILLIES JAY 8 THOMAS MORE HON WAI SUEN 10 BRIGID 
DURACK SARAH 10 MACKILLOP GIUFFRE RENEE 8 MARCELLIN HOOD NATHAN 8 CATHERINE 
DWYER JOHN 8 BRIGID GJORGJIEV JORDAN 8 BRIGID HOON CHANG YONG 11 CATHERINE 
DWYER ROSS 8 CHISHOLM GJORGJIEVSKI ADAM 10 BRIGID HOPKIN RHIANNNA 9 SPCHISHOLM 
DYER LEONIE 8 BRIGID GLASS MATTHEW 11 CAMARA HOPKINS CHRISTINE 11 CATHERINE 
EARLEY JOEL 10 THOMAS MORE GLEESON NATALIE 8 THOMAS MORE HORGAN JOSEPHINE 10 BRIGID 
EARNSHAW AMEESHA 11 BRIGID GLENISTER DANIELLE 9 CAMARA HORGAN JAMES 8 BRIGID 
ECCLES REBECCA 8 ROMERO GLYNN NATASHA 8 BRIGID HORGAN MATTHEW 11 BRIGID 
EGAN SUSAN 11 BRIGID GODULA MONIKA 12 MACKILLOP HOUGHTON GARETH 10 THOMAS MORE 
EGGLETON ADELE 12 ROMERO GOODISON DARREN 12 CAMARA HOWARD AMBER 10 THOMAS MORE 
EGGLETON CELIA 10 ROMERO GOODISON GRAHAM 9 CAMARA HOWE BRETT 9 ROMERO 
EITELHUBER THOMAS 9 BRIGID GOODWIN ROBERT 10 CHISHOLM HOWES DANIEL 9 MACKILLOP 
ELLIOTT STEVEN 8 MACKILLOP GOUGH KYLIE 11 MARCELLIN HOWES ELIZABETH 11 MACKILLOP 
EMERSON HOLLY-MAE 10 MARCELLIN GRANLAND KATHRYN 12 CAMARA HOWMAN KERRIE 12 CHISHOLM 
EMMANUEL TONI 10 THOMAS MORE GRAY DAMIEN 9 SPBRIGID HOWMAN PAULINE 9 CATHERINE 
ENAD CONSUELO 11 CATHERINE GREEN RACHAEL 10 ROMERO HOWMAN SAMUEL 10 CHISHOLM 
ENSOR EBAN 9 ROMERO GREENHALGH PHILIP 9 CHISHOLM HOYER JUSTIN 10 MACKILLOP 
ENSOR LEIGHTON 8 ROMERO GREEN RICHARD 11 CHISHOLM HRIBAR DANIEL 12 THOMAS MORE 
ENSOR RANDALL 11 ROMERO GREGORY BENJAMIN 10 MARCELLIN HRIBAR KARL 10 THOMAS MORE 
EVANS REBECCA 10 BRIGID GREGORY ERRIN 8 MARCELLIN HSU CHIA-HSING 12 CATHERINE 
FAIRWEATHER MICHAEL 10 ROMERO GRIBBON DANIEL 8 ROMERO HUGHES ANTHEA 11 ROMERO 
FAITHFULL AMANDA 10 CATHERINE GRIEVE BRONWYN 11 BRIGID HUNT BRENDAN 9 MARCELLIN 
FAITHFULL MIA 9 CATHERINE GRIEVE MARY-ANNE 9 BRIGID HUNTER JACK 8 CHISHOLM 
FANTO DANIELA 10 ROMERO GRIFFITH AARON 12 CHISHOLM HUNTER JESSICA 11 MACKILLOP 
FARRELL ANDREW 11 CHISHOLM GRIFFITHS MELANIE 11 CHISHOLM HUNTER MALCOLM 11 MACKILLOP 
FARRELL SIMONE 12 ROMERO GROBBY DAVID 8 MACKILLOP HUNT LEON 10 MARCELLIN 
FASKEL RAHNAE 10 ROMERO GUAN LAETITIA 10 MACKILLOP HUNT VIVIAN 12 MARCELLIN 
FAZARI MICHAEL 8 ROMERO GUEST SARAH 9 CHISHOLM HURD MELISSA 12 MARCELLIN 
FERGUSON DANIELLE 10 ROMERO GUNASEKERA MILINDA 8 BRIGID HUTCHINGS MICHAEL 9 MARCELLIN 
FERGUSON NICOLE 12 ROMERO GUNASEKERA SASHYA 9 BRIGID HUTCHISON JOSHUA 8 BRIGID 
FIGLIOMENI STEPHEN 11 CATHERINE GUY MARIKA 10 MARCELLIN HUTCHISON TIFFANIE 12 BRIGID 
FIORE ADAM 11 MARCELLIN HADDOW RICHARD 8 CAMARA HYNES CAITLIN 9 ROMERO 
FIORE MONICA 10 MARCELLIN HAHN MELINDA 12 THOMAS MORE HYNES JOANNA 11 ROMERO 
FIRTH LUKE 11 BRIGID HALDANE ALICIA 11 MARCELLIN HYNES MICHAEL 12 ROMERO 
FISHER CHRISTOPHER 10 THOMAS MORE HALDANE STEPHEN 8 MARCELLIN IACIERI JOHN 10 ROMERO 
FITZGERALD EMMA 12 CAMARA HALDEN DANIEL 12 MARCELLIN IENCO GIUSEPPE 11 CATHERINE 
FLEMING ALISTAIR 11 THOMAS MORE HALDEN LUKE 9 MARCELLIN INCE REBECCA 9 ROMERO 
FLEMING SARA 10 THOMAS MORE HALL MICHAEL 8 THOMAS MORE INCE STEPHEN 11 ROMERO 
FLEMMER KATHRYN 11 THOMAS MORE HAN NICHOLAS 9 CAMARA JACK CHRISTOPHER 12 CAMARA 
FLOTTMANN ADAM 8 THOMAS MORE HANNIGAN KATRINA 9 ROMERO JACOBSEN BRADLEY 12 THOMAS MORE 
FLYNN ADAM 9 THOMAS MORE HARRIS CHRISTOPHER 12 THOMAS MORE JAKOVICH MELINDA 9 CHISHOLM 
FOLLEY ADAM 9 CAMARA HARRIS JESSICA 8 BRIGID JAMES EMILY 8 MARCELLIN 
FOLLEY lAIN 8 CAMARA HARRIS MICHELLE 11 THOMAS MORE JAMES JORDAN 9 MARCELLIN 
FONG FIONA 11 MACKILLOP HARRISON LEE 8 BRIGID JAMES LUCIE 9 MARCELLIN 
FORSYTH JEREMY 8 CHISHOLM HARROLD BRADY 11 CAMARA JAMES REBECCA 10 MARCELLIN 
FORT LISA 10 CATHERINE HARTFIELD DOMINIQUE 11 CHISHOLM JASAS NATASHA 8 BRIGID 
FORT CORY 11 CATHERINE HARTFIELD LIAM 8 CHISHOLM JEFFREY STEVEN 12 CATHERINE 
FORTE SAMUAL 11 ROMERO HARTFIELD RYAN 12 CHISHOLM JENSEN TONYA 11 ROMERO 
FOWLE LEONIE 8 CAMARA HARVEY BRETT 11 ROMERO JEURING CLINT 12 MACKILLOP 
FOX DOUGLAS 9 MACKILLOP HASTIE GRAEME 11 CHISHOLM JEURING TRENT 8 MACKILLOP 
FRANCONI JACQUELINE 11 CHISHOLM HASTIE STEPHEN 8 CHISHOLM JOHANSSON KRISTOFER 8 CAMARA 
FRANCONI ROBERT 12 CHISHOLM HAUGHTON COLIN 12 BRIGID JOHNS MICHAEL 8 THOMAS MORE 
FREDIANI BENJAMIN 12 BRIGID HAUGHTON ClARA 10 BRIGID JOHNSON KARLENE 8 CHISHOLM 
FREDIANI MATTHEW 10 BRIGID HAWKE ANTHONY 12 CAMARA JOHNSON STEVEN 12 MACKILLOP 
FREEDMAN CHRISTOPHER 11 BRIGID HAWKE CARLIE 11 CAMARA JOHNSON TARA 10 CHISHOLM 
FREEMAN DANIEL 12 CHISHOLM HAWKE SARAH 10 CAMARA JONES KATHERINE 12 MARCELLIN 
FRISINA MICHAEL 10 CAMARA HAWTIN JANE 10 CHISHOLM JONES ANGELA 12 MACKILLOP 
FRISINA SAMMY 8 CAMARA HAWTIN THOMAS 8 CHISHOLM JONES DANIEL 9 MACKILLOP 
FRY CHANTAL 10 MACKILLOP HAWTON ADAM 11 CAMARA JONES JULIE 11 MARCELLIN 
FUNG HADWIN 9 THOMAS MORE HAYES ANDREW 11 CATHERINE JONES KIRSTIE 11 CAMARA 
FILING HOI-YING 12 THOMAS MORE HAYWARD CHRISTINE 12 THOMAS MORE JONES NATHAN 12 CATHERINE 
FLING JOHN 11 THOMAS MORE HAYWOOD BENJAMIN 9 THOMAS MORE JONES SANDY 9 MARCELLIN 
GALE STEPHEN 9 MACKILLOP HAYWOOD FRANCINE 11 THOMAS MORE JOSEPH FRANCIS 10 BRIGID 
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JOSEPH MATHEW 8 BRIGID LINNEY JAYE 8 THOMAS MORE MICUCCI DANIELLE 9 CAMARA 

JOSEY ALANA 8 CATHERINE LINTON TIAZA 9 CAMARA MICUCCI MARIKA 8 CAMARA 

JOSEY LEIGH 10 CATHERINE LISWOJO LIANA 11 BRIGID MIDDLETON COLLEEN 10 THOMAS MORE 

JOYCE BEN 8 MACKILLOP LITIC ANGELA 8 ROMERO MIDDLETON PAUL 9 THOMAS MORE 

JOYCE PETER 8 ROMERO LOCKETT LAURISSA 8 MACKILLOP MILL ERIN 8 CATHERINE 

JOYCE TYSON 10 CAMARA LONG LEANNE 11 MARCELLIN MILLER KATE 9 CATHERINE 

JUDGES DANIEL 8 CHISHOLM LONGO MARCO 12 CAMARA MILLER CRAIG 11 CATHERINE 

JUDGES FRANCES 9 CHISHOLM LORD DAVIN 12 CAMARA MILLER KATE 10 CATHERINE 

JUDGES JOHN 11 CHISHOLM LORD GARTH 10 CAMARA MILLIKAN REBEKAH 11 CAMARA 

KACZMAREK LARA 11 MARCELLIN LORD NICHOLAS 8 THOMAS MORE MILNER JAYNE 10 BRIGID 

KAITSE JOHN 9 MACKILLOP LOSE FELICITY 11 CAMARA MIRAUDO FRANK 8 CHISHOLM 

KALAMARAS VASSO 12 ROMERO LUKEY MICHAEL 9 ROMERO MIRAUDO SEBASTIAN 10 CHISHOLM 

KANE GENEVIEVE 8 CATHERINE LURIE MICHAEL 9 ROMERO MONTEFUSCO ANTHONY 9 THOMAS MORE 

KANE JOSEPH 10 CATHERINE LUSH DAVID 9 BRIGID MONTGOMERY MICHAEL 9 CHISHOLM 

KANNIS MICHAEL 8 THOMAS MORE LYNTON JUSTIN 10 THOMAS MORE MOONEY RYAN 10 THOMAS MORE 

KANSKY SACHA 12 ROMERO LYNTON RANDALL 12 THOMAS MORE MOORE LEE 11 CATHERINE 

KANTSLER BENJAMIN 9 CATHERINE LYON KAREN 8 THOMAS MORE MORALES RICARDO 11 MARCELLIN 

KARAJAS GEORGIA 10 ROMERO LYRA DAVID 8 CHISHOLM MORGAN RAYNE 9 ROMERO 

KARIA PRIYA 8 ROMERO LYRA JAMES 10 CHISHOLM MORGAN DAMIEN 11 MACKILLOP 

KASH CLAIRE 8 ROMERO MACDONALD ALAN 10 CAMARA MORGAN JANE 12 CATHERINE 

KASH JOEL 11 ROMERO MACK AARON 11 THOMAS MORE MORGAN ROBERT 12 MACKILLOP 

KAVANAGH PATRICK 9 THOMAS MORE MACKELL JULIE-ANN 10 BRIGID MORIARTY WARREN 8 THOMAS MORE 

KAVANAGH KRISTY 12 CHISHOLM MACKENZIE SCOTT 12 CHISHOLM MORRIS AMY 11 MACKILLOP 

KAVANAGH PHILOMENA 11 THOMAS MORE MACKNAY VANESSA 10 CAMARA MORRIS PATRICK 8 MACKILLOP 

KEATING DOMINIC 8 BRIGID MACNEENEY DANIEL 9 MARCELLIN MORRIS THAYL 10 ROMERO 

KEENAN NICHOLAS 9 ROMERO MADAFFARI DOMENIC 10 CHISHOLM MUIR MATTHEW 8 THOMAS MORE 

KEENAN SAMUEL 11 ROMERO MADASCHI ADRIAN 8 CHISHOLM MULCASTER SCOTT 8 CAMARA 

KEENE CHANTEL 10 CHISHOLM MADASCHI SIMON 12 CHISHOLM MULJADI ANDRI 11 CHISHOLM 

KELL KYLIE 11 BRIGID MADDEN FINNAVAIR 11 CATHERINE MULLER ANTHONY 12 BRIGID 

KENNEDY JACLYN 10 MACKILLOP MAHONEY LEIGH 12 MACKILLOP MULLINS GRANT 11 THOMAS MORE 

KENNEDY NEIL 8 CAMARA MAJEETHIA DEEPA 11 CAMARA MULLINS SCOTT 12 THOMAS MORE 

KENNEDY RENEE 10 CAMARA MALAXOS MELISSA 11 CHISHOLM MULLINS TIMOTHY 11 ROMERO 

KENT SCOTT 12 MACKILLOP MANCINI NICOLE 8 CATHERINE MUNDAY ANGELA 12 CHISHOLM 

KERR TIMOTHY 8 SPMARCELLIN MANIEVANNAN JACINTA 11 BRIGID MURPHY DANIEL 8 ROMERO 

KIERAN CHRISTOPHER 12 CAMARA MANIEVANNAN SURESH 8 BRIGID MURPHY NGARITA 10 THOMAS MORE 

KIJASATHIARN SHADOK 11 MACKILLOP MANNING MARTINA 8 THOMAS MORE MUSCA ADRIANA 11 MACKILLOP 

KILBANE ERIN 8 BRIGID MANNINO CHAD 8 CATHERINE MUSU BENILD 11 THOMAS MORE 

KINGS-LYNNE CHRISTOPHER 12 CATHERINE MARBECK ALEXANDER 8 CAMARA MUTHUKUMARU KAMINI 9 CHISHOLM 

KINGS-LYNNE TIMOTHY 10 CATHERINE MARCHESANI DANIEL 11 THOMAS MORE MYERS LUKE 9 MARCELLIN 

KINGSTON STEPHEN 9 THOMAS MORE MARKIEWICZ JESSICA 8 MACKILLOP NAIR LAAVANYA 9 MARCELLIN 

KINGSTON SUSAN 10 THOMAS MORE MARNELL BENJAMIN 10 CHISHOLM NAIRN ROBERT 11 MACKILLOP 

KINSELLA GLEN 8 CATHERINE MARNELL JESSICA 8 CHISHOLM NAPOLI FRANCESCA 9 MARCELLIN 

KON-YU ADAM 11 THOMAS MORE MARTIN KRISTINA 12 BRIGID NEMARIC NICHOLAS 8 MACKILLOP 

KUSUMADEWI SANDRA 11 CAMARA MARTINO DAVID 10 CHISHOLM NESA MONIQUE 12 THOMAS MORE 

LA TOSA MICHELLE 12 THOMAS MORE MARTINO JASON 8 CHISHOLM NEWMAN MATTHEW 10 CATHERINE 

LALOR ANTONY 11 CAMARA MARTYN CATHERINE 8 CHISHOLM NG JONATHAN 8 BRIGID 

LALOR BRIONY 10 CAMARA MASCIONE BEN 8 MACKILLOP NICHOLS CALLAN 12 CAMARA 

LANCE DANE 10 BRIGID MASLIN KATIE 11 THOMAS MORE NICHOLS CARA 12 CAMARA 

LANDWEHR JOSEPH 11 MACKILLOP MASLIN MICHELLE 10 THOMAS MORE NICHOLS TROY 11 MACKILLOP 

LANGLANDS GEMMA 8 MARCELLIN MATKOVICH VINKA 10 THOMAS MORE NICOLO GABRIELLE 10 ROMERO 

LANGTON CHRISTINE 10 ROMERO MATTIACCIO AMANDA 11 MACKILLOP NICOLO TANIA 12 CATHERINE 

LANGTON JENNIFER 11 ROMERO MATTIACCIO SIMON 9 MACKILLOP NICOLO YOLANDA 8 ROMERO 

LAPSLEY MAY 9 BRIGID MATZELLE RYAN 11 MARCELLIN NICOTRA DANIEL 10 CAMARA 

LARK CHRISTOPHER 10 CATHERINE MAURICE PENELOPE 8 BRIGID NIEWIAROWSKI CAROLINE 8 MACKILLOP 

LATTO BENJAMIN 9 THOMAS MORE MAXWELL DANIEL 11 THOMAS MORE NIKOLA HELENA 9 MACKILLOP 

LAVAN JONATHON 9 CHISHOLM MCARTHUR ANN 8 BRIGID NIKOLA MEGHANN 11 MACKILLOP 

LAW HUI MING 12 BRIGID MCARTHUR ROSS 9 CAMARA NIKOLIC LEAH 8 THOMAS MORE 

LAWRENCE DAVID 12 ROMERO MCCABE ALAN 10 MARCELLIN NIVEN JILL 12 CATHERINE 

LAWRENCE JANE 9 CHISHOLM MCCAVANAGH SHANNON 9 BRIGID NIXON GRANT 11 CHISHOLM 

LEACH CALLAN 11 CAMARA MCCOMBIE SAM 8 MACKILLOP NOBLE CATHERINE 10 THOMAS MORE 

LEARNIHAN MICHAEL 12 CHISHOLM MCDONALD ElLIS 12 MACKILLOP NOBLE HANNAH 9 THOMAS MORE 

LEARNIHAN VINCENT 8 CHISHOLM MCDONALD NORA 10 MACKILLOP NOLAN SHEILA 8 THOMAS MORE 

LEATT-HAYTER TIMOTHY 10 ROMERO MCGANN BENJAMIN 10 BRIGID NOLAN MAUREEN 10 THOMAS MORE 

LEDGER ANNA 10 MARCELLIN MCGANN JAMIE 10 BRIGID NOLAN STEPHEN 11 THOMAS MORE 

LEDGER MARGUERITE 8 MARCELLIN MCGOUGAN CASEY 8 CAMARA NORRIS KELLY 9 CHISHOLM 

LEE KONG BENJAMIN 12 MARCELLIN MCGOUGH STEPHEN 8 CHISHOLM NOSSITER CHRISTIAN 10 SPCHISHOLM 

LEE IVOR 12 MACKILLOP MCGUINESS ERIN 8 THOMAS MORE NUGARA CLARE 11 ROMERO 

LEE MICHAEL 12 THOMAS MORE MCINTOSH KATIE 10 MACKILLOP NUGARA JUANITA 12 ROMERO 

LEE ROWENA 12 MARCELLIN MCINTOSH MARISSA 9 MACKILLOP NUICH JESSICA 9 THOMAS MORE 

LEE TAMARA 10 MARCELLIN MCINTYRE FIONA 10 CHISHOLM O'BRIEN KIM 12 THOMAS MORE 

LEIPOLD GAVIN 8 THOMAS MORE MCKEAGUE CLARE 10 MACKILLOP O'BRIEN LIAM 9 ROMERO 

LENZO BELINDA 12 BRIGID MCKEAGUE OLLIE 9 MACKILLOP O'CONNELL BROOKE 10 MACKILLOP 

LENZO ELENA 11 BRIGID MCLERNON KATHRYN 12 THOMAS MORE O'CONNOR IAN 8 ROMERO 

LEONG EUGENE 12 MARCELLIN MCMENAMIN SHARNIE 9 CATHERINE O'CONNOR PATRICK 11 ROMERO 

LEONG LEANNE 9 MARCELLIN MCMENAMIN MARK 12 CATHERINE O'DEA PHILIP 10 CAMARA 

LETIZIA JOSEPH 9 CATHERINE MCSHANE JOEL 8 CATHERINE O'DEA SALLY-ELLEN 12 CAMARA 

LEUNIG KATE 8 CAMARA MEGGITT BETH 12 ROMERO O'DONOHOE JARRAD 8 CATHERINE 

LEWIS ELISA 11 THOMAS MORE MEKISIC EMMA 10 ROMERO O'DONOHOE PIETA 9 CATHERINE 

LIGOVICH LAUREN 9 CATHERINE MEKISIC FIONA 8 ROMERO O'HARA GAVIN 8 ROMERO 

LIGOVICH VANESSA 12 CATHERINE MENDE DANIEL 12 CAMARA O'LEARY BEN 10 MARCELLIN 

LIM CHIEW LING 11 ROMERO MENDE PAMELA 10 CAMARA O'LEARY KIMBERLEY 9 MARCELLIN 

LIM ELAINE 9 CAMARA MERCER KATE 9 CATHERINE O'SHAUGHNESSY LIAM 8 CAMARA 

LIM CHRISTOPHER 11 CHISHOLM METAXAS ALEXANDER 10 ROMERO O'SHEA LUCY 8 BRIGID 

LIM EDWARD 11 CAMARA METAXAS EMILY 11 ROMERO O'SHEA HELEN 9 MACKILLOP 

LINDSAY RACHEL 11 MARCELLIN METROPOLIS BRADLEY 8 ROMERO O'SHEA KATHERINE 9 BRIGID 

LING ERIC 9 MARCELLIN MEYER PAUL 12 MARCELLIN O'SULLIVAN BLAIR 11 ROMERO 

LING IVAN 11 MARCELLIN MICHELAKOS TIMMIE 12 CAMARA ODHAVJI SEEMA 11 MARCELLIN 
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OFFENBURG CLAIRE 10 MACKILLOP REID CLAIRE 9 BRIGID SIVAPALAN THANGA RATHI 12 MACKILLOP 
OGONOWSKI CHRISTOPHER 8 CAMARA REID CHELSEA 12 CHISHOLM SKERRATT ANASTASIA 8 THOMAS MORE 
ONG TIONG SING 9 MARCELLIN REID LAURA 8 CHISHOLM SKERRATT LUKE 10 THOMAS MORE 
PAGANIN KRISTIAN 12 BRIGID REILLY MATTHEW 10 ROMERO SKERRATT SARAH 12 THOMAS MORE 
PALAllO ANTHONY 9 CAMARA RENDELL JOANNA 9 ROMERO SKERRATT TIMOTHY 8 THOMAS MORE 
PALERMO MICHAEL 8 CAMARA RENDELL KYLIE 10 ROMERO SKITMORE ADELE 9 THOMAS MORE 
PALERMO MARISA 11 CAMARA RHATIGAN BROOKE 8 BRIGID SLATTERY BRADLEY 8 MARCELLIN 
PALMER REBECCA 8 CHISHOLM RHATIGAN COBY 9 BRIGID SLATTERY CHRISTOPHER 10 MARCELLIN 
PALMER BRADLEY 10 CHISHOLM RINGROSE BENJAMIN 11 BRIGID SLEE ROCELYN 8 THOMAS MORE 
PALMER ROWE 9 CAMARA ROBERTS JAMES 11 MACKILLOP SLOSS LEANNE 11 MARCELLIN 
PANASIUK ANTHONY 9 BRIGID ROBERTSON ELOISE 8 MACKILLOP SMALE JONATHAN 10 BRIGID 
PARTRIDGE JEFFREY 11 BRIGID ROBINSON RENEE 11 MACKILLOP SMITH ALYSHA 12 CHISHOLM 
PARTRIDGE MATTHEW 12 BRIGID ROBINSON WESLEY 9 CHISHOLM SMITH BERNADETTE 12 MARCELLIN 
PATON SCOTT 12 CHISHOLM ROBINSON CHEYNE 10 MACKILLOP SMITH DENNYEL 12 BRIGID 
PATTERSON KELLI 9 THOMAS MORE ROBINSON JACOB 10 CATHERINE SMITH DARRYL 9 CHISHOLM 
PAUL MARCUS 9 CATHERINE ROBINSON LANCE 8 CATHERINE SMITH JODIE 8 MARCELLIN 
PEARSON BRETT 11 THOMAS MORE ROBINSON MYKAL 10 MACKILLOP SMITH NICOLE 8 MACKILLOP 
PEARSON DREW 9 THOMAS MORE ROBINSON WILLIAM 11 CATHERINE SMITH TROY 9 BRIGID 
PEARSON NICOLE 9 THOMAS MORE ROBOTHAM DAVID 12 CATHERINE SMYTH COLLETTE 8 CHISHOLM 
PENNY CHANTELLE 9 BRIGID RODI ANITA 10 MACKILLOP SNOWBALL SAM 11 BRIGID 
PENNY NATASHA 9 BRIGID RODI JOSEPHINE 12 MACKILLOP SOMERVILLE RICHARD 12 THOMAS MORE 
PERROZZI AMANDA 9 ROMERO ROD WELL LUKE 9 BRIGID SONG MATHEW 11 CAMARA 
PERROZZI SARAH 12 ROMERO RODWELL TIMOTHY 8 MARCELLIN SPADEK JULIE 12 ROMERO 
PETERS RACHEL 11 CATHERINE ROGOWSKI CATHERINE 8 ROMERO SPANBROOK LARA 12 ROMERO 
PETER TERESA 11 MARCELLIN ROLLER MANDY 10 BRIGID SPARLING JASON 12 MARCELLIN 
PETRUZIO BIANCA 10 BRIGID ROLLER MICHELLE 12 BRIGID SRDAREV EMMA-LEE 8 ROMERO 
PETTERSEN INA 12 THOMAS MORE RONCHI CATHERINE 8 CAMARA STABLER LAURA 8 MARCELLIN 
PHILLIPS BREE 10 MACKILLOP ROSSER LISA 11 CHISHOLM STABLER NICHOLAS 11 MARCELLIN 
PHOENIX CARL 8 CAMARA ROSSI ALANA 8 CAMARA STAGLES PAUL 9 SPMARCELLIN 
PICKERING SHONA 11 CATHERINE ROSSI ELISE 11 CAMARA STALTARE DANIELLA 12 CATHERINE 
PICKRELL CINDY 9 THOMAS MORE RUSHTON CHRISTOPHER 8 CATHERINE STALTARE LAUREN 8 CATHERINE 
PIETRUSZKO MARTHA 8 MACKILLOP RUSHTON PATRICIA 11 CATHERINE STAMATIOU EVAN 8 MARCELLIN 
PIPERIS CLAIRE 8 CAMARA RUSSELL BRAD 8 CAMARA STAMATIOU JOHN 8 MARCELLIN 
PIPERIS WAIN 10 CAMARA RYAN BREE 11 BRIGID STAMATIOU KATHERINE 10 MARCELLIN 
PIRRIT GLENN 12 BRIGID RYAN STEVEN 10 CHISHOLM STANDEN LARA 11 CHISHOLM 
PISCONERI CARISSA 9 MACKILLOP RYAN ALEXANDRA 10 MACKILLOP STANN JEREMY 9 MACKILLOP 
PISCONERI DANIELLE 9 BRIGID RYAN JEREMY 8 MACKILLOP STANN NOEL 11 MACKILLOP 
PISSOORT LAURENT 10 BRIGID RYAN PETER 10 MACKILLOP STANTON BENJAMIN 8 CAMARA 
PLANT JONATHAN 12 MACKILLOP RYAN SARAH 8 CHISHOLM STARCEVICH KELLIE-ANN 10 BRIGID 
P01 CHEE YONG 12 ROMERO SADLER ELIZABETH 10 ROMERO STEELE HAYLEY 10 CHISHOLM 
PORTER KURT 8 ROMERO SAGE JAMES 9 MARCELLIN STERN JASON 8 ROMERO 
PORTER KENNY 12 ROMERO SAICICH ROBERT 8 CAMARA STEVENS KRISTIAN 8 CATHERINE 
PORTWOOD EMMA 9 CHISHOLM SAID SAM 9 ROMERO STEVENSON DAVID 9 CHISHOLM 
PORTWOOD SARAH 11 CHISHOLM SAID NABIL 12 ROMERO STEVENSON LORNA 11 CHISHOLM 
POTTER ANNITA-MARIE 9 CHISHOLM SALFINGER ADAM 8 BRIGID STEZKA MICHAELA 11 MARCELLIN 
POTTER ERIN 11 CATHERINE SALPIETRO ADAM 10 ROMERO STILL HAYDEN 11 MARCELLIN 
POTTER KATHERINE 11 CHISHOLM SALPIETRO VINCENT 12 ROMERO STILL JASON 12 MARCELLIN 
POUSTIE JAMES 11 MACKILLOP SANDERSON JAMES 9 BRIGID STINSON AMANDA 9 MACKILLOP 
POWELL TRACEY 10 CAMARA SANTELLI AARON 8 CATHERINE STINSON SCOTT 9 ROMERO 
POWER SEAN 8 CATHERINE SANTOSO IMELDA 10 CAMARA STOITIS DEAN 11 CHISHOLM 
PRANATA ILIANA 11 ROMERO SARACENI JOEL 8 ROMERO STOITIS MARC 8 CHISHOLM 
PREEDY LAUREN 8 ROMERO SARDO-INFIRRI DAVID 9 CHISHOLM STONE ALEISHA 11 ROMERO 
PREEDY LUKE 11 ROMERO SAVIETTO ANDREW 9 MARCELLIN STONE JOEL 12 CHISHOLM 
PRESTIPINO DAVID 12 MACKILLOP SAVIETTO CHRISTOPHER 10 MARCELLIN STOREY MICHAEL 10 CHISHOLM 
PRESTON BRIAN 12 MARCELLIN SCHALK FRANZISKA 11 BRIGID STOREY WILLIAM 8 CHISHOLM 
PRIOLO ANNETTA 9 ROMERO SCHALK MICHAEL 8 BRIGID STOTT NATALIE 8 CAMARA 
PRIOLO REBECCA 12 ROMERO SCHUTTLER PATRICK 12 CHISHOLM STRECKFUSS ADAM 8 MARCELLIN 
PRIOR ANTHONY 9 ROMERO SCIAGURA FRANCESCA 10 CATHERINE STRINGER BRADLEY 12 MACKILLOP 
PRIOR DAVID 11 ROMERO SCOTT PETRINA 9 MACKILLOP STRINGER NATALIE 12 MACKILLOP 
PRITCHARD LYNDSAY 11 THOMAS MORE SCOTT WILLIAM 8 CAMARA STRONG CAROLINE 10 BRIGID 
PROKSCHA CHRISTIAN 9 ROMERO SEABORN LUKE 8 BRIGID STRONG SARAH 12 BRIGID 
PSAILA-SAVONA EDWINA 12 ROMERO SEEDS ANDREW 11 BRIGID STURNIOLO DAVID 8 CAMARA 
PTOLOMEY KIM 10 MARCELLIN SERJEANT ANDREW 8 BRIGID STURNIOLO REBEKAH 12 CAMARA 
PUCHTHONGCHAI PIPAT 10 MACKILLOP SERJEANT SCOTT 11 BRIGID SUAREZ ELLA 12 MARCELLIN 
PUPAllONI DANIEL 9 MACKILLOP SERTORIO RENAl 9 ROMERO SUGIHARTO DAVID 12 THOMAS MORE 
PUPAllONI THOMAS 11 MACKILLOP SHACKLETON MATTHEW 8 THOMAS MORE SULLIVAN TRAVIS 12 CHISHOLM 
PURCELL ERIN 10 BRIGID SHACKLETON MELISSA 11 THOMAS MORE SUMICH DANIEL 11 BRIGID 
PURCELL KATE 10 BRIGID SHADDOCK ANTHONY 11 CHISHOLM SURYANIWATI YULIANA 11 MARCELLIN 
PURNELL RACHEL 12 MARCELLIN SHADDOCK NICOLE 9 CHISHOLM SUTTON KRISTY 12 BRIGID 
PYE SARAH 9 THOMAS MORE SHAH DEEGESH 11 CAMARA SUTTON MELISSA 10 BRIGID 
PYE KATIE 8 THOMAS MORE SHEILES LEAH 10 MARCELLIN SWEENEY RICHARD 10 ROMERO 
QUINLAN SHANNON 8 BRIGID SHEPHERD BETH 10 CAMARA TAN ROGER 11 MACKILLOP 
RADAIC MARC 11 CHISHOLM SHIPWAY JAMES 9 CHISHOLM TANAYA EKA 12 THOMAS MORE 
RAFFEL JULIAN 9 CHISHOLM SHORT AMELIA 11 CATHERINE TAN BEN 10 ROMERO 
RAFFERTY THOMAS 8 MARCELLIN SHREWSBURY MARY-ANNE 8 CHISHOLM TAN JEFFREY 9 ROMERO 
RAFTER LUKE 11 BRIGID SHREWSBURY JULISSA 10 CHISHOLM TAN TZU CHI 12 ROMERO 
RAGNI ALICIA 9 CATHERINE SICILIANO IMMACOLATA 8 ROMERO TASCONE FLEUR 9 THOMAS MORE 
RANDALL SARAH 8 MARCELLIN SICILIANO JULIE 10 CHISHOLM TAVERNIER LAETITIA 11 CHISHOLM 
RANDALL JACQUI 8 MARCELLIN SIDERIS ANTHONY 10 CAMARA TAYLOR MICHAEL 10 ROMERO 
RAPINESE GENNARO 10 MACKILLOP SlEW ALISON 12 MACKILLOP TEBBUTT BENJAMIN 12 THOMAS MORE 
RASO LISA 8 MARCELLIN SIKKEMA NATHAN 10 CHISHOLM TEMBY RIKKI 9 BRIGID 
RATAJCZAK WAYNE 12 CATHERINE SIMKINS NICHOLAS 11 CAMARA TENGER ADRIAN 12 THOMAS MORE 
RATTIGAN AMANDA 12 CHISHOLM SIMPSON COURTNEY 9 MACKILLOP TENGER PAUL 10 THOMAS MORE 
REBEIRO ANGELIQUE 10 CAMARA SIMPSON STEPHEN 8 CAMARA TER STEEG MARTINA 11 CAMARA 
REED EMILY 10 THOMAS MORE SINATKAS DAMION 8 MACKILLOP THOMPSON AMANDA 8 MARCELLIN 
REGAN GRANT 9 CAMARA SINATKAS OLIVIA-MAREE 11 MACKILLOP THOMSON LUKE 11 BRIGID 
REGAN MEREDITH 12 CAMARA SIRISUPSOONTHORN OUYCHAI 10 MACKILLOP THOMSON MARK 10 BRIGID 
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THURAISINGAM NAVEEN 8 MARCELLIN 
THURAISINGAM SHARMINI 12 MARCELLIN 
TILBURY CHAD 10 ROMERO 
TILBURY LARISSA 8 ROMERO 
TIONG ING WAI 11 CHISHOLM 
TO DAVID 9 CATHERINE 
TOLLIDAY DAVID 10 CHISHOLM 
TOMKINSON JO 9 CATHERINE 
TOMKINSON JON 11 CATHERINE 
TONCICH KARLIE 9 MACKILLOP 
TONCICH VANESSA 11 MACKILLOP 
TONG RENEE 10 CAMARA 
TOURNEUR CHRISTINE 12 BRIGID 
TOUTOUNTZIS LANCE 10 MARCELLIN 
TOWNSEND DAVID 8 CATHERINE 
TRANTER DANIEL 9 CAMARA 
TRAVAGLINI GEMMA 10 MACKILLOP 
TRAVAGLINI TONIA 10 MACKILLOP 
TRAYNOR BRENDAN 11 CATHERINE 
TRAYNOR CONOR 12 MACKILLOP 
TREBACZ MARTIN 9 CATHERINE 
TRIMBOLI MARIANNA 10 ROMERO 
TRIPODI NICHOLAS 9 MARCELLIN 
TRIWATI LILY 11 MARCELLIN 
TSOVLEAS ADRIANA 12 THOMAS MORE 
TURNER CHRISTOPHER JOH 9 CAMARA 
TURNER PHILLIP 9 CAMARA 
TYLER EMMA 8 ROMERO 
TYSON ORLA 11 CATHERINE 
TYSON RORY 10 CATHERINE 
UNARATANA NUTTACHAI 10 THOMAS MORE 
UNARATANA SUPACHOACK 11 THOMAS MORE 
UNCLE CHRISTOPHER 9 THOMAS MORE 
UNG LEONG 12 CHISHOLM 
VALENTI REBBECCA 11 ROMERO 
VALENTI STEFANIE 8 ROMERO 
VALLELONGA CATERINA 8 MACKILLOP 
VALLELONGA ASSUNTA 11 CAMARA 
VALLELONGA SALVATORE 11 CAMARA 
VALLELONGA SALVATORE 10 MACKILLOP 
VAN ERP LISA 10 MACKILLOP 
VAN ERP ROBERT 12 MACKILLOP 
VAN KANN ANDREW 10 MARCELLIN 
VAN KANN ANIKA 8 MARCELLIN 
VAN REYK LISHA 9 ROMERO 
VANDER MEER ABBEY 8 MACKILLOP 
VAN DER MEER KRISTIAN 11 MACKILLOP 
VANDERTANG SHAY 9 CAMARA 
VERSACI DAMIAN 9 BRIGID 
VILLEPINTE CLAIRE 8 BRIGID 
VIRGO KASSANDRA 9 MACKILLOP 
VLAHOV JONATHAN 8 CHISHOLM 
VLAHOV MICHELLE 10 CHISHOLM 
VLAHOV VANESSA 12 CHISHOLM 
VOGELSANGER NATASHA 8 CHISHOLM 
VON BERGHEIM SUSAN 11 CHISHOLM 
VOON CHING MEE 12 CHISHOLM 
VUJCICH DAMIAN 8 BRIGID 
WADDELL JOEL 10 ROMERO 
WAHAB 	MOHAMED RIZAL 11 CAMARA 
WALKER DAMIEN 11 MARCELLIN 
WALKER ANGELA 9 MARCELLIN 
WALKER BRETT 9 CAMARA 
WALKER CHAD 8 CAMARA 
WALKER JOEL 8 CATHERINE 
WALKER JEREMY 8 MARCELLIN 
WALLMAN PAUL 10 CAMARA 
WALTON S STUART 8 CAMARA 
WALTON ALEX 12 CAMARA 
WARRENER AMY 9 CATHERINE 
WARRENER CAITLIN 8 CATHERINE 
WARSITO WINNY 10 CAMARA 
WEBB CATHERINE 12 THOMAS MORE 
WEBB MARY 11 THOMAS MORE 
WEIR SCOTT 8 MACKILLOP 
WELLS AMY 9 CAMARA 
WESTON EMMA 10 BRIGID 
WHEATLEY PHILIPPA 10 THOMAS MORE 
WHEATLEY TIMOTHY 8 THOMAS MORE 
WHITE JOHN 12 CATHERINE 
WHITELAW SUZANNE 10 CATHERINE 
WHITE NICHOLAS 9 MARCELLIN 
WHITE STEPHEN 8 CATHERINE 
WIDJAJA EDWARD 12 ROMERO 
WILKIE HELEN 10 MARCELLIN 
WILKIE JUDITH 9 MARCELLIN 
WILKINS AMANDA 11 CATHERINE 

WILLIAMS KARL 11 CAMARA 
WILLIAMS ANITA 10 ROMERO 
WILLIAMS DAVID 8 ROMERO 
WILLIAMS KIM 10 MACKILLOP 
WILLIAMS MIA 10 CAMARA 
WILLIAMSON TODD 10 CATHERINE 
WILLS SHEA 10 MARCELLIN 
WILSON BRADLEY 8 MARCELLIN 
WILSON ELOUISE 8 MACKILLOP 
WILSON PAUL 10 MARCELLIN 
WILSON RYAN 11 CATHERINE 
WILSON TIMOTHY 9 CHISHOLM 
WINTERBOURNE LOUISA 10 MACKILLOP 
WINTERS RYAN 8 MACKILLOP 
WONG LEAY SAN 12 BRIGID 
WONG ANDREA MARIE1 2 CHISHOLM 
WONG IRENE 8 THOMAS MORE 
WONG PHILIP 10 THOMAS MORE 
WONG EDWIN 11 THOMAS MORE 
WOOD DAVID 12 CAMARA 
WOODMAN EMILY 9 THOMAS MORE 
WOOD PAUL 11 CAMARA 
WOODWARD ANNA 8 CHISHOLM 
WORTHINGTON MELISSA 11 MACKILLOP 
WORTHINGTON IAN 10 CHISHOLM 
WORTHINGTON SHELLEY 10 MACKILLOP 
WRIGHT ADAM 9 BRIGID 
WYLIE AARON 8 CAMARA 
WYLIE JASON 10 CAMARA 
XANTHIS MICHAEL 12 CAMARA 
YOUNG DEAN 11 THOMAS MORE 
YOW MALCOLM 12 CAMARA 
YUJNOVICH JANELLE 12 MARCELLIN 
ZACCARIA DUSTIN 8 CATHERINE 
ZAHRA JONATHON 9 ROMERO 
ZAHRA PAUL 9 ROMERO 
ZAMMIT LUKE 10 BRIGID 
ZAPPAVIGNA MARK 11 BRIGID 
ZARB DANIEL 10 THOMAS MORE 
ZAVALA ROLANDO 9 CATHERINE 
ZUCAL AMANDA 9 THOMAS MORE 
ZUMARAN RICARDO 10 ROMERO 
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